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ABSTRACT
IDEOLOGIES OF RESPONSE IN COMPOSITION CLASSROOMS
Matt Dowell
August 1, 2013

This project responds to a neglected, over decade-old call from Jane Fife and
Peggy O’Neill for greater consideration of classroom contexts in scholarship on teachers’
commenting practices. Drawing on Raymond Williams’s reconceptualization of ideology,
I examine how response occurs within larger contexts including societal, programmatic,
institutional, and disciplinary expectations, how teachers and students operate within and
against these expectations, and how their beliefs and actions shape the production and
reception of response. Deploying data collected through a mixed-methodology approach
including classroom observation, interview, textual analysis, and protocol analysis, I
examine three first-year writing classes, the instructors for these classes, and students
enrolled in the observed courses.
Chapter 1 introduces the limitations of previous response scholarship and defines
the various contexts that comprise the classroom context. Chapter 2 focuses on how the
expectation for first-year writing as service shapes the production and reception of
response. Chapter 3 examines how one instructor’s use of a non-traditional grade
alongside formative response and the student’s reading of this response illustrate the
complexities present between grading and response. Chapter 4 draws on the work of
Elaine Lees, Louise Weatherbee Phelps, and Elizabeth Rankin to investigate how
vi

response may extend formatively across multiple texts and contribute to what I call “a
cumulative project.” In tracing this expansion of response across texts, I consider how the
values and beliefs teachers and students have for response both facilitate and complicate
such expansion. Chapter 5 concludes the project by demonstrating how the increased
attention toward computer grading/response illustrates the central role response occupies
in conversations about writing and writing improvement. I summarize the central role
“the text” has played in the previous chapters and link this privileging of the text to these
calls for computer grading. I argue that future response scholarship must be attentive to
both the text and classroom contexts so as to demonstrate the full complexity of response
to student writing.
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INTRODUCTION

Given the competing viewpoints held by members of our field—not to mention
the countless pages of scholarship produced to present and hash out these viewpoints—
Robert Connors’s statement that “most people” have historically perceived that the
subject of “English composition” should be focused on “the single-minded enforcement
of standards of mechanical and grammatical correctness” highlights the seeming
disconnect between writing instructors and those without knowledge of the writing
classroom and the specific but complex history that shapes the teaching of writing (112).
Many of us surely have experienced that moment when we mention to a relative, friend,
or stranger that we teach writing (or English, if we care to substitute the more traditional
term) and, in turn, are asked to commiserate over students’ lacking ability when it comes
to matters of grammatical and mechanical correctness. Although I do not know of any
research that investigates the public’s perceptions of effective and appropriate teacher
response, Connors’s tracing of the importance placed on grammatical and mechanical
correctness speaks to what the public’s expectations might be for response, as does the
common construction of the paper returned to the student, heavily covered in red ink.

1

The often cited “early” response scholarship is curious in that it seems to
downplay this social expectation for response to student writing. 1 Elaine Lees, for
example, focuses her attention almost exclusively on the options a teacher has when
responding to the sample paper she offers in her text. Although she does account for
correcting—the response practice most likely to align with the social expectation
Connors outlines—she gives this specific response practice no greater or lesser attention
than she provides to the other six she outlines, nor does she directly connect correcting
with a dominant expectation. The closest she gets to any social commentary is when she
notes that
students may come to assume from certain kinds of comments that
learning to write is a matter of learning grammar or learning to describe
papers in the way a teacher does or learning what makes a teacher want to
write “Nice!” in the margin. (373)
Likewise, W. U. McDonald Jr. puts forth an eloquent argument for teachers to be open to
“accepting and commenting on preliminary drafts as well as on the version to be graded,”
yet, in doing so, he merely situates this call as growing from the “extensive discussion of
the composing process” that had occurred “in professional journals” over the preceding
years (“Revising” 167). Nancy Sommers, in the article most often cited for generating
increased attention for response practices and research, scarcely acknowledges social

1

I loosely define “early” scholarship as research published in the years directly preceding and following the
1982 publication of Nancy Sommers’s seminal article. Although I use the term “early” to designate the
often cited research from this time period that significantly shaped the trajectory of research scholarship,
this term is a misnomer of sorts. As demonstrated by works included in Richard Straub’s anthology, Key
Works on Teacher Response, and the works cited in Richard Haswell’s “The Complexities of Responding
to Student Writing”, research scholarship stretches back decades before this date.
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forces beyond the teacher–student interaction, including the production of feedback by
the teacher in response to student writing. Although she does, for instance, note the
tendency that “students [may] follow every comment and fix their texts appropriately as
requested” and the role that teachers’ “preconceptions” play in the locating of error in
student writing, Sommers 2 offers such commentary on the context of teacher response
without fully referencing the larger social context in which such response occurs
(“Responding” 151, 154). The search for error, she tells her reader, can best be explained
by a lack in “teacher-training” or by an unwillingness on the part of teachers to read
student texts the same way they read literary texts (154).
A small sample of scholarship, such as that offered in the previous paragraph,
merely hints at a trend; it does not prove that a trend exists. Published in 1984, Brooke
Horvath’s “The Components of Written Response: A Practical Synthesis of Current
Views” accounts for eighty-one articles that speak to how we might go about
“respond[ing] productively to student writing” (136). Horvath’s work provides a succinct
but telling look at the state of response scholarship in the years immediately surrounding
the publication of Sommers’s article. Purposed with the larger goal of accounting for the
scope of response scholarship, Horvath does directly address those assumptions that
would underlie the “singlehanded” approach for which Connors accounts. For instance,
she addresses the need to be cognizant of error’s presence in student writing, and she
considers the teacher’s role as critic (139, 143). Yet, in addressing these issues, she places
specific parameters on them. First, she excludes what she calls and we know as
“summative evaluation” from her review, for she is only interested in response “intent on
2

All references to Sommers in the text refer to Nancy Sommers. References to Jeff(rey) Sommers are
presented as J. Sommers.
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helping students improve their writing ability,” not response directed at “passing
judgment” or “ranking” (137). Further, she frames her research when she posits that
formative response is seen as “most beneficial” when the teacher views student writing as
“a work-in-progress amenable to revision” (138). These parameters, in turn, shape how
she discusses error and criticism. When discussing error, Horvath’s interest is not to
highlight practices directed at the “simple avoidance” of error but, instead, those practices
that help “cultivate” a “tolerance for error” in “both students and teacher” (139).
Criticism, when understood as formative response to in-progress writing, must be
balanced with the other roles, such as “motivator,” that a teacher brings to his/her reading
of a student’s text (145).
This absence of direct mention of the dominant expectations for response should
not be read as a shortcoming of the scholarship I’m tracing. In fact, it is not an absence
demonstrated in these articles. Instead, these articles demonstrate the deeply embedded
nature of these social forces and expectations. The very existence of this scholarship
speaks, almost paradoxically, to both the strong influence of such dominant factors and
the possibility that such factors can be resisted and, short of resistance, at least reshaped
within specific contexts. The possibility for a “tolerance for error” speaks, in turn, to the
possibility that teachers can respond to error in ways that view the purpose of such
response as something other than feedback directed at the future “avoidance of error”
(139). Likewise, a teacher’s ability to establish a balance between the roles of
“motivator” and “critic” and, more broadly, the necessity for this teacher to more fully
understand all the roles he/she plays as teacher and commenter, offers alternatives to the
dominant expectation for correction, evaluation, and judgment. Furthermore, Sommers’s
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critique of her peers for their use of product-centered response when responding to
process writing announces the very real nature of a pedagogical approach other than the
correction of written products (154). Yet, at the same time, the tensions teachers
experience when responding to student writing speak to the very conflicts that result
because of the intersection of dominant expectations and alternative possibilities.
This project examines the role ideologies play in the production and reception of
response to student writing. Because an instructor’s response is directly related to the
individual text authored by a student, the task is presumed to be tailored to the individual
text and/or student. This relationship among student, text, and teacher as illustrated in
written comments and other forms of response, 3 only begins, however, to account for the
way in which response operates in and as a result of larger ideological contexts. A greater
understanding of the relationship between response and the classroom/broader contexts in
which the response is produced and received will help forward the three-decade
conversation on commenting practices in rhetoric and composition by accounting for how
the commenting practices used in a particular classroom account for and align with those
ideologies shaping the classroom. By further exploring how response and classroom
contexts intersect as well as how response is constructed and read within these contexts,
we can better understand the challenges surrounding the use of instructor feedback as a
way of improving student writing.

3

As I discuss in the next chapter, this project was originally designed to focus on written comments. The
focus broadened beyond written comments as a result of the attention given to the classroom context.
Within this project, I use “response” as the preferred term. To create stylistic variety, I do, at times,
substitute feedback and commenting. I intend these three terms to do the same work. Written feedback is
specifically referenced as “comments” or “written comments.”
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Response and Ideology
The absence of considerable attention given to these dominant expectations
further highlights the role that social formations and relationships play in the creation of
these alternatives and, at times, the development of these alternatives into privileged
practices within particular communities. In his article on revision, McDonald references
“professional journals and meetings” to help situate his suggestions within a larger
disciplinary conversation (“Revising” 167). In an earlier article, “Grading Student
Writing: A Plea for Change,” he more specifically acknowledges how “discussion at the
annual CCCC meeting and in both College English and College Composition and
Communications [sic] have focused on the process of writing perhaps more than on its
product” (154). In her article, Sommers offers a particular orientation. By orientation, I
mean her use of the plural first person to acknowledge her membership within the group
she’s addressing. For instance, she acknowledges the tendency to search for error by
connecting how it intersects with the way “we read with our preconceptions and
preoccuptations” (154). She argues that such practices must change, and it is “we” who
must “reverse this approach” (154). Such a reversal, she explains, will include
exchanging “finding errors or showing students how to patch up parts of their texts” with
“sabotag[ing] our students’ convictions that the drafts they have written are complete and
coherent” (154).
Sommers’s use of the plural first person can be read as presuming a homogeneity
of values and belief within her audience. As I will describe in greater extent later in this
chapter, Sommers articulates a social structure known as a formation, which is a
recognizable entity that operates within—and often against—dominant values and
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beliefs. Writing in 1982, C. W. Griffin argues that the emerging response theory “will be
concerned with three major components: our orientations, our verbal responses, and our
students’ reactions to our responses” (296). Griffin never specifically defines what he
means by orientations, although he lists such orientations alongside “experiences [and]
preferences” and acknowledges that orientations, experiences, and preferences help us
“account for our differences in reading student papers” (297). Furthermore, he accounts
for the experiences teachers bring to their reading and their perceptions of error by
examining what then-recent scholarship said about the influences that affect teacher
response.
Griffin’s idea of “orientations” is further fleshed out later in the decade by Chris
Anson in “Response Styles and Ways of Knowing.” Anson’s work extends Griffin’s
work in that, like Griffin, he considers the influences that shape teachers’ reading and
response practices. Specifically, Anson calls on William Perry’s developmental schema
to illustrate how teachers’ response to student writing “reflect[ed] different ways of
interpreting the world” (333). After tracing out the differing response practices of
dualistic, relativistic, and reflective responders, Anson notes that the implications from
his study move “beyond the Perry scheme” and “into the wider and more varied terrain of
instructional ideology” (354). Borrowing from Normand Bernier’s work, Anson defines
instructional ideologies as
the integrated patterns of ideas and beliefs that inform teachers’
decisions—what sort of syllabus they design or which textbook they
choose, what kinds of assignments they require, how they respond to
students and their work, even how they physically arrange the tables and
7

chairs in their classrooms, and where they place themselves in relation to
their students. (354)
As Anson’s definition demonstrates, these ideologies account for decisions that can be
attributed to the individual teacher and what he calls “the integrated patterns of ideas and
beliefs” from which these decisions extend and to which they respond (354). The
conjunction “and” is important here because it helps acknowledge the interconnectedness
between the values, beliefs, and expectations privileged by the individual and the “system
of shared group values” that very much inform the individual’s values, beliefs, and
expectations. According to Bernier and Jack Williams, ideologies are
integrated patterns of ideas, system of beliefs, or a “group consciousness”
which characterizes a social group. Such a pattern or system may include
doctrines, ideals, slogans, symbols, and directions for social and political
action. Ideologies also include objectives, demands, judgments, norms,
and justifications, and in this sense they are value-impregnated systems of
thought which may be perceived as sacred. (27)
Anson, in his application of Berneir’s theory of ideology to argue for greater attention
directed toward instructional ideologies, contends that if we want to better understand the
production and reception of response, then we must study not merely the student or the
teacher but also the relationship present between teacher and student. Bernier refers to
this relationship as “the process labeled teaching-learning” (292; italics original). By
focusing on this process involving both student and teacher, Bernier argues, we can
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account for not only the “transaction” between teacher and student but also the “inner
processes of individuals in face-to-face interaction and their external activities” (292).
Although I have turned to Anson’s application of Bernier’s work to situate my
project, I call on a different theory of ideology to establish the project’s foundation.
Anson acknowledges a common tension present in scholarship extending from different
theories of ideology. “Although ideologies are usually seen as individual beliefs,
expectations, or attitudes,” Anson writes, “they are also, at some level, part of a system of
shared group values” (358). This recognition of the shared group values reflects Bernier
and Williams’ definition that centers on the internalization of a “pattern of ideas …
[characterizing] a social group” that, in turn, “become referents for behavior” for the
individual (27; Bernier 293). In establishing the relationship between the individual and
the social group—a relationship Anson notes exists “at some level”—we erase, at least to
some degree, both the multiplicity of social groups that an individual may identify with
and the differing values and beliefs that may be present within what we would identify as
a single social group (358). Horvath problematizes the possibility for the development of
a single school of thought regarding what counts as effective comments by turning to
Richard Fulkerson’s “four preeminent contemporary theories of composition” to illustrate
how “one’s notion of good prose, hence one’s pedagogy,” results from which theory the
teacher aligns with (141). As James Berlin demonstrates in his 1985 work, “Rhetoric and
Ideology in the Writing Class,” these differing pedagogies do not result from the
instructor choosing from among static options but as a result of “choices” relating to the
“economic, social, political, and cultural” (478). The pedagogical practices used by an
individual instructor result not from the selection of a particular pedagogical model but
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choices on the part of the instructor that respond to dominant social (economic, political,
and cultural) factors and that result in practices that extend from the teacher’s
“orientation” in relation to these factors.
This project, therefore, extends from Anson’s reading of Bernier’s definition of
ideology as well as Berlin’s work with ideology. In Chapter 1, I connect Bernier’s call for
greater attention to the “face-to-face interaction we label teaching-learning” with a
decade-old call from Peggy O’Neill and Jane Fife for greater attention to the classroom
context within the study of response (292; italics original). Bernier’s conception of the
teacher–student transaction includes attention to both the “inner processes” these
participants bring to “the face-to-face interaction” and “the external activities” they
engage in as part of the face-to-face interaction (292). The study of the production and
reception of response to student writing responds to Bernier’s call while also
reformulating it to the specific features of the writing classroom. I position response as a
particular form of interaction between teacher and student that, in different iterations,
represents or replaces the traditional conception of face-to-face interaction. Teacher–
student conferences, when compared with written comments, fit more firmly into what
we might view to be face-to-face interaction. Yet, given that written feedback is meant to
allow for communication between teacher and student that mirrors the feedback that
would be provided in face-to-face discussion of the student’s writing, I consider it to very
much fall within the instructor–student interactions that we should study, and I account
for this interaction through the terms “production of response” and “reception of
response.” As these terms demonstrate, the idea of response operating as a specific type
of interaction necessitates our understanding of these two different practices—or what

10

Bernier calls “external activities” (292). These external activities are, however, mediated
by the “inner processes” of the participants (292). As Anson puts it in his study of teacher
response practices,
although schemes of instructional ideology vary considerably …, they all
strongly suggest that teachers’ underlying beliefs about why, what, and
how students should write are powerful determinants of their actual
behaviors. (“Response” 355)
Anson, in putting forth a call for greater attention to instructional ideologies,
acknowledges the shortcomings of his own study. One shortcoming he accounts for is his
inattention to “the rich interactions that occur between teachers and students in the fuller
context of instruction” (355). Said differently, the desire to account for the instructional
ideologies at play in a given classroom remains incomplete if we also do not account for
those ideologies the student brings to and calls on in the classroom. Accounting for how
these ideologies influence the production and reception of response could be
accomplished through the creation of what Bernier calls “ideological maps” (292). Yet, if
our desire is to better understand the role of ideologies in the production and reception of
response in particular classrooms, then the classroom itself emerges as a fitting site for
research. The classroom becomes a necessary site for research because it—and the
practices engaged in this classroom space—functions as both the shared context in which
student and teacher interact and the specific context from which student texts are
composed and responded to.
This classroom context, therefore, is a site for ideological conflict. Both
participants—the student and the teacher—enter the classroom with beliefs about the
11

purposes and practices of writing, teaching, and education. Connors’s work outlines the
many historical developments and tensions that have influenced how writing is taught at
the college level, including the introduction of coeducation, the role textbooks play in
writing instruction, the contested institutional identity of composition, social expectations
for who teaches writing, and concerns regarding the workload faced by writing
instructors. Described broadly, these developments and tensions pose questions of how
writing has been viewed, described, defined, taught, assigned, and assessed. Although
these historical occurrences surely shape the teaching of writing and they do so in the
interest of culturally privileged expectations for writing, we cannot assume that these
factors shape current classrooms equally. What is needed then is a theory of ideology that
best illustrates the role tradition plays in the maintaining of dominant values, the process
through which these dominant values are communicated, and the possibility for
opposition to such dominant values and beliefs.
Connors’s historical tracing illustrates how the teaching of writing has always
occurred within dominant social and academic expectations. Yet, these dominant
expectations are not absolute. In Marxism and Literature, Raymond Williams offers an
approach to ideology that allows for a better understanding of how dominant values and
beliefs circulate in society, including how alternatives to these dominant values and
beliefs are generated. Williams begins his reimaging of ideology by switching the focal
point from ideology to what he calls “the hegemonic.” The limitation of the term
ideology, he argues, rests in the many different, but always inexact, uses that theorists
have put forth for it. The majority of these constructions are problematic, Williams
contends, because of how they attempt to formulate “separable ‘ideas’ or ‘theories’” and,
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in doing so, detach meanings and values from the “material social process” from which
the ideologies emerge and through which they are communicated and transformed (70,
62). In introducing hegemony as a replacement for ideology, Williams puts forth an
argument for how hegemony offers a theoretical improvement to not only ideology but
also culture:
For “hegemony” is a concept which at once includes and goes beyond two
powerful earlier concepts: that of “culture” as a “whole social process” in
which men define and shape their whole lives; and that of “ideology” in
any of its Marxist senses, in which a system of meanings and values is the
expression or projection of a particular class interest. (108)
The greatest value of hegemony, according to Williams, is that hegemony accounts for
not only “ideas and beliefs” but also “the whole lived social process as practically
organized by specific dominant meanings and values” (109). It is the accounting for the
actual social process through which dominant meanings and values circulate that both
prevents the abstracting of systems of beliefs and acknowledges the possibility of
alternatives to the dominant. Williams shifts from hegemony as a noun to the adjective
form, “the hegemonic,” to illustrate that whatever is seen as dominant is, at the same
time, “never either total or exclusive” (113).
The acknowledgment that the dominant is neither total nor exclusive is not to
undermine the dominant’s strength because the dominant is the force around which “the
whole lived social process” is “practically organized” (109). At the same time, this
acknowledgement not only facilitates a discussion of how “alternative” and
“oppositional” values and beliefs come to be but also how perspectives of dominant and
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alternative beliefs can differ within what Williams would call “cultures” (122). Williams
terms such alternative values, practices, and beliefs as “emergent” and “residual” (121–
127). These terms offer greater clarity when discussed theoretically because a practical
understanding depends on establishing the emergent or residual value “only in relation to
a full sense of the dominant” (123). Although Williams positions the residual as speaking
back to “earlier social formations,” he regroups the emergent and the residual in
distinguishing each from the dominant when he argues that “no mode of production and
therefore no dominant social order and therefore no dominant culture ever in reality
includes or exhausts all human practice, human energy, and human intention” (125).
What, though, explains the nontotalizing nature of the dominant such that space
opens for residual and emergent values and beliefs? Williams traces this aspect of the
dominant to a reworking of tradition. In most cultural thought, tradition is viewed
stagnantly as “the surviving past” (115). Tradition, according to Williams, is much more
than merely that from the past that lays the foundation for the present; tradition, much
more consequentially, is an “active shaping force” (115). Specifically, tradition actively
shapes the present because social actors operationalize the present through the selection
of values, beliefs, and practices from the past. Yet, this process of selection—because it is
just that—both positions that which is privileged and maintains the possibility for the
“recovery of discarded areas” and the creation of new oppositional forces that borrow
from alternative traditions (116). Within this construction, institutions, crudely imagined,
become the site through which the selective tradition is communicated, and formations
are understood to be intercessions into the hegemonic that complicate this selective
tradition as a result of “specialized practice” (119). It is an oversimplification, however,
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to argue that institutions support the hegemonic while formations provide opposition
because the very nature of institutions—which include schools, churches, and “places of
work”—is such that they include various contradictions (118). That said, these
institutions are very much the location through which hegemonic values are
communicated and learned (117). The work of formations, then, often becomes the
disruption of these hegemonic values communicated in these more structured, more
defined institutions (119).
Earlier in this chapter, I claimed that Sommers’s use of the plural first person
represented her position within what I called a formation. Because of the operation of
dominant values as an active social force, the values and practices of our discipline have
always functioned within and often against dominant values regarding expectations for
instruction, for who teaches writing, and for where writing is positioned in the university.
Early response scholarship emerged at a time in which writing instructors were focusing,
in greater degrees, on process writing, formative evaluation, and the role of the social in
writing (and writing instruction). These developments can themselves be seen as
formations because they emerged from “specialized practice” and they interceded in
recognizable institutions, including the academy and the discipline of English (Williams
119). Sommers’s use of the plural first person highlights the population most attuned to
these disciplinal developments, and, through this selection, she also highlights the
oppositional nature of the practices she calls for toward the always active dominant
values and beliefs. Yet, it is surely an oversimplification to position any particular
formation as fully oppositional to the dominant.
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This oversimplification operates on at least three levels. First, to establish the
formation as oppositional is to gloss over the always active role that dominant values and
beliefs play within any social process. Second, to establish any particular formation as
oppositional is to assume homogeneity within the formation that elides the contradictions
and points of conflict present in any social grouping. Third, and related to the previous
point, such contradictions result because of the various affiliations a person possesses to
multiple social constructions. Williams’s complication of ideology and culture via the
reworking of both as “the hegemonic” highlights the plural nature of social processes and
interactions. Thus, while the actions of social participants are influenced by the privileged
values and practices of the individual “social groups” to which a person belongs, the
multiplicity of “social groups” or “cultures” to which an individual belongs introduces
new values and beliefs across groups.
Emergent values and beliefs that develop as a result of formations can, within the
social groups from which they emerge, take on a degree of dominance within these
groups. As my literature review will demonstrate, the assumptions underlying much
response scholarship in our field reflect the values and beliefs privileged within our
discipline. Take, for example, Horvath’s exclusion of summative evaluation from her
literature survey. Although summative response remains a shaping influence in response
scholarship because of the role of summative evaluation as a foundational practice in the
academy, response scholars have predominately approached summative response as a
point of nuisance, as a practice to be resisted, or as a requirement that must be rethought.
In a good portion of this scholarship, summative evaluation is addressed via exclusion,
such as with Horvath’s article. The scholarship on response, when viewed collectively,
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represents its own form of hegemony: the scholarship emerged as a response to dominant
expectations for correction, evaluation, and judgment, and, through the reification of
what were assumed to be shared values, the scholarship grew to speak to what is taken to
be what writing instructors privilege as “best practices” for responding to student writing.
Yet, as both Berlin’s work with ideology and Fulkerson’s examination of differing
“theories of composition” demonstrate, our very responses to those always active
“dominant and hegemonic pressures” are themselves contradictory and competing
(Williams 115).
As Williams’s construction of “the hegemonic” suffers from the same limitations
understood to be present in any heuristic, tracing out the privileged values and beliefs in
our own field merely provides a starting point through which to study the actual social
processes through which values and beliefs are communicated and contested. Our
research attention, therefore, must be directed toward “the lived social process” in which
such communication and contestation occurs (Williams 109). I argue in agreement with
Anson and Bernier that we can only fully understand the role of ideologies in education
(and in writing instruction) by closely examining the teacher–student interaction within
the educational classroom. The classroom becomes a valuable site of research because it
is an identifiable location positioned within a recognizable institution that very much
forwards dominant expectations for writing and writing instruction while also being
actively reshaped, to varying degrees, by emergent and residual beliefs. The social
process that occurs in the writing classroom happens because of the participation in the
educational process by teachers and students. And, as Berlin establishes, these
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participants bring with them competing claims “of value” resulting from “social,
political, and cultural” factors (477).
The value, then, of examining the production and reception of response within
specific classroom contexts is not only two-fold, but also two-directional. By paying
attention to the classroom context, we avail ourselves of those social processes that
inform the production and reception of response, and by paying attention to the
production and reception of response, we demonstrate the consequential role language
occupies as the medium through which values and beliefs are communicated in this
particular space. Williams’s critique of the majority of work on developing theories of
ideology centers on the separation of “ideas and material reality” (59). Because the
classroom operates as the space in which students and teachers interact, it functions then
as a starting point through which to understand how beliefs about writing and the
teaching of writing shape, respond to, and engage material reality. As the literature
review in the following chapter demonstrates, our field’s extensive corpus of response
scholarship provides a strong endorsement of specific practices, yet it most often has
done so through the decontextualization of response from the specific classrooms in
which response is produced and received. This study, therefore, not only furthers prior
response scholarship by using this scholarship as a lens through which to study specific
writing classrooms but also, in demonstrating the results of this engagement, it provides
an alternative to the dominant research practices most often used to study response.
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Chapter Descriptions
I begin Chapter 1 by accounting for popular lines of inquiry in response
scholarship, including teachers’ roles as respondents, specificity, mode and focus,
response as conversation, and students’ opinions on response. In examining these focal
points, I not only provide a review of the literature, but I also demonstrate how this
scholarship has been generated with little attention to the classroom context. I then
connect this lack of classroom attention to Sandra Murphy’s criticism of best practices
and demonstrate how this inattention to the classroom space has resulted because of the
privileged research methods used in our field to study response. Reiterating the value of a
call put forth by Jane Fife and Peggy O’Neill around the turn of the twenty-first century
for classroom-based research that moves beyond the written comment, I spend the second
half of the chapter arguing for the value of ethnographic methods for the study of
response. I conclude the chapter by outlining my methods and introducing the study’s
teacher and student participants.
In Chapter 2, I investigate the consequences for the production and reception of
response that result from the intersection of students’ views of response as deficiency
correction, the expectation that writing instruction operates in a service capacity, and the
roles and goals instructors privilege in their writing classrooms. Specifically, I examine
two instructor–student interactions to illustrate how these various factors shape the
production and reception of response. The first interaction centers on Megan’s
expectation for directive, corrective response and how her expectation misaligns with
Bertrand’s view of himself as a writing coach. 4 The second interaction centers on Dean’s
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All names are pseudonyms chosen by the individual participants.
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expectation that English 102 should focus on the “forms” of writing privileged inside and
outside the university and how this expectation differs from Connie’s use of the I-Search
classroom genre. By examining these instructor–student relationships, I illustrate how
writing instructors function within and against service expectations such that their
pedagogies become “service but also something else.” In the chapter’s second half, I
expand my attention to the intersections between writing instruction and service
ideologies by investigating both Bertrand’s worry that his switch to conference response
will not be sanctioned by the writing program and the role that available time plays in all
three instructors’ classroom decisions, including the production of response.
In Chapter 3, I examine the intersection of response and grading. This
examination centers on Jane’s decision to withhold a grade from Ashley’s first paper
because of citation issues she located in the paper. I argue this withheld grade, what Jane
called a “no grade” (NG), shaped how Ashley read, responded to, and applied the
discursive feedback she received. Calling on Beth McCoy’s reading of paratexts as
functioning within asymmetrical power relations, I account for how different types of
comments, including alphabetic grades and discursive comments, operate in a complex
web of purposes, values, and expectations.
Whereas Chapter 3 focuses narrowly on one teacher and one student, I broaden
my focus in Chapter 4 by analyzing the assignment sequences in both Bertrand’s class
and Jane’s class. My central focus in this chapter is what Louise Weatherbee Phelps
terms the question of how an instructor circumscribes a text in the act of reading and
responding to student writing. I extend Phelps’s concept of textual circumscription by
examining how class design shapes response. Applying Elaine Lees’s idea that response
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can function to create a new assignment for students, I consider how the sequenced
nature of the assignments in Bertrand’s class and Jane’s class both facilitates and
complicates formative response directed at the current text, a revision of the current text,
and development toward the cumulative semester project. I include students’ voices to
demonstrate how students receive and make use of such formative response. By
examining how response relates to a plural text, I unsettle the tradition in our field to
study response in relation to either the singular text or the cumulative portfolio while also
demonstrating the lasting dominance of the singular text in the writing classroom.
In the final chapter, I consider how the recent push for computer grading of
writing grows out of the lasting dominance the text, perceived to be a singular entity, in
writing education. I account for this dominance by tracing the text’s role in many of the
tensioned relationships between students and teachers and teachers and institutions
presented previously in this project. I then argue that we need to both increase our
attention to the text in our response scholarship and generate scholarship that illustrates
the valuable and meaningful interactions that occur among students, teachers, classroom
spaces, and texts. Although the idea that we should pay more attention to the text may
seem paradoxical given Fife and O’Neill’s call for attention beyond comments as texts, I
argue that this project demonstrates the central role the values, assumptions, and
expectations teachers and students have relating to “the text” play in production and
reception of response. Therefore, I argue, we need to better understand these assumptions
and expectations for the text if we want to better understand the production and reception
of response, including the creation and revision of best practices.
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CHAPTER ONE
RESPONSE SCHOLARSHIP AND THE (MISSING) CLASSROOM CONTEXT

Near the Introduction’s conclusion, I established the disparity between what we
have come to know as best response practices and our field’s lack of scholarship that
accounts for response practices within the specific classroom context in which response is
produced and received. In this chapter, I examine this disparity further through an
analysis of the large amount of response scholarship that does exist in our field. In her
seminal article, Sommers writes, “For it seems, paradoxically enough, that although
commenting on student writing is the most widely used method for responding to student
writing, it is the least understood” (“Responding” 148). Sommers does not extend the
comparison between commenting and other response methods, so it remains unclear what
other response practices she is considering and how she sees these alternative response
practices as being more understood than written comments. In fact, in the first line of her
article, Sommers uses the compound phrase “responding to and commenting on student
writing” to describe the teaching activity that “consumes the largest portion of our time”
(“Responding” 148). As I established in an introductory footnote (see page 5), this
project began as a consideration of ideology’s role in the production and reception of
written comments but expanded to also include conferencing because of the practices I
witnessed in the observed classrooms.
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The considerable corpus of response scholarship has allowed us to establish a
greater understanding of the practices, challenges, and limits of response (including
written response). Furthermore, given how this research has found its way into materials
often used for teacher training (Bean; Lindemann; Straub “Guidelines”), I would argue
that we have prioritized responding to student writing such that Sommers’s criticism
regarding the lack of attention to response in “teacher-training” and “in writing
workshops” no longer applies—or not to the degree it once did (154). This considerable
attention paid to response to student writing in our research has led to immeasurable
gains in the knowledge that circulates about teachers’ goals and methods for response,
students’ perceptions of response, and, to a lesser degree, students’ application of the
response they receive. Yet, as this chapter demonstrates, this scholarship has often been
developed apart from or tangential to the classrooms in which response is produced and
received.
In establishing the need for attention to the classroom context, I turn to a turn-ofthe-millennium call put forth by Jane Fife and Peggy O’Neill 1 for a reconfiguration of
our research methodologies. Among other purposes, this literature review is intended to
demonstrate the lasting role that the “early” response scholarship discussed in the
Introduction has had on the trajectory of response scholarship. Sommers and Brannon
and Knoblauch, through arguments built from empirical research, noted response trends,
including what they saw to be troubling developments. Horvath, through the analysis of
then-recent scholarship, painted a broader picture of the dominant research trends
1

The three articles I cite from Fife and O’Neill were published under different name arrangements
(Mathison-Fife and O’Neill (1997), O’Neill and Fife (1999), and Fife and O’Neill (2001)). For readability,
I use the most recent construction, Fife and O’Neil, in my prose and include parenthetical clarification to
direct the reader to the correct citation.
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resulting from and shaping toward scholarly attention directed at response practices. A
central theme that emerges from this “early” scholarship is the challenge faced by
instructors to provide more effective response within the social forces that shape the
writing classroom. This theme appears in both Sommers’s claim that the response she
studied demonstrated “a confusion of process and product” and Brannon and
Knoblauch’s central argument that teachers should not take control over their students’
writing (“Responding” 154). These calls for teachers to avoid appropriating students’
texts proved to be a sticking point in subsequent research. Such an argument pits the
dominant view of the teacher as expert and evaluator against views of teacher roles, such
as coach and reader, that the scholarship says composition researchers and teachers
should privilege. For example, the “best practice” of providing students with formative
response and/or praise collides with students’ preference for their teacher to assume the
primary role of evaluator, an occurrence well-documented in response scholarship (Auten
“How;” Dohrer; Hayes and Daiker; O’Neill and Fife; Richardson).
As this literature review demonstrates, the tensions present in the production and
reception of response result from not only the differing expectations held by instructors
and students but also the countless social forces that influence this production and
reception. This is to say that response scholarship has, from its inception, been centrally
interested in how response functions and how this functioning is shaped by differing
values and beliefs for the teaching of writing and for response to student writing. Lees’s
work with roles and the scholarship on roles that followed is central to understanding
how response functions in competing social contexts. Yet, this attention to the
functioning of response within and in response to social forces has been tempered by the
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predominant study of comments as “textual artifacts” removed from the contexts in
which these comments circulate (O’Neill and Fife 48). Furthermore, a significant portion
of response research data has been manufactured through the use of hypothetical and
artificial contexts such that the findings do not extend from activities occurring in real
writing classrooms. As a result of these research biases, the attention given to
understanding how response results from and responds to specific social forces and
contexts through the study of students’ preferences for response has produced valuable
findings, but these findings are not attached to the material classroom processes in which
the response is produced and received. Building from arguments put forth by Fife,
O’Neill, and Sandra Murphy, I not only establish the need to account for classroom
contexts when studying the production and reception of response but also demonstrate
how the classroom, as a focal point for response research, offers a material location
through which we can come to understand how values, attitudes, and beliefs shape the
production and reception of response.

Research on Roles, Focus, Modes, and Specificity
Judging from citations in later articles, Sommers’s contention that teachers’
comments could be “rubber-stamped” from one student’s paper to another student’s
paper and Brannon and Knoblauch’s distinction between directive and facilitative
response greatly shaped our understanding of response and the research focuses we have
brought to its study (Sommers “Responding” 152). As both contributions illustrate the
duality of response as both a textual product that appears on the page and a contributor to
a communicative process, it is important to establish how response scholarship quickly
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moved away from the study of response as a matter of form while, at the same time,
acknowledging the significant amount of scholarship directed toward categorizing
response into various taxonomies. In her 2006 reflection on her seminal article, Sommers
acknowledges that “her first impulse when researching the topic of response was to
imagine a hierarchy of effective and ineffective comments that could be isolated,
identified, even memorized by new writing teachers” (“Across” 248). The conversation
shifted over time from comments and hierarchies to the examination of practices and
taxonomies. This shift allows for more attention to be paid to how comments function,
even if the analysis does not always include the functioning of comments within the
classroom contexts in which the comments are produced and read.
Writing first in 1981, Knoblauch and Brannon critique prior response literature
because of its “habitual focus … on types or modes of commentary” (“Teacher” 1).
Wanting to more fully account for the “attitudes, postures, and motives” that instructors
communicate in their responses, they introduce the now well-known terms “directive”
and “facilitative” to describe two approaches teachers can engage when responding to
student writing. On the surface, these terms distinguish between response that functions
as “prescriptions” and response “designed to preserve the writer’s control of the discourse
… and suggest the possibility of negotiation between writer and reader” (Rhetorical 125,
128). Yet, because of how this distinction cuts to the heart of the socially situated
expectations for response and the roles teachers assume when responding, the concepts of
directive and facilitative response speak directly to the primary tensions present in the
response situation. These categories, therefore, also speak back to research on teacher
control and roles. Building from Lees’s categorization of the different roles teachers can
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assume when responding, scholars have made arguments for teachers to occupy roles that
extend beyond the traditional roles of judge, evaluator, or critic (Danis; Dohrer; Fuller;
Moxley “Teachers’”). Joseph Moxley, in “Teachers’ Goals and Methods of Responding
to Student Writing,” finds that 80% of instructors “perceive their role to be that of a
coach (instead of a judge) when they grade papers” (19).
Knoblauch and Brannon’s categorization of response as facilitative or directive
closely mirrors Nina Ziv’s terminology of “implicit cues” and “explicit cues.” In her case
study research, Ziv found that her students “responded favorably” to explicit cues “about
how they could strengthen or reorganize the ideas they had already formulated in their
papers” (372). In more recent scholarship, Marilyn Ruth Sweeney found that basic
writing students benefit from receiving both “inductive” and “deductive” teacher
feedback, and D. R. Ransdall found that inexperienced writers struggle with applying
facilitative response and, therefore, benefit from receiving directive response. Although
these scholars use different language to describe types of response, Richard Straub would
fault all for “look[ing] at response in dualistic ways” (“Concept” 224). Working to move
our field beyond these dualistic ways of describing response, Straub introduces the terms
“focus” and “mode” as a means to infuse greater nuance into how we categorize and
understand different commenting types.
Responding directly to Knoblauch and Brannon’s terminology, Straub argues that
we need new ways of approaching the “the concept of control” so as to more fully
distinguish between “varieties of directive and facilitative” response (“Concept” 223).
First in Twelve Readers Reading, which he coauthored with Ronald Lunsford, and then in
“The Concept of Control on Teacher Response: Defining the Varieties of ‘Directive’ and
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‘Facilitative’ Commentary,” Straub puts forth the terms “focus” and “mode” as a lens
through which to establish distinctions that go beyond a belief that “teacher commentary
is either directive or facilitative, authoritative or collaborative, teacher-based or studentbased” (“Concept” 224). Focus names the “the area of writing” the comment pays
attention to, whereas mode describes how the comment is “presented” on the page (233).
Although both terms are important, mode holds special importance because of how it
explicitly extends from Knoblauch and Brannon’s claim that greater attention needs to be
paid to “attitudes, postures, and motives” and not merely form (“Teacher” 2). In
introducing the concept of mode in Twelve Readers Reading, Straub and Lunsford state
two complementary “assumptions” on which they position the term:
First, the form of a comment strongly influences how the comment functions and
what it comes to mean. Second, the form of a comment is not enough: Any
analysis of how comments function must consider not only the form of the
comments, but also their content and voice. (166)
Through the examination of responses produced by prominent composition scholars to
decontextualized student papers, Straub and Lunsford establish seven focus categories
and ten mode categories. How teachers apply these different modes and points of focus,
they claim, results “in different degrees of control over student writing” (166). Expanding
on this point in his follow-up article on teacher control in response to student writing,
Straub offers broad findings on the textual analysis he and Lunsford completed:
Generally speaking, the more comments a teacher makes on a piece of
writing, the more controlling he or she will likely be. The more a teacher
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attends to a text, especially local matters, and tries to lead the student to
produce a more complete written product, the more likely he is to point to
specific changes and thus to exert more control over the student’s writing.
The more a teacher attends to the student’s writing processes and the
larger contexts of writing, and hears his comments to the student behind
the text and her ongoing work as a writer, the less likely he is to point to
specific changes or to assume control over the student’s writing.
(“Concept” 234)
Straub’s language of mode and focus, although intended as a tool for “charting a
teacher’s” commenting tendencies, also proves useful for charting tendencies and
findings in response scholarship (233). Numerous scholars have examined the limitations
of response focused primarily or exclusively on grammatical correction (Danis; Dohrer;
Dragga “Effects” and “Praiseworthy;” Moxley “Teachers’”). Likewise, a significant
amount of scholarship argues that instructors should focus on global issues first before
moving to local matters (Brannon and Knoblauch; Moxley “Teachers’;” Straub “The
Student” and “Students’”). Arguments for praise’s importance as a correction to the
dominant position evaluative feedback occupies (Daiker; Dragga “Praiseworthy;” Zak)
have been supported by empirical research that demonstrates stronger writers appreciate
praise (Dragga “Effects”). These findings on praise, however, become less certain when
placed alongside students’ opinion on response, which I examine in the next section. As
presented earlier, calls have been put forth for the expansion of the roles teachers assume
when responding beyond the traditional roles of judge, evaluator, or critic (Danis;
Dohrer; Fuller; Moxley “Teachers’”). Perhaps the point on which the majority of
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response scholars have agreed is the need for teachers to privilege specificity in their
responses and to constrain the scope of their response by focusing on a limited number of
concerns within each student paper (Danis; Dohrer; Edgington “Encouraging;” Fuller;
Moxley “Responding;” Straub “The Student”).
As I will demonstrate later in this chapter, many of the points from the previous
paragraph appear again in lists of the best practices teachers should operationalize when
responding to student writing. Although often used as shorthand to categorize different
types of response, the terminology offered by Brannon and Knoblauch and Straub and
Lunsford also provides a lens to more fully account for how response functions within
social frameworks, including the dominant expectation for directive response. Because
this project focuses on the role of classroom contexts in the production and reception of
response, it is worth noting how attention to these social contexts can be traced far back
into response scholarship, including Knoblauch and Brannon’s assessment that response
scholarship has paid “too little” attention to “the larger conversation between teacher and
students,” of which comments are only one element (“Teacher” 1). As the following
section demonstrates, attention to response as conversation demonstrates one expansion
of commenting scholarship intended to more fully imagine response as a social activity
and to account for the social contexts in which response occurs. I position the extensive
research on students’ opinions on and use of response as similar expansions. Yet, as I will
demonstrate in a subsequent section, this scholarship continues the tendency to study
response removed from the classroom contexts, including the physical classroom and the
ideologies shaping the activities engaged within, in which response is produced and
received.
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Response as Conversation and Students’ Opinions on Response
Response scholars have used the idea of conversation as one approach for
lessening the control teachers exert over student writing. This scholarship often takes one
of two forms: arguments that our written comments should reflect conversational styles
or acknowledgements that our written comments should be accompanied with
conversations with the individual student or the entire class. M. Francine Danis highlights
conversation’s “holistic” qualities and argues that good response results from listening to
“what’s going on in the essay” (19). Ruth Jenkins and Fred Cheney use the term
“dialogue” to describe response’s communicative purposes. Ziv argues that response’s
helpfulness is limited if comments are not “part of an ongoing dialogue between
[teachers] and their students” (376). Therefore, this dialogue should begin with teachers
responding to student writing “as interested adults would react to such writing” (376).
Straub (“Teacher”) analyzes the teacher comments that comprise the data corpus for
Twelve Readers Reading to demonstrate how well-known instructors incorporate
conversational tones and techniques into their written responses. As part of this work, he
offers tips for creating conversational responses. These suggestions include using
informal, everyday language, using the students’ own words in the response, resisting
taking control over the student’s text, and providing elaboration of key points included in
the response (389–390). Although a fan of framing comments as conversation, Straub
reminds us to resist falling into a trap in which all facilitative comments are viewed as
being conversational and all directive comments are viewed as being controlling (380–
381).
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These calls to increase the conversational aspects of our written responses, in that
they circulate around the issue of appropriation of student writing, remind us of the social
forces shaping the writing classroom, including the dominant expectation for the teacher
to act as the primary evaluator of student writing. By illustrating how many writing
classrooms are structured around initiation, response, and evaluation cycles, Janet Auten
(“Rhetoric”) and Paul Prior (“Contextualizing Teachers’”) remind us not to overlook the
role power relationships play in response, an acknowledgement that problematizes the
idea of response as conversation. Auten, via an application of the traditional rhetorical
triangle to the student, teacher, and student text, demonstrates how students are often
positioned as the passive readers of their own texts due to the teacher’s appropriative
rewriting of these texts through the response he/she produces. Auten and Prior, through
the consideration of power’s role in the classroom, highlight the importance of the
relationship between reading and response, an aspect of the response context that
Anthony Edgington argues has been overlooked (“What”).
Imagining response as conversation demonstrates a greater awareness of
response’s “transactive” role (Probst). Likewise, research on students’ opinions for
response and their use of the responses they receive also acknowledges how response
functions as a communicative process involving both teachers and students. Researchers
have found that students prefer specific, elaborate comments (Edgington, “Encouraging;”
Ransdell; Straub “Students’;” Treglia; Ziv). Auten, in surveying students, found that 40%
of first-semester students expected teachers to mark all errors in a paper, whereas only
25% of second-semester students stated the same expectation (“How”). W. Michael Reed
and John K. Burton, Straub (“Students’”), and Edgington (“Encouraging”) found students
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desire comments on both global content and surface-level issues. Students most strongly
speak out against comments critical of the thinking they present in their writing (Beedles
and Samuels; Reed and Burton; Straub “Students’;” Treglia). Likewise, they dislike
confusing comments presented as jargon or incomplete phrases (Beedles and Samuels;
Edgington “Encouraging;” Fuller; Hayes and Daiker; Still and Koerber).
Research on praise, although inconclusive, illustrates a bias in the research on
student opinion that speaks to how we conceive of how students receive and apply
response. As I presented earlier, numerous scholars have argued for praise’s importance
as a response mode. Although some researchers have found that students find praise to be
useful (Hayes and Daiker) and desired (Straub “Students’”), other researchers have found
that praise is less useful than instructors may assume it to be. For example, Bonnie
Beedles and Robert Samuels found that students marked as useful only three of the
fifteen praise comments they had included in their study. These differences in how
students react to praise might result from how research projects were framed. Beedles and
Samuels describe how they modeled their project off of Straub’s work on student
opinion, while also deciding to shift Straub’s focus on what types of comments students
preferred to what types of comments they found most useful when revising (12).
Sommers’s longitudinal study (“Across”) may provide a middle-ground, as she illustrates
how students’ privilege constructive criticism over praise, especially when they view the
praise to be unwarranted. This privileging of constructive criticism mirrors prior research
demonstrating students’ preferences for specific, elaborate response that offers advice
directed toward revision (Auten “How;” Edgington “Encouraging;” Ransdall; Straub
“Students’;” Ziv).
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Best Practices and the Context Criticism
The research on mode, focus, and students’ opinions is reflected in response best
practices. These best practices appear as lists presented most commonly in teaching
rhetorics (Bean; Lindemann; Straub “Guidelines”) or summaries of previous research
(Moxley “Responding;” Straub “The Student”). 2 The following best practices list is taken
from Moxley’s article, “Responding to Student Writing: Goals, Methods, Alternatives,”
in which he reviews the best practices to introduce an argument for teachers to shift to
tape-recorded response if they want to best apply these practices. According to Moxley’s
summary of these best practices, instructors should
•

provide “formative” as opposed to “summative” evaluations;

•

require multiple drafting;

•

place students in small groups and teach them to evaluate each other’s work;

•

avoid “appropriating’ students’ texts and simplifying students” roles to that of
army privates following orders;

•

play the role of the students’ intended audience;

•

encourage students to view revision to be an opportunity to clarify and discover
one’s meaning;

•

avoid overburdening students with advice by identifying only one or two patterns
of error at a time;

•

praise positive attributes in each paper;

2

The research tradition of offering implications for further research/teaching has led to affirmations and
reconstructions of best practices appearing at the end of many scholarly works. These instances are too
numerous to list, but tracing shifts in best practices would make for a valuable historical project.
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•

avoid excessive abstract, formulaic textbook language, such as “edit for
efficiency!”; “transition?”; “v/ag”; “p/ag”, etc.; and

•

omit grades on individual papers. (3)

In “The Student, the Text, and the Classroom Context: A Case Study of Teacher
Response,” Straub offers a set of guiding principles very similar to the ones offered by
Moxley before agreeing with “composition scholars” that “there is no one best way to
response to student writing” (2). Referring to the importance of context, Straub
acknowledges
What works for one teacher, in one context, may or may not work for
another. There are no dependable guides. No absolutes. It depends on the
particular teacher, the individual student, and the particular circumstances.
(2)
But, as Murphy points out, the recognition of these limitations does not stop Straub from
presenting these guidelines “in the linguistic form of commands that take on the force of
rules” (84). Murphy critiques the absoluteness of such rules because of how they focus on
the production of response and not “students’ interpretations of teachers’ comments,” an
absence that overlooks how knowledge, including both the production and reception of
comments, is socially constructed (85).
Murphy’s use of the term “interpretations” illustrates a shift from research on
students’ opinions on response to their reading of the responses they receive on their
writing. Much of the scholarship I traced that addressed students’ opinions is guilty of
studying student opinion detached from the students’ own writing. Murphy’s shift
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towards students’ interpretations not only corrects this shortcoming but also contributes
to a larger call for attention to the classroom context in which response is produced and
received. Murphy’s criticism highlights the problems with making claims about how
comments are produced and received when such claims happen outside the “situational
context of the classroom” in which they operate and when such claims do not provide
both the teacher’s and the student’s perspectives on the production and reception of such
comments (85). Published in 2000, Murphy’s call for a transition in our research focus
and methods reflects Bernier’s conceptualization of the teaching–learning interaction as
the necessary focal point for research intended to provide insight into what he calls “the
practice of education” (Bernier 291).

The Classroom Context and Privileged Research Methods
The call for greater attention to the classroom context in which response is
produced and received requires an expansion of not only the content of our research but
also a reshuffling of our privileged methods. A closer investigation of these methods
demonstrates the privileged use of survey methods and discourse analysis, the application
of findings into constructing response taxonomies, and the artificial constraints often
introduced into research methods. Scholars have used surveys and questionnaires to
gather information on both students’ perceptions of teacher response (Auten “How;”
Beedles and Samuels; Lizzio and Wilson; Reed and Burton; Straub “Students’;” Weaver)
and teachers’ goals in response (Moxley “Teachers’”). Discourse analysis, in various
applications, has been used to examine trends in teacher response and the perceived
rhetorical effects of responses. Given the large umbrella that is discourse analysis,
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significant variation exists among different discourse analysis studies researchers have
conducted. Robert Connors and Andrea Lunsford’s well-known study of “rhetorical
comments,” later expanded by Lesa A. Stern and Amanda Solomon, focused on
distinguishing the content features of a large data sample and counting how often these
features were displayed in the sample responses (Connors and Lunsford 200). Summer
Smith, in her study of the end comment genre, established “the primary genres”
comprising end comments and traced how the genres were used within individual end
comments and across the complete data set (252). Gary Dohrer’s study of the
effectiveness of teachers’ comments triangulates discourse analysis of both teachers’
comments and students’ revisions alongside think-aloud protocols, whereas Anson’s
application of Perry’s developmental schema included the coding of patterns found in
teachers’ comments (“Response”).
Studies that collect quantitative data and/or function through the coding of
patterns and features often result from the application of or lead to the creation of
taxonomies. Smith, for example, concludes that the majority of end comments can be
divided into “sixteen primary genres … falling into three groups: judging genres, reader
response genres, and coaching genres” (252). Although he notes the limitations that come
with “oversimplifying” the “complicated network of values, beliefs, and processes” that
shape how teachers engage student texts, Anson nonetheless presents his analysis through
the categories of “dualistic responders,” “relativistic responders,” and “reflective
responders” (“Response” 343–353). Straub and Lunsford, having analyzed the amount of
control the commenters take over the students’ writing, present their findings via mode
and focus subcategories. Straub, in turn, reanalyzes the responses produced for Twelve
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Readers Reading to establish the features common to conversational response
(“Teacher”).
Along with functioning as means through which to present data, taxonomies have
also been used to design research instruments. Dohrer, for example, applied Faigley and
Witte’s schema for mapping textual changes to study both the types of comments
teachers place on student papers and the students’ use of these comments when revising
(49). Likewise, much of the survey and textual analysis research is founded on
taxonomical grounds, given how these studies investigate response through the creation
of binary constructs. Such constructs include facilitative and directive (Ransdall),
conversational and nonconversational (Scrocco), implicit and explicit (Ziv), and
mitigated and unmitigated (Treglia). As a means through which to operationalize research
questions, organize findings, and give language to these findings, taxonomies aid our
attempts at better understanding the production, reception, and use of teacher response.
But such taxonomies also, in many cases, speak to how researchers prioritize the
decontextualized study of teacher comments and/or the isolated study of one aspect of
response within or removed from the classroom context.
The introduction of artificial, anecdotal, and decontextualized features into
research projects further distances the study of response from the naturalistic classroom
space. 3 Some research methods, because of their construction and purposes, must operate
artificially to various degrees. Think-aloud protocols (Dohrer; Edgington “What; Hayes
and Daiker; Scrocco; Shiffman “Reading;” Ziv), for instance, always introduce an

3

The basis for this argument about decontextualized practices extends out of Fife and O’Neill’s argument
in “Moving beyond the Written Comment.” I have attempted to expand and update this argument,
specifically by examining the role of artificiality introduced into anecdotal classroom studies.
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artificial element to the reading or composing process. Likewise, scholars who use
experimental designs may do so as not to disturb the classroom setting or because the
data desired cannot be acquired successfully and effectively through classroom-based
research. Yet, as Edgington demonstrates in his think-aloud study of how teachers read
and respond to student writing, such artificial contexts can be minimized (“What”). In his
study, Edgington created a more natural research context by having the participating
teachers respond to their students’ papers, a step not always taken in previous think-aloud
research.
The introduction of artificiality into response scholarship varies greatly. By far the
most popular types of artificial constructs are the use of student papers and teacher
response decontextualized from the writing classroom. Straub and Lunsford “invent” a
learning context for their readers to respond to in Twelve Readers Reading (xiii). Straub,
in turn, uses a selection of these teachers’ responses as the starting point for his study of
students’ opinions toward response (“Students’). Anson, in his study of reflective
reading, uses teachers’ responses to a sample student paper in a writing workshop to
develop the list of contexts that he sees as influencing response (“Reflective”). Ransdall,
in a teacher–researcher study, surveys his students’ preferences for directive and
facilitative feedback by providing them a sample student paper on which he has inserted
sample comments.
Artificiality can also be introduced when researchers manipulate the classroom
environment to respond to specific hypothesis and research questions. Such manipulation
shifts the practices of the classroom and, in turn, may result in an inauthentic view of the
production and reception of response within this classroom space. Classroom
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manipulation happens most often in studies where the researcher doubles as classroom
instructor. For example, Edgington, wanting to better understand his students’
preferences for different “formats” of response, artificially manipulates his classroom by
changing his response styles from conferences to end notes to marginal notes across the
semester (“Encouraging” 288). Such studies allow for the collection of valuable data; at
the same time, they may also unsettle the learning context present in the classroom from
which the data is collected. Such unsettling is magnified when the instructor also
occupies the position of researcher.

Acknowledgements of Context’s Importance
Although the majority of previous scholarship has remained decontextualized
from the classroom, scholars have, nonetheless, readily acknowledged the importance of
context for response practices. Straub, somewhat surprising given how he builds most of
his scholarship from the decontextualized data collected in Twelve Readers Reading,
regularly references the importance context plays in the production and reception of
response. In his study of students’ opinions, Straub acknowledges, “It is … difficult to
distinguish the effects of comments alone from the effects of the classroom context and
the larger institutional setting” (“Students’” 96). In his work on teacher control, he admits
the limited attention to “the actual context in which the comment was made” by returning
our attention to Brannon and Knoblauch’s work (“Concept” 235). Directing our attention
to the dangers of removing comment from context, Knoblauch and Brannon argue:
Any remark on a student paper, whatever its form, finally owes its meaning and
impact to the governing dialogue that influences some student’s reaction to it.
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Remarks taken out of this context can appear to be more restrictive or openended, more facilitative or judgmental, than they really are in light of a teacher’s
overall communicative habits. (“Teacher” 2; qtd. in Straub “Concept” 235)
In similar fashion, Anson has acknowledged the role context plays in the production and
reception of response on at least two occasions. Reflecting on the reading taxonomies he
has created, he argues greater attention should be given to the relationship between
reading practices and “the rich interactions that occur between teachers and students in
the fuller context of instruction” (“Response” 335). A decade later, when once again
advocating for a shift in reading practices, he argues that “a greater awareness of how our
context influences the way we read students’ papers” will help us to “adapt our responses
to specific situations” (“Reflective” 303). Anson’s work reflects many others that attempt
to address the role of context in the production and reception of response. He draws
attention to the role context plays in response and theoretically accounts for these
contexts without engaging actual classrooms. Other scholars, including Edgington
(“What”) and Beedles and Samuels, have advanced the attention we provide to the
contexts in which response is received by designing research studies in which students
are asked to engage with their own writing and not artificially constructed texts. At the
same time, these scholars and their research remain significantly removed from the
classrooms in which the response is produced and received.

A Call for (Contextual) Change
Writing around the turn of the millennium, Fife and O’Neill authored a series of
articles intended both to establish how the classroom context has been largely excluded
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from response scholarship and to motivate scholarship that helps fill this void. Originally
writing in response to Straub’s “Concept of Control in Teacher Response,” they argue
that Straub “suggests implications for the classroom context strictly from his analysis of
written comments” (Mathison-Fife and O’Neill 274). In subsequent articles, they
demonstrate how this focus on comments as “textual artifacts” divorces the research from
the “complex interaction of pedagogical, textual, and personal contexts” in which
response occurs (O’Neill and Fife 48, 39). The criticism Fife and O’Neill apply to our
discipline’s response scholarship builds from a number of smaller critiques. They contend
the following is true of this scholarship. First, scholars have tended to analyze comments
“as text apart from the classroom context” from which the comments emerge (Fife and
O’Neill 301; italics original). Second, the students’ reading of response has primarily
been overlooked in favor of studying the teachers’ reading of and response to student
writing (O’Neill and Fife 48). Third, the majority of research avoids the “classroom
context and the complexities of interpretation it suggests” (Mathison-Fife and O’Neill
274). Taken collectively, their criticism demonstrates how we have studied response
textually and not contextually and, in doing so, have assumed that the teacher’s
production of response holds more value than the student’s interpretation of the response
he/she receives.
Fife and O’Neill’s critique responds to trends they see in response scholarship. As
they acknowledge, scholarship in K–12 contexts (Freedman; Sperling; Sperling and
Freedman) and writing-in-the-disciplines (Berkenkotter, Huckin, and Ackerman; Prior
“Contextualizing Writing” and “Tracing;”) has accounted for classroom contexts,
students’ perspectives, and the “entire response situation” (275). In the time since Fife
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and O’Neill’s call for increased attention to students’ perspectives, a significant number
of scholars have responded to this call (Edgington “Encouraging;” Lizzio and Wilson;
Scrocco; Still and Koerber; Treglia; Weaver). Yet, research on response in first-year
writing classrooms that accounts for classroom contexts remains limited.
How then, we might ask, do we define what Fife and O’Neill first called “the
classroom context” in their 1997 article? The language they use in their articles is only
somewhat helpful to define this context seeing how the language they use shifts within
and across the three articles. The language they use to define these contexts include “the
entire response situation in their classrooms” (Mathison-Fife and O’Neill 275), “all the
interchanges about evaluation” (O’Neill and Fife 40), “the particular context in which
response occurs” (Fife and O’Neill 300), “the pedagogical practices and classroom
climate” (O’Neill and Fife 49), and, as referenced earlier, “the complex interaction of
pedagogical, textual, and personal contexts” (O’Neill and Fife 39).
These references, especially the use of the plural “contexts” in the notation of “the
interaction” among “pedagogical, textual, and personal contexts,” highlight the
multiplicity of contexts to which Fife and O’Neill speak. We could begin to distinguish
between these differing contexts by noting those, such as assessment practices, that occur
within the classroom, and other contexts, such as students’ educational history, that are
brought into the classroom by either teachers or students. The problem with such
distinctions is that that they violate the very complexity Fife and O’Neill highlight as that
which should be at the center of our individual and collective attention. What we need,
then, is a conceptual construction and a methodology that allows for the study of the
complexity that is “the classroom context.”
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The “Classroom Context”
Straub offers a useful schema in his 2002 article, “Reading and Responding to
Student Writing: A Heuristic for Reflective Practice,” that helps define these multiple,
overlapping contexts. Straub’s purpose in his article is to account for “the various
concerns we can take up in our reading [of student writing]” so as to draw connections to
“the larger contexts of the writing class” in which reading and response occur (16).
Although this anecdotal scholarship suffers from a number of shortcomings, including the
exclusion of students’ reception of teacher response, the construction of these contexts
through an imaginary protocol, and the creation of a “simple heuristic” meant to guide
teachers in navigating the complexities of response to student writing, Straub’s schema
(fig. 1.1) maintains value because of how it allows us to imagine the multiple,
overlapping, and possibly contradictory contexts in which response occurs.
In mapping the “criteria of student writing,” Straub places the student text at the
center of his map and then surrounds this text with the various contexts that shape a
teacher’s reading of this work (36). He traces out from the text’s features, to the
“contextual concerns” the teacher may bring to his/her reading of the text, to the larger
“rhetorical context” to which the paper responds, and to the “classroom context” in which
the paper is produced and read, including the assignment and the other work previously
completed and that yet to be assigned in the class (24–26). Straub introduces actors into
his schema when he accounts for the teacher’s reading of the individual student as well as
the student’s writing processes, prior work, and “attitudes, efforts, and capabilities” (33).
From there, Straub moves beyond the text, the classroom, and the student—what he calls
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“the most obvious frames that inform our reading” and response—to contexts “that are
less obvious but often no less powerful” in how they contribute to our reading and
response (32–33). These contexts include a wide range of factors, including the teacher’s
“approach to teaching writing,” the theories that inform the teacher’s reading, and other
extra-textual factors such as what he calls “the academic setting” and “writing program
constraints, institutional constraints, and grades” (36, 43, 36–43). Finally, and correctly,
Straub notes the role “immediate circumstances” play in our reading practices, including
available time, number of students enrolled in a class, and environmental distractions
(46).

Figure 1.1: Straub’s Contexts of Student Writing (“Reading” 36)

Straub’s construction of his schema around the reading of the student text and his
placement of the textual product at the center of this schema have consequences for how
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the rest of the contexts he traces are positioned and analyzed, the most important of
which is his notation of how the less immediate contexts “usually remain tacit” in our
reading processes (36). When taken as a starting point for the study of the contexts that
shape the production and reception of response, Straub’s schema still proves useful as a
means to account for these contexts, especially when we imagine the same contexts being
equally shaping toward students’ reception of response. But it is Straub’s assessment of
the contexts beyond the text, the rhetorical context, the classroom context, and the student
context as both “remain[ing] tacit” and “less obvious but often no less powerful” that this
project directly responds to (36). Straub focuses his attention outward from the textual
document and, by doing so, files in the other contexts accordingly in relation to the
textual product. Of particular interest is his definition of the classroom context as
definable apart from the other contexts for which he accounts. For Straub, this classroom
context comprises primarily of the specific assignment to which the student has
responded and the other work, both previously assigned and yet to be assigned (27–29).
Seeing as Straub’s purpose is to map the relations among various contexts, I understand
this need to partition the classroom context through a concrete definition while also
allowing for the overlap that occurs with other contexts. Yet, in doing so, Straub creates a
hierarchy, if not of absolute power then of explicitness, in which the classroom’s
immediacy is positioned as to trump the various and possibly contradictory factors
shaping this classroom space. If we were to, instead, construct a research methodology in
which the classroom space, complete with all its practices, complexities, and
contradictions, and the participants of this classroom space, including their values,
beliefs, and attitudes, could be privileged, we could, in turn, develop a two-directional
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relationship between response and the classroom context that would also speak to the
societal, disciplinal, and institutional contexts shaping the production and reception of
response.

Ideologies and the Classroom Context
Fife and O’Neill’s claim that response happens in “a complex interaction of
pedagogical, textual, and personal contexts” reflects the discussion of ideologies I
presented in the Introduction (O’Neill and Fife 39). Straub’s schema, although both
hypothetical in nature and focused on the text, paints a picture of the multiple and
conflicting contexts that may shape how an instructor reads and, in turn, responds to a
student paper. In both the Introduction and this chapter, I’ve cited similar language that
speaks, to various degrees, to these multiple and conflicting contexts. Knoblauch and
Brannon, very early in the scholarly discussion on response, wondered how “the
attitudes, postures, and motives” teachers bring to and communicate in their responses
shape the teacher–student interaction (“Teacher” 2). Griffin posited that the trajectory of
response scholarship would be marked by attention to how “orientations,” “experiences,”
and “preferences” help “account for differences in reading student papers” (297). Straub
acknowledged the danger of analyzing comments apart “from the classroom context and
the larger institutional setting” (“Students” 96). But it is Fife and O’Neill who provide the
substance to why investigating comments within the classroom context—both the
“immediate” and “tacit” factors that Straub maps—is of great importance. Choosing to do
otherwise, they argue, demonstrates an assumption that “a ‘true’ meaning of …
comments exists divorced from a social context” (O’Neill and Fife 48). This social
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context, if we accept that students’ and teachers’ bring with them “competing claims”
resulting from “social, political, and cultural” practices and institutions, becomes not only
the teachers’ production of response or the students’ reception of response but also how
this production and reception operates in the writing classroom, including how these
“competing claims” speak to dominant and emergent expectations for what writing is,
how it is produced, the role of teachers in the teaching of and response to writing, and the
role students’ play in the writing classroom as thinkers, learners, and writers (Berlin 478).
These expectations are put forth by the individual, which helps explain the extensive
scholarship on students’ opinions on response. Yet, if we focus on the individual, his/her
opinions on response, and his/her application of response, we arrive at a point where we
might know more about the ideologies circulating around response, but we will not know
how these ideologies fully operate within the classroom space.
In their recent usability study of teachers’ responses in an introductory technical
writing course, Brian Still and Amy Koerber paint a picture of students’ use of teachers’
comments that, while very much confirming those best practices strongly entrenched in
our literature, illustrates how students’ opinions on response develop from their values,
beliefs, and expectations. Of most consequence, they argue that students “want forms of
writing instruction that tell them what to do to improve their grades” and, relatedly, want
feedback that will “help them achieve this goal as quickly and efficiently as possible”
(219). Such findings—findings that align with other research on students’ opinions—
reflect dominant expectations for not only what response is and what it should do, but
also what roles teachers should occupy in the writing classroom and, more broadly, what
might be the purposes of writing education. Still and Koerber’s study is just one of many
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that, through various methodologies, paints a picture of the attitudes, values, and beliefs
that shape the reception (and production) of response. But, unless we triangulate students,
teachers, and classrooms, we are left with an incomplete picture of how the teaching–
learning interaction functions through material spaces—classrooms, practices, and
texts—shaped by the beliefs, values, and investments students and teachers bring to this
space. Furthermore, because we can come to know these participants’ beliefs, values, and
investments as something more complex and consequential than the source from which a
comment is produced or received, we can begin to understand how the production and
reception of response to student writing both reflects and responds to socially situated
beliefs about the purposes of both writing instruction and response to student writing.
Such reflection and response, as the thickly developed chapters that follow demonstrate,
operate in various configurations and, in doing so, help push the scholarly conversation
beyond an understanding of what response is, how it is produced, and how students’ react
to such response to a closer analysis of how such production and reception, situated
within specific material processes, illustrates the competing beliefs that underlie writing
instruction.

Project Overview
The chapter outlines found at the end of the Introduction provide a sense of the
major ideologies being investigated in this project. Chapter 2 examines the long-standing
belief that first-year writing instructors should provide “service” to students, institutions,
and societies in terms of what is privileged in the these classrooms. Such service
constructions vary from the expectation for error correction to a pedagogical focus on
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academic writing to the teaching of portable skills, but, as I demonstrate, these variations
can be traced back to the commonly held belief that first-year writing should respond to
students’ writing deficiencies. Chapter 3 responds to the separation found in Horvath’s
article between summative and formative response. Chapter 4 examines response as it
relates to the sequencing among multiple assignments and, in examining response
longitudinally, expands on previous response scholarship that examines either the single
text or the cumulative portfolio.
Because each individual chapter examines a different ideological tension common
to the teaching of writing, I provide the necessary contextualizing information in these
chapters. For example, I situate Chapter 4 in both scholarship from the 1980s that
discussed curricular design and Louise Weatherbee Phelps’s examination of the different
ways in which a writing instructor can “circumscribe” the text when reading and
responding to student writing. Both curricular design and questions of textual
circumscription engage how we define “the text” in writing classrooms, and, in doing so,
they speak to the larger debate about process and product that has circulated in our field
since its inception. My goal in each chapter, then, is to link not only class observations
with the production and reception of response but, furthermore, to speak to how these
textual and contextual observations result from, deviate from, and speak back to those
values and beliefs that shape college writing instruction. This is to say that although my
primary focus is on the oral and written responses provided to students (and their
writing), I do more than merely explain how dominant, residual, and emergent ideologies
show themselves in the production and reception of this response. More consequentially,
these specific classroom investigations are meant to provide a greater sense of the
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complexity of response to student writing—a complexity that a study of the text alone
could hint at but never fully establish.
By observing both text and context, I respond to Fife and O’Neill’s concern
regarding the distancing of the comment from the social context in which it is produced
and read, and, in doing so, I affirm the socially situated positioning of reading, writing,
and composition education. In a lengthy footnote that aligns with his introduction to “The
Concept of Control,” Richard Straub notes the following:
In many ways, the social turn in composition has fueled our resistance to
defining different types of commentary in terms of specific textual
strategies. Influenced by poststructural theory, we have moved away from
a close scrutiny of the written text and focused increasingly on the social
conditions and practices that inform writing. (“Concept” 249)
Turning to Brannon and Knoblauch’s work, Straub argues that they avoided “the analysis
of individual comments based on how they appear on the page” because of their interest
in “attitude” and not “technique.” (249). Anne M. Greenhalgh, writing after Brannon and
Knoblauch but before Straub, argues that one’s voice, including its operation within the
university as a powerful social institution, deeply shapes how response is received, such
that more attention should be given to the social construction of voice in response.
Writing directly in response to Twelve Readers Reading among other works of response
scholarship, Katherine K. Gottschalk pushes us further into studying response within the
social context in which it is produced and received by reminding us of the “rich
discursive and collaborative context” that should be present in writing classrooms and,
therefore, should be present to us as teachers and researchers (51).
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As numerous scholars have argued, our reading and response to student response
does not always align with the poststructuralist views of authorship and meaning making
now privileged in the reading of literary texts. For example, the collection, Encountering
Student Texts: Interpretive Issues in Reading Student Writing, offers mostly theoretical
engagements with what it means to “encounter” a student text in the rich context in which
students write and teachers read. But, as Fife and O’Neill establish, these examinations of
what this context means for reading and response have not been carried through to the
study of the intersection of the classroom and response. Such attention, they argue, would
not only allow for such connections to be made but also allow researchers to expand this
attention to other classroom practices including conferences (Newkirk “Writing” and
“First”), student memos (J. Sommers), and other approaches that allow students to speak
back to the comments they receive (Berzsenyi; Welch) (O’Neill and Fife 49). Although
the current project began with a focus on written comments, it expanded to also include
teacher–student conferences because of the practices privileged in the classrooms I
observed. This expansion results because of a willingness to remain open to that which
presents itself in the classroom and also because of an understanding that to examine how
response is produced and received, we must move away from the taxonomies privileged
by Straub and to the messiness of a classroom that may resist being filed into one or more
categories.
I was guided by broad questions when I entered the classroom space. These
questions related to what students and teachers saw as both good and possible in relation
to writing, the teaching of writing, the interaction between students and teachers, and the
purposes for and uses of response. Furthermore, I wanted to learn more about how
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tensions between a teacher’s theoretical beliefs, privileged disciplinary practices, and
what this instructor saw to be the dominant goals of the writing program and/or university
may have shaped his/her production of response. By observing the classroom, I was also
able to investigate questions about the relations among different response practices as
well as how power operated in these classrooms. As these were broad points of inquiry, I
modified and focused them based on what I observed and what I heard from participating
students and instructors. As the following chapters demonstrate, investigating and
focusing these points of inquiry through a mixed methodology allows for response to be
examined within the social contexts in which it is produced and read. This social context
includes but is not limited to feminist theories of response and assessment (Miller;
Myers; Shiffman), response to portfolios (Broad; Richardson; Thelin), and the
institutional and disciplinal purposes of response and assessment (Detweiler et al.;
Faigley; Schwegler). All of these social contexts allow for an investigation of how
students and teachers define authority, the text, and facilitative response differently.

Methods Overview
This study was approved by IRB through the expedited review process. The data
were collected in the Spring 2010 semester at a public, four-year urban university I
describe in the following section. The data were collected across a full semester in three
second-semester, first-year writing courses. All three courses focused on research
writing, but each participating instructor brought a different pedagogy to his/her teaching.
The study began with three instructors and nine student participants. Two student
participants dropped out during the study. To collect data in these classrooms and from
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these participants, I used a mixed-methodological approach that included direct
classroom observation, participant interviews, think-/compose-aloud protocols, and
textual analysis. This mixed-methodology approach, described in greater detail shortly,
allowed me to privilege ethnographic research methods while also incorporating an
experimental method necessary to engage the teachers’ production of response and the
students’ reading of this response. Collectively, these ethnographic and experimental
methods allowed for the intersections of ideologies and commenting practices to be
investigated within multiple classrooms across an entire semester.

Institutional and Programmatic Contexts
The research-site university, which lies geographically where the South meets the
North, will be referred to Hill University the few times I directly reference it in the body
chapters. Hill University is a comprehensive, four-year, public institution located on the
edge of the urban core in a midsized city. Approximately 15,800 undergraduates attend
Hill University. The student population is currently seventy-five percent white and fiftytwo percent female, numbers which should reflect the university’s demographics at the
time the data were collected. Although the university has historically featured a
significant nontraditional population, its student population has skewed younger as the
university has worked to increase its academic profile over the last 15 or so years. All but
one student participant in this study would be classified as a traditionally aged college
student. All but one participating student were in-state students, although they came to
Hill University from across the state. The only out-of-state student doubled as the only
nontraditional student participant.
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Hill University has a two-semester first-year writing requirement. Students are
placed into the first-semester course unless they have approved credit that exempts them
from this course. The program’s outcomes (see appendix A) are modeled closely after the
well-known WPA outcomes. The first-semester course provides students a foundation in
college writing, although the curriculum is not singularly focused on academic writing as
the name might imply. The second-semester course emphasizes research writing. The
Composition Program, as it is known within the local context, has a long tradition of
pedagogical freedom that allows instructors to design classes that both work toward the
programmatic outcomes and engage the instructor’s investments in specific writing
theories, pedagogies, and assignments. This pedagogical diversity is reflected in the
fieldworking, I-Search, and academic argument pedagogies privileged by the individual
instructors.
At Hill University, M.A. graduate students, Ph.D. graduate students, and part-time
contingent faculty teach the majority of the first-year writing classes. 4 The participants in
this study include one Ph.D. graduate student and two “term lecturers.” 5 The “term
lecturer” title designates a specific subset of the faculty positioned between part-time
instructors and tenured faculty who are typically on year-to-year contracts. Term lecturers
teach a 4-4 load, receive a living-wage salary including benefits, and are provided private
offices. Because I knew that any class I observed would be shaped by and responsive to
social, disciplinal, and institutional ideologies, the inclusion of two term lecturers in this

4

The M.A. program has areas of study in creative writing and literature. The Ph.D. program is in rhetoric
and composition.
5
I attempted to recruit a second-year M.A. instructor to participate in the project. These teachers had first
entered the classroom in Fall 2009 and, citing their lack of classroom experience, they all understandably
declined my invitation to participate.
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study is only consequential to the level that their institutional position may have
introduced new ideologies into the study while excluding others.

Participant Recruitment and Informed Consent
The then-current and previous Directors of Composition recommended instructors
for the study. These recommendations were made, among other criteria, on the basis of
strong student evaluations and demonstrated interest in classroom research. These
instructors were recruited by direct e-mail. I met with Bertrand and Connie in person to
discuss the project. All three instructors acknowledged their use of written feedback, as
this study was originally designed to focus on written feedback. Students were recruited
through in-class presentations once the semester began. No attempt was made to
randomize the sample or to create a participant population that represented the
university’s demographics. Interest in the study varied across the three sections. Eight
students from Bertrand’s class showed interest; the four participating students were
chosen through random selection from those who voiced interest (one student later
dropped out).
All participants signed an informed consent form; the form varied for students and
instructors (appendixes B.1 and B.2). The study, including the information provided in
the consent form, was designed to meet the “principles of action” offered by Thomas
Newkirk (“Seduction” 12). He offers that the researcher, in recruiting participants and
gaining their consent, should acknowledge the possibility of “bad news” being reported
in the study and provide participants the “rights of co-interpretation” for any scholarship
generated from the collected data (13–14). The consent form described the participant’s
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rights to anonymity in published accounts, to withdraw from the study at any time, and to
decline to answer questions. As anonymity between teacher and student participants was
not maintained given the project’s focus, students were explicitly told in writing that their
participation, including withdrawal from the study, would not affect their grade in
English 102. In addition to the standard consent form, Jane asked that I collect written
consent from the class members for me to access the weekly responses students published
to the course’s Blackboard page. Jane and I agreed that I would only access the work of
those students who returned this consent form, and I adhered to this agreement during
both data collection and analysis. 6
Student participants were compensated ten dollars for each interview session. A
graduate program research grant funded this compensation. Participating instructors were
not financially compensated. Victoria Purcell-Gates argues that reciprocity between
researcher and participant is a benchmark characteristic for ethical ethnographic research
(99). Participants did cite positive outcomes from my observer role in their classes,
although I do not argue that what the instructor participants gained was equal to the time
and energy they gave to my project. Connie, for example, appreciated how she could turn
to me for help on the few occasions where she had trouble with the classroom
technology. Bertrand asked me to speak to his students about my own research, seeing
how my project aligned with the “fieldworking” method that structured his class.
Furthermore, I provided methods advice to students when asked to do so. Most important,

6

As this Blackboard page falls within the confines of normal classroom practices, the consent form I
distributed operated outside the official IRB review. I offered this consent form to respond to Jane’s
investment in protecting her students’ “rights” to their own work. Because the study focused on individual
students and teachers, I rarely accessed writing submitted by other students. In future studies, paying
attention to a broader sampling of writing would allow for habits and practices to be traced across the full
class roster.
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all three participating instructors acknowledged how my presence in their individual
classrooms allowed for time and space for them to reflect on their pedagogical practices.
Both Bertrand and Connie stated a desire for more opportunities to discuss their teaching
in community settings; in turn, they viewed their participation in this project as one
approach for greater conversation about classroom pedagogies. My engagement with
Bertrand on conferencing methods, as Chapter 2 demonstrates, led to a major shift in his
response practices. Although some people might argue that these conversations
artificially shifted this classroom’s natural setting, I would argue that Bertrand’s initiation
of these conversations places them closer to research reciprocity than the introduction of
artificial contexts.
The informed-consent form reserved for participants the right to review and
respond to what I had written about them. I lost contact with two student participants
following the study and was not able to provide them the finished project. Both
participants, in their final meetings, explicitly articulated limited interest in reviewing
what I would write. Three students and all three instructors asked to review the
document. I suggested that they bring to my attention any parts of the project they would
like to further discuss, including any representations I made of them and their actions. I
also invited them to write a short reflection in which they could speak to their inclusion in
this study in their own voices. Two instructors wrote with supportive feedback but stated
a preference that this feedback not be included in the final document.
This lack of written response should not be read as endorsing the idea that
participant “co-interpretation” should not be included in qualitative research design.
Although my engagement with the research participants varied following the semester’s
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conclusion, one of the biggest outcomes of this project has been an ongoing conversation
I’ve had with Bertrand on pedagogical practices. As part of this conversation, I have
asked his opinion on choices I was making in how I represented him in writing. Bertrand
deferred to my authorial perspective in almost every instance. His deferment, I would
argue, speaks to the benefits of including participant review in one’s research design. The
inclusion of participant review shaped my practices from the project’s outset because it
led me to hold myself to a very high bar in terms of representing the participants fairly,
accurately, and ethically.

Participant-Observer Role and the Natural Classroom Setting
The next section describes the mixed-methodology I used to collect data. As I
transition into this methodological discussion, I want to make clear that although the data
were collected through ethnographic methods, my role as a participant in any of these
classrooms was quite limited. In her discussion of ethnographic methods, Purcell-Gates
notes how “classroom ethnography … often positions the researcher closer to the
observer end of the spectrum” (102). The choice to privilege observation over active
participation in these classrooms results from a desire to “understand phenomena as they
happen naturally” (102). Purcell-Gates recommends two specific practices for classroom
research: the researcher should be “present over long periods” so that the classroom
participants can grow accustomed to his/her presence, and the researcher should take a
“nonparticipatory stance” in these classes (102). My participation in these classes was
limited to the actions described in the previous section.
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Furthermore, wanting to protect the participating students’ identities, I did not
explicitly interact with participating students during the class sessions, but I would talk
with them if they approached me (as I did with students not directly participating in the
study). Having chosen to privilege the preservation of the classroom setting, I only
observed peer review and group work from a distance. I did circulate at times to observe
how these practices were engaged by different individuals and groups, but I did not
physically position myself in any small group activity nor did I closely observe student
participants’ in-class activities (peer review, drafting, etc.) in such a way that this
observation would disturb the natural class setting. I relied on the students’ and
instructors’ perspectives and voices to fill out the details established by my broad
observation.

Data Collection
I collected the data through classroom observation, participant interviews,
protocol analysis, and textual analysis. I describe each method separately in the following
subsections, including limitations that arose during the data collection period.

Classroom Observation
I observed each of the writing classrooms over the entire semester. I missed one
of Jane’s class meetings and one of Connie’s class meetings due to illness. During these
observations, I kept extensive field notes that focused on the classroom activities, the
teacher’s behaviors, and the students’ classroom engagement. I also observed teacher–
student conferences in Jane’s and Bertrand’s classes. Bertrand conferenced his first,
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third, and fourth papers, whereas Jane held student conferences with students before they
submitted their final portfolios. When observing these conferences, I took extensive field
notes, including direct quotations from participants, but I did not audio record the
conferences. Having previous journalism experience with taking discursive notes in real
time, I felt comfortable with this approach. That said, having audio recordings of the
conferences would have allowed me to rehear the conferences in the participants’ voices. 7
As the thick description that results from direct observation is viewed as a
defining feature of qualitative research, I feel I should further address the use of
observation in this study. The “unit of analysis” I privileged shaped how I present my
observations in this document (Patton 228). This unit of analysis was the production and
reception of response as both actions relate to “the process labeled teaching-learning”
(Bernier 293). As I established in the Introduction, the study of this process involves
attention to both “face-to-face interaction” as well as “inner processes of individuals”
(292). Therefore, the classroom observations were intended to further contextualize the
responses teachers provided to student writing. These responses were both oral and
written. The thick description that appears in this study provides greater contextualization
and connection between these responses and the classroom context—defined broadly as I
established in my rereading of Straub’s schema. I provide participant and classroom
descriptions later in this chapter so that readers can contextualize the participants and
practices discussed in this project.

7

Conference observation poses a particular challenge because it happens outside the regularly scheduled
class time. David’s first conference time was shifted following a university snow closure. I was unable to
attend this conference, so I relied on David’s and Bertrand’s accounts for this conference.
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Having acknowledged the shortcomings of these observational practices, I do also
want to highlight what observation brings to the study of response beyond what I’ve
previously said. In introducing the value of direct observation, Michael J. Patton
highlights how observation adds a level of attention not available through the use of
participant interviews alone. Interview data, when used as the primary method for data
collection, suffer from what he terms the participants’ “selective perceptions” (264). By
placing my observations alongside what participating students and instructors told me, I
was able to “arrive at a more comprehensive view of the setting being studied than if [I
relied] entirely on the [participants’] secondhand reports” (264). The observations
allowed me to triangulate my perspective, the instructors’ perspectives, and the students’
perspectives because I had access to the classroom context in which the teaching-learning
process occurred. Furthermore, the observations provided additional information to bring
to the interviews and through which to analyze the data. Finally, the observations allowed
me to understand references the participants made to the classroom without having to rely
solely on the details they provided.
This triangulation of observer, teacher, and student perspectives demonstrates an
improvement on previous response studies. Fife and O’Neill criticized prior studies for
relying on the perspectives of teachers or the researcher (301). Much of the recent
scholarship on response, which I acknowledged earlier, responded to this shortcoming by
focusing attention squarely on students’ perspectives. This project presents the
researcher’s analysis of the data collected, but the data itself reflect the actions,
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perspectives, and words of both students and teachers—an improvement made possible
through direct observation. 8

Participant Interviews
I designed the project to include four meetings with each participant, once of
which would feature the generation of a reading/composition protocol. As I acknowledge
at the end of this subsection, some student participants did not complete four meetings.
No matter the number of interviews completed by each participant, these interviews
allowed for the instructors and students to state their reactions and beliefs in their own
words. The majority of the interviews lasted between forty-five minutes and an hour. The
student interviews occurred in a private office the university provided. Instructor
interviews were split between this office and the instructors’ offices. Additionally, one
interview with Connie happened in the campus library’s basement, as she stated a desire
to be in a more open space than either of our offices allowed for.
I attempted to schedule interview sessions soon after a paper was returned with
feedback or a conference was held while also spacing the meetings across the semester.
The actual length of time between “the reception of response” and our meeting varied
from participant to participant based on numerous factors. The multiple obligations
juggled by all participants, including myself, was one such factor. Winter weather,
illness, and delays in paper returns also contributed to meeting times changing.
I designed the interviews to incorporate “guided” interview principles into the
“informal conversational interview” approach (Patton 342). With this approach, I began
8

Through my use of observation, I forward a methodological tradition privileged by Sarah Freedman, Paul
Prior, S. Richardson, and Melanie Sperling.
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each interview with a broad list of topics I wanted to cover during the interview. At some
points during the semester, portions of the list were standardized across the instructor
and/or student populations. For instance, each instructor’s first interview was structured
around three primary topics: educational biography (including teaching experience);
teaching philosophies and pedagogies; and general response practices and beliefs. Within
each of these broad categories, I included additional topics of interest. Although the
topics may have been standardized to a certain degree, I allowed the conversation to
direct the order in which I inserted these points of interest into the exchange.
Furthermore, the interview conversation introduced new topics of conversation, some of
which would feature prominently in one or more interviews.
The first and last interviews with each student were standardized to a certain
degree. The first interview focused on general demographic information, educational
history including experiences with writing, experiences with response, and preferences
for response (see appendix C for the full list of guiding questions used in these first
student interviews). 9 The final interview included questions in which students were asked
to assess their professor, to speak to what they learned during the semester, and to reflect
on their experiences with response across the semester. These final interviews were
conducted after students had submitted all graded work. Throughout the semester, the
majority of the interview questions addressed either class content (assignments, activities,
response) or participants’ beliefs and values.

9

Wanting to develop a “rapport” with the student participants, I loosely structured the demographic
conversations during the first meeting. These questions were meant primarily as means for the students to
introduce themselves. I asked more directed and standardized demographic questions during the second and
third interview sessions (Purcell-Gates 99).
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My use of extensive interviewing alongside direct observation across the entire
semester distinguishes this study from the majority of response scholarship in our field.
Because I valued maintaining each classroom’s natural setting to the highest degree
possible, I took special care to allow the participants’ voices to set the language during a
given interview session. I was particularly careful with student participants, as I worried
that our interactions could impact their class performance (a performance catalogued via
the traditional letter grade). To guard against this possibility, I began most interviews
(and interview subsections) with broad, open-ended questions that would allow the
participants to dictate the conversation’s terms. For example, I might ask students, “What
was your reaction to the feedback you received?” Although possibly not as clear and as
specific as qualitative researchers might recommend, this question allowed for the
participants’ language and ideas to take center stage in our conversations. I would then
ask follow-up and probing questions to dig deeper into the responses and the concepts
being discussed (Patton 348).
Student absences from the interview sessions were a minor problem during the
data collection phase. The two students who dropped out both did so because of an
inability to keep scheduled appointments. Furthermore, Josh missed his second interview
session, and Ava missed both the second and fourth interview sessions. As I describe in
the participant descriptions, these absences reflected each student’s classroom attendance.
Although these interview absences forced changes to the project’s original schedule,
decreased the amount of data collected, and added temporal distance from the student’s
“reception” of a particular response and our discussion of that response, I argue that the
data remain meaningful because the absences reflect each student’s classroom behavior
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and the across-the-semester interview model allows for data collection flexibility,
although this flexibility weakens data and methods standardization.

Protocol Analysis
Researchers have used think-aloud and compose-aloud protocols to study
teachers’ reading and response practices (Edgington “What;” Shiffman “Reading”) and
students’ preferences for the response they receive (Hayes and Daiker; Scrocco) and their
use of this response (Dohrer; Ziv). Because both response and reception are directly tied
to reading (Anson “Reflective;” Anson “Response;” Edgington “What;” Huot), studying
instructors’ reading habits is fundamental if we hope to better understand how instructors
produce response within competing contexts. Furthermore, studying students’
reception(s) of the feedback they receive allows for a better understanding of the role
values and beliefs play in how students read, react to, and use this feedback.
I conducted these protocols in relation to the response produced on each student’s
second major submission. For Bertrand and the students from his class, this aligned with
our second interview sessions. For Jane and the students from her class, this aligned with
our third interview sessions. Because of a scheduling error on my part and the lack of
written response directed toward the participating students, I did not conduct a thinkaloud protocol with Connie. Furthermore, Dean’s lack of paper submission prevented a
think-aloud with him. Here, the mixed-methodology proved useful. Because of my
attention to the intersections of response and ideologies, Dean’s discussion of the limited
amount of work he produced and the lack of response he received as a result provides a
different perspective on response not accessible through attention to texts alone.
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I chose to include think-aloud and compose-aloud protocols in this study because
I wanted to observe both the teacher’s production of response and students’ reaction to
the response they received so I could triangulate reading and response practices, values
and beliefs, and the responses provided to students. Wanting to maintain each
classroom’s organic standing to the fullest extent possible, I placed certain parameters on
my use of protocol analysis. First, I modified the teacher protocols to account for the
instructors’ response habits. For example, because Jane produced response during her
second reading of each student’s writing project, I conducted the protocol analysis on this
reading and not on her “norming” initial reading. Second, I asked each instructor to
complete only one protocol. As a result of this decision, the data generated through each
instructor’s reading, thinking, and composing aloud provide a glimpse into that teacher’s
privileged practices and not a robust picture of responses to multiple student texts. Third,
the student protocols were not conducted on the students’ original reading of the response
they received. I made the decision not to record their original interaction with the texts
both because of the logistics of scheduling multiple appointments in a timely manner and
because recording these initial reactions, although valuable, would alter how students
initiated engagement with the teacher response. My approach straddles the line between
think-aloud protocol and what have been called “text-based interviews” (O’Neill and Fife
49; Prior “Contextualizing Writing” 273–274). The students were successful to varying
extents with reading and responding aloud. By modifying the protocol when necessary to
navigate such challenges, I maintained a central focus on students’ articulating their
engagement with the response they had received.
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The students’ varying levels of success with the think-aloud protocol may have
resulted from the mixed-methodology used in this study. The think-aloud protocol’s
artificiality collided with the casual, conversational tone I had established during the
“interview” sessions. Students appeared uncomfortable transitioning from the malleable
conversations to the tightly structured protocol. The protocols may have been more
successful had I provided students with the instructions in advance. By doing this,
students would have time to internalize the task being asked of them. Although
demonstrating limitations, the compose-aloud and think-aloud protocols allowed for
specific attention to be given to the relationships present among reading practices, textual
products, and those values and beliefs that shape the production and reception of
response. The data collected through the protocols and text-based interviews occupied a
central role in the contextual knowledge I acquired while collecting data.

Textual Analysis
I describe the analytical process I used to investigate the data, including textual
products, in the next section. I collected all documents, print and digital, distributed by
instructors and submitted by students. These documents include syllabi, assignment
handouts, other handouts, classroom activities, students’ papers, and teachers’ responses.
Documents were collected in the format they functioned in the individual classrooms.
Student submissions and teacher responses produced in print form were copied and
immediately returned to the student. For papers submitted and returned digitally, I asked
both students and instructors to send a copy. Doing so increased the likelihood that I
would receive the document in a timely manner.
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Data Analysis
I reviewed and developed connections among my observational notes, interviews,
protocols, and textual documents throughout the semester, but I waited until after the
semester concluded to conduct selective transcription. This transcription included specific
moments of interest from the interviews and protocols. Patton argues that data analysis
“begins during fieldwork” (452). Throughout the semester, I drew connections across the
data collected to direct my actions and attention as the semester progressed. This process
included reviewing field notes between class meetings, listening to interviews and
protocols before the next meeting with the same student or instructor, and analyzing
collected texts.
Patton argues that a researcher, when choosing an approach for data analysis,
needs to consider both emic and etic analysis (453–55). Emic analysis depends on
“participants’ language” to organize the data and establish patterns, whereas etic analysis
results from linguistic frameworks the researcher brings to the analytical process (455).
In my analysis, I called on both emic and etic analysis during both the data collection
period and after the semester’s conclusion when I conducted the postcollection analysis.
Patton offers the idea of sensitizing concepts as one approach for etic analysis. Building
from Herbert Blumer’s definition of “directions along which to look,” Patton further
establishes a sensitizing concept as “a starting point in thinking about the class of data of
which the social researcher has no definite idea” such that it “provides an initial guide to
[the] research” (Blumer 148; qtd. in Patton 278). I borrowed my sensitizing concepts
from both the literature on ideology and the common language scholars have used to
describe response practices. Because a large amount of literature on commenting
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practices has focused on the creation of explanatory terminology, categories, and
taxonomies, I had an extensive and widely accepted vocabulary to call on when analyzing
my data. This vocabulary included “mode,” “role,” “power,” “control,” “purpose,”
“form,” and “praise,” to name just a few terms. I further defined these concepts through
the descriptive language commonly contained within these broad categories. For
example, the term “role” included many of the terms scholars have put forth to provide
alternatives to the evaluator role, including “coach,” “friend,” “interested reader,” and
“intended audience.” A number of the sensitizing concepts—including power, control,
and purpose—help connect response terminology with vocabulary commonly used to
describe how ideologies operate.
Although I used these sensitizing concepts to frame my interview questions and to
analyze the data emerging from these classes, I also remained attuned to the language the
participants used to describe their preferences, practices, experiences, and beliefs. For
example, as I discuss in Chapter 2, the majority of students preferred response that would
allow them to “fix” their writing. Such language aligns with common response concepts
such as directive feedback and appropriation. My privileging of participants’ language
offers a variation on the “Listening Guide” method for data analysis (Brown and
Gilligan). This feminist analytical method asks researchers to listen against the grain of
an audio-recording (or the transcript if one is reading) to uncover ideas and values that
may not be prominent within the recording and, as a result, may not be the first materials
uncovered in the data analysis. For example, Chapter 4 originally investigated Bertrand’s
use of reflective memos as means to lessen his control over students’ writing. As I
listened and relistened to the interview audio and analyzed this audio alongside the
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collected documents and class observations, I came to see that an analysis of formative
response within semester-long engagements allowed for a better engagement with the
uncertainty I was hearing in Bertrand’s discussion of his response practices.

Data Presentation
Data collected via ethnographic methods is often presented as/in case studies.
Some uncertainty exists about the parameters of a case study relating to the unit of
analysis studied (Barone 8; Patton 296). Mary Sue MacNealy defines the case study as “a
carefully designed project to systematically collect information about an event, situation,
or small group of persons or objects for the purpose of exploring, describing, and/or
explaining aspects not previously known or considered” (197). Patton mirrors
MacNealy’s language by arguing that a case study can investigate “particular events,
occurrences, or incidents” (228). Yet, this expansion beyond the study of individuals
complicates the case study genre by unsettling its most basic unit of analysis.
Patton works to bridge the gap between the study of persons and events by noting
that the single case study can be made up of “nestled and layered case studies”
comprising “bound events” (297). As I established previously, the production and
reception of response within the instructor–student interaction is my particular point of
analysis in this study, but because of the nature of this “unit,” it comprises multiple
“bound events.” These bound events include not only the teachers’ production of
response and the students’ reception of this response but also the material and social
processes that shape this production and reception (remembering Straub’s schema is
useful here). For example, Chapter 2 discusses Bertrand’s uneasiness with increasing the
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number of teacher–student conferences he scheduled because he did not know where the
new WPA stood on conferences as a response method. To demonstrate this uneasiness, I
consider the intersections and disjunctions between Bertrand’s values and beliefs and
those he saw valued in the writing program so as to investigate the role ideologies play in
his production of response.
Although this project focuses on multiple classrooms, teachers, and students, I
would be misrepresenting how the data are organized if I were to call it a single case
study of three classrooms. I structure the project around sensitizing concepts intended to
bridge my emic and etic analysis, and, in doing so, I speak to the ideologies shaping the
production and reception of response by individuals in these classrooms. Given my
orientation and methods, I appreciate Brenda Brueggemann’s term, “ethnographically
orientated case studies,” because of how it accounts for both her “boxes of …
ethnographic data” and her primary “focus … on individuals” (17, 35). My hope in
structuring my findings around sensitizing concepts, including service, summative
feedback, formative feedback, and text, is that I represent not only the interactions
between individuals but also how these interactions begin to speak to those dominant and
emergent ideologies that shape the production and reception of response.

Participant and Classroom Descriptions

Bertrand, His Class, and Participating Students
Bertrand is a middle-aged, white male. He was a term lecturer in the
Composition Program at the time of this study. As a term lecturer, he has taught English
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101, English 102, English 303: Scientific and Technical Writing, and English 306:
Business Writing. During the observation semester, he taught two 102 classes and two
303 classes. Before starting as a college composition instructor, Bertrand taught middle
school and high school English in a nearby county. Bertrand followed in his father’s
footsteps as both a school teacher and basketball coach. As Chapter 2 demonstrates,
Bertrand’s experience coaching high school basketball plays a big role in how he
approaches the writing classrooms.
As a high school teacher, Bertrand used what he called “working folders” before
the approach was termed a “portfolio pedagogy.” Bertrand taught high school during a
period of massive education overhaul in the state, including the implementation of
mandated writing portfolios. Although a supporter of the portfolio approach, Bertrand
was also leery of how the mandate might standardize this approach such that teachers
would lose control over the design of their portfolio pedagogies. Bertrand’s engagement
with portfolios includes authorship of articles voicing concerns about this state-wide
implementation and demonstrating the value of portfolios in college writing classrooms.
For a number of years, Bertrand taught at both the high school and college level. In the
mid-1990s, he was recruited into the university’s doctoral program in rhetoric and
composition. He completed coursework but was unable to complete the program because
of family changes. Following his retirement as a high school teacher, he increased his
teaching at the university and was promoted to the term lecturer position.
Bertrand’s investment in fieldwork (see the next section describing his class)
extends from concerns he has with how the traditional research essay leads to the
regurgitation of “other people’s thinking.” Invested in seeing his students contribute to
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the intellectual work of the university, Bertrand views fieldworking as a way for students
to both investigate a topic of their own interest and generate their own research, research
that reflects the knowledge privileged in the academy. As the following section
demonstrates, Bertrand values the role of peer response in the writing classroom and he
worries about exerting too much influence on student writing.
All of the participating students spoke at length about how they felt comfortable
approaching Bertrand with questions. As an instructor, Bertrand valued getting to know
his students because he felt it was nearly impossible to successfully respond to them if he
did not know them. Throughout the semester in which he participated in this study, he
spoke about the need to get to know his students more quickly so that he could more
effectively engage with them, including through his response to their work.

Bertrand’s class prominently featured process writing, peer review, and
embedded research. In working toward the programmatic outcomes, Bertrand structured
the class around fieldworking. Students were to locate a site for research and visit it
across the semester. They were to investigate how culture operated in this location and, in
turn, develop research questions growing from the field notes they kept in their research
journals.
Bertrand structured his classroom as, in his words, “a writing workshop.” Because
this class was held in one of the composition program’s computer labs, each student had
access to a personal computer. Students spent a large amount of class time drafting, peer
reviewing, and revising. Peer review was conducted on the computers, and students
submitted work electronically. A typical class period featured ten to fifteen minutes of a
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class activity followed by drafting, reviewing, or revising. At the beginning of the
semester, the class featured lengthier activities, some of which occupied the entire class
period. These activities included the viewing of ethnographic documentaries and the
discussion of sample essays, all of which were intended to introduce students to the work
they were being asked to complete. As the semester progressed, more and more class
time was dedicated to students working on their own writing or responding to classmates’
writing. When students were composing or peer reviewing, Bertrand sat at his own
computer station where he was available to answer student questions.
Bertrand introduced a greater number of conferences during the semester I was
observing his class. He conferenced essays one, three, and four. He provided written
comments to essay two. Students were expected to receive peer response and use this
peer response for revision before submitting the paper for written feedback or for
conferencing. Bertrand also asked his students to complete reflective memos for each
writing assignment. The post–peer review response and the reflective memos were
successful to differing degrees across students and across the semester. Students received
a “process” grade and an “imaginary” grade on each essay. At the end of the semester,
50% of the student’s grade came from the process grade and the other 50% came from
the final portfolio.

David, the son of a substitute teacher (mother) and hospital technician (father),
referred to himself as a first-generation student, although his mother had returned to
college as an adult to earn her degree. David grew up in the same city in which Hill
University is located and attended a highly ranked, public high school just off of Hill
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University’s campus. Across the semester, David talked about how he was motivated to
attend college by the way his maternal grandfather and father would talk about college.
Although neither attended college, they conveyed to David the freedom experienced by
college students and the career opportunities made possible by a college degree. An
African American, David desired to do well in college because he wanted to set an
example for his two younger siblings, because he wanted to work against what he saw to
be educational stereotypes applied to blacks, and because he knew education would
provide him new opportunities. David was studying computer programming, and his
original fieldworking topic, the role of illegal downloading in the music industry, grew
out of his interest in both computers and music. As he came to understand how
fieldworking differed from argumentative writing, he localized his observational work
within a well-known, local music store that was facing difficult financial times due to the
music industry’s changing identity.
David was highly influenced by his first-semester writing instructor. He saw
similarities between this instructor’s focus on “developing your voice” and the idea of
writing as practice that Bertrand privileged. David was eager to participate in Bertrand’s
class during group discussions. In our engagement, David demonstrated an uncommon
mix of casualness and respect for elders. This respect for elders included a sense of
deference to instructors, which most often came across as agreement with those practices
a teacher privileged.

Martin moved to the state in which Hill University is located during his teenage
years. He went to the county-seat high school in a small, river town an hour from Hill
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University. The son of a chiropractor, Martin had a keen interest in film production. He
had considered attending film school instead of Hill University, but decided not to
because of both distance and his belief that one does not need to study film to produce
film. He began college studying dentistry but quickly switched his major to finance. He
made this switch because he knew a finance degree would help him with the film
business he had started with a friend. Martin’s involvement in this study was highly
marked by this business. The company secured a number of contracts at the beginning of
the semester. As a result, Martin faced time constraints across the semester. During the
middle of the semester, he was more often absent from class than present. Martin was
surprised when Bertrand said he could stick around in the class after missing one more
than the accepted number of absences. Martin took Bertrand’s decision seriously and
completed the semester missing only one more class due to illness. During the time in
which he was regularly absent from class, Martin missed our second interview session.
Martin focused his fieldwork on the local music scene. He faced some challenges
gaining access to shows because of his age, but he found these challenges to be
acceptable because he wanted to make new business connections while also growing his
social circle. Because of his interest in film, Martin often spoke of response as a
videographer referencing both the revision process used by him and his business partner
and the film critic’s role of deciding what works and what doesn’t work in a film.
According to Martin, his family expected him to drop out of college to focus on film;
Martin did not agree with this assessment, although he said it wasn’t his goal to prove
them wrong.
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Megan is a first-generation American. She purposefully chose her pseudonym to
obscure her ethnicity; therefore, I am respecting her wishes by not specifically naming
her ethnicity. She grew up in the city in which she attends college, having completed high
school within walking distance of the university at the same school David attended.
According to Megan, she performed well in high school, although her performance would
have improved with greater consistency in her studies. Megan’s father is a Ph.D. chemist,
and she hopes to have a career in medicine. At times, she would articulate pressure from
her parents to pursue this career in medicine, but she was also quick to clarify that her
parents were most interested in her achieving personal happiness over achievement in a
particular field.
Megan prioritized her science and math classes above Bertrand’s writing class,
although she attended the majority of the class meetings and submitted all the
assignments. She readily admitted that procrastination was one of her biggest challenges;
often she articulated a plan of action for her writing that did not come to fruition. During
the semester, she focused her research on an assisted living community. Megan was
drawn to this research location by both her interest in medicine and the fact that her
grandmother had recently entered such a community. As Chapter 2 demonstrates, Megan
privileged response directed at the correction of error. This expectation for corrective
feedback is particularly interesting because of the bad experience she had in high school
with a teacher who tended to cover her papers in red ink.
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Connie, Her Class, and Participating Students
Connie, to use her own words, is closer in age to her students’ grandparents than
her students. She most often teaches English 101, English 102, English 309: Inquires in
Writing, and an upper-level writing course required in the Liberal Studies Program. She
returned to college as an adult student in the late 1980s to complete an M.A. in English.
Her first teaching experience was with basic writers. This experience led her to complete
a thesis focused on basic writing pedagogy. Connie’s experience in these basic writing
classrooms as well as with what she calls the academy’s “rigidity” contributes to the
maternal identity she brings to the writing classroom. This maternal identity is at the
center of Chapter 2. She has also been influenced by watching her two sons traverse the
educational system with disabilities, by teaching students with full-time jobs, and by
experiences with illness. Connie is a cancer survivor, an experience she credits with
allowing her to understand how illnesses of all kind affect performance and productivity.
During the data collection semester, one of Connie’s sons was diagnosed with what
would be a fatal illness. Although not directly referenced in this project, this family
situation both limited the time Connie had to spend with student writing outside of the
classroom and reaffirmed her commitment to decentered approaches to learning,
including group work.
In our initial interview, Connie acknowledged that she had never encountered
response to student writing apart from grammatical correction until she began graduate
school. She credits her experience in a “Teaching Composition” course with providing
her a basis for response practices. Having tried out many different approaches to
response, she has found that she highly privileges praise but also will challenge students
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through the use of questions. At the end of the semester, due to concerns she had with
students’ engagement in the class and how her grading practices might be viewed as
“inflated,” Connie began to investigate the use of grading contracts.

Connie’s class was focused on I-Search papers, peer group work, and research
methods. Connie first became aware of the I-Search paper when helping her son complete
an assignment when he was in high school. Following this experience, she gathered
further research on this classroom genre and began to assign I-Search papers in her basic
writing classes. She values this assignment because of how it allows students to engage
topics they are interested in, provides them an opportunity to develop research practices,
and allows then to build to the bigger assignment through smaller sections. Students were
to complete three I-Search papers. For the first, they all investigated environmental
topics. For the second, they were to investigate a topic related to a career of interest.
Students were able to pick a topic of their own choosing for the third paper, but Connie
suggested that this topic be related to the first or second paper.
A typical class featured Connie talking for five to fifteen minutes before students
broke out into small groups of their own choosing. Some classes would end with Connie
briefly lecturing on a specific topic such as MLA citation, whereas other classes would
end after the group work. Alongside the group work classes, the students also attended
three library research sessions. Connie also held a few research reminders across the
semester as portions of other class meetings. In groups, students were to share ideas on
the next portion of the assigned I-Search paper and were to brainstorm research topics,
questions, and methods. Connie circulated through the various groups, always sitting
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down to talk to the students. She tended to join active conversations or to facilitate
conversations by asking, “How’s it going over here?”
Connie’s participation in these peer groups represents her most common response
practice. From time to time, she would hold short one-on-one conferences with students
at the same time the peer groups met. These conferences, which she held at the teacher’s
desk, provided students an opportunity to ask specific questions while also providing
Connie an opportunity to check on a student’s progress. Her written responses were short
and consisted primarily of praise and questions directed at either revision of the current
document or development of the next I-Search paper. The class was designed so that
students were to submit the I-Search paper in small sections. The two student participants
did not follow this expectation, so I was not able to fully investigate how this submission
structure functioned in Connie’s class.

Dean came to Hill University from a small metropolitan area in the South after
serving four years in the Marines, including two tours in Iraq. He served in a number of
different positions but said most were communication and/or writing intensive. Dean’s
experience in the Marines, including the military-privileged approach to writing,
significantly shaped his expectations for and experience in Connie’s class, which I
examine further in Chapter 2. Dean brought a very pragmatic view to education, and he
desired to learn the “forms” of writing privileged by the university and the working
world. His pragmatic view of education stemmed from watching the career ceilings his
parents had hit because of their lack of college degrees. His dad worked in shipping for a
CD/DVD manufacturer, having started “on the docks” before working his way up. His
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dad worried constantly about downsizing due to changes in entertainment buying trends.
Dean’s mom worked as an accountant but did not have her CPA license. Although he did
not see himself as a college student before the Marines, he came to understand the
importance of a college education.
Because he struggled to see practical value in Connie’s class, Dean often skipped
the class. He was working full-time at a local restaurant for eight dollars an hour. He was
also working on the side for the restaurant’s owner doing odd jobs. When he found out
during the semester that he was going to be a father, both time and money became more
pressing issues. He negotiated with Connie the option of writing one longer paper on the
beer brewing process to go along with his first I-Search paper on water-powered vehicles
instead of the two remaining papers the syllabus called for. At the end of the semester, he
told me he was going to leave school to pursue licensure as an emergency technician, an
interest that aligned with his growing interest in nursing.

Mindy grew up the daughter of an Army veteran and a Korean immigrant in a
rural, small town. She moved to the area when she was six-months old following the
family’s departure from Korea. Her dad worked as the town’s postmaster, and her mom
worked as a clerk in the post office. Mindy described both her parents as being highly
literate, with her mom privileging math and her dad being a history buff. Her mother, in
Mindy’s words, was the “stereotypical Asian mother” who pushed academics and
expected high achievement. Mindy grew up writing significantly and imagined herself as
an author when she grew up. This interest in writing lessened in high school. She
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attended the only high school in her county and did well, although she said the school
was not challenging.
Mindy came to Hill University to experience new opportunities and to escape this
town, which had a high poverty level and few career possibilities. She desired to go
further away to an out-of-state school, but that was not possible financially. Originally
interested in graphic design, she had recently changed her interest to biology after
becoming concerned with the financial outcomes available in graphic design. She had
completed Connie’s English 101 class and had enrolled in this class because she knew
Connie was both “easy” and “approachable.” Like Dean, she missed a considerable
number of class meetings. She did submit a complete portfolio, which included papers on
the colony collapse disorder affecting bees, career opportunities in biochemistry, and the
Pacific Garbage Patch. Mindy plays a very minor role in this written product, but the
conversations I had with her shaped my observations as well as the questions I asked
Connie.

Jane, Her Class, and Participating Students
Jane was in her last semester of teaching as a graduate student during the data
collection semester. White and in her late twenties, Jane had earned an M.F.A. at a major
research university in the Mid-Atlantic. She then taught as an adjunct at a community
college and a small, liberal arts college in the Midwest before coming to Hill University.
During her time at Hill University, she taught a wide variety of courses, including
English 101, English 102, the honors FYC course, various courses in the creative writing
program, and upper-level literature courses. Having taught this wide variety of courses,
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Jane had been out of the first-year, research-writing classroom for a number of years
prior to the data collection semester. A significant amount of our conversations focused
on reacquainting herself with the English 102 curriculum, changes she was introducing
since the last time she had taught the class, and changes she sensed she would need to
make the next time she taught a similar course. She taught two English 102 courses, the
standard graduate student teaching load, in Spring 2010.
One of Jane’s major points of emphasis during the observation semester was her
own role as expert. She wanted to share her own expertise with her students while also
developing mechanisms to facilitate classroom conversation, peer review, and student
engagement. Jane spoke of using rubrics previously in her teaching and how she now
found such an approach to be inadequate for a full engagement with student writing. This
movement away from what might be called artificial assessment mechanisms was part of
a bigger shift Jane had been making in her teaching that focused on treating students
more fully as participants in a meaningful learning process. On numerous occasions she
referenced the need to listen and respect student writing, and she voiced little patience for
writing instructors who belittle students or student writing. As part of her explanation of
this ongoing pedagogical shift, Jane discussed her movement away from focusing on
error in student writing to seeing student writing as a space in which students are trying to
take on complicated ideas. Jane cited numerous factors for this shift, including graduate
coursework and discussions with colleagues on how we construct students in the writing
classroom. Throughout the semester, Jane voiced a desire to engage student ideas, but she
also worried about appropriating these ideas by misreading them or directing students in
directions they may not want to go. At the same time, she called on her institutional
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expertise in emphasizing those practices privileged by the academy. Her feedback to a
student’s paper featuring what she called “citation issues” is the focus of Chapter 3.

Jane structured her class around argumentative researched writing, sequenced
assignments, and peer response. Students completed three major writing projects focused
on the same broad topic. This series of papers expanded from the establishment of a
problem with social implications, to the consideration of multiple perspectives on the
issue, and, finally, to proposing a solution by taking a position in relation to these
multiple perspectives. By having students engage an issue of social importance across a
semester and by having students consider how the problem and proposed solution
affected different populations, Jane felt she was forwarding a more socially responsible
approach to argument than commonly found in composition classrooms.
Along with these three major writing projects, students submitted 250-word
response essays on Fridays on which a writing project was not due. Students completed a
specific task or series of tasks for each response essay. Early in the semester, these
responses focused on finding research sources, whereas later assignments asked students
to engage these sources or to return to an earlier assignment to draw connections with an
upcoming assignment. Jane responded to half of these responses, whereas the other half
were responded to through a peer pair approach. The peer pairs changed each week, as
did the half to which Jane responded.
The class meetings in Jane’s course were structured around selected sample
response essays. Students came to Tuesday class periods having read the distributed
samples. These samples were then used in the class in various ways. For instance, the
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student samples were often used to facilitate class-wide conversation following a group
exercise. In the group exercise, students would give and receive feedback on their own
ideas/texts. The shared student texts, in turn, would be used to operationalize the group
discussion across the student population.
Group work featured prominently in Jane’s class, but she often used it to move
into or out of individual exercises or lectures. Almost all of Jane’s classes featured
multiple, linked activities. Jane lectured on important concepts like library research, but
she tended to facilitate these lectures via sample student texts, and she would follow the
lecture with a hands-on activity. Each class period was full of activity from the beginning
to the end, and Jane distributed notes and summaries through the Blackboard e-mail
system. Both participating students articulated, at different points in the semester, a sense
of being overwhelmed at times with the various materials, although they also said they
appreciated the depth of engagement present in Jane’s course.
As the following chapters demonstrate, Jane responded extensively to student
writing. She responded to half the response essays each week and also wrote extensive
cover letter responses to the writing projects. She managed her responses using an egg
timer, and, because she had limited time, she tried to focus on the most important points
of interest in students’ writing. For the major writing projects, she read the entire pile to
get a sense for the writing collectively. While she did this, she generated points of focus
to comment on in each student’s paper. Jane also held a one-on-one conference with each
of her students before the final portfolio submission. Students received grades on the
major writing projects and were allowed to revise them for the final portfolio. The
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portfolio accounted for 50% of the student’s grade, while participation and the response
essays each counted for 25%.

Ashley came to Hill University from a rural area lying just outside the outskirts of
a major metropolitan city. She graduated as valedictorian from the large county high
school. Both of Ashley’s parents had undergone career changes due to varying
circumstances. Her dad was a long-time welder but was moved into the company’s
shipping division as a result of a decline in demand for airplanes after the September
2001 terrorist attacks. Her mom had worked as an office manager and bank manager
before taking disability as the result of a brain tumor. Ashley is a first-generation college
student and was interested in studying dental hygiene, although her major was
psychology during the data collection semester. Like many of the other participants, she
shared the view that a college education would make her less prone to the employment
shifts she had witnesses her parents experienced.
Ashley likes school and enjoys learning. She saw limited application for writing
in her life, as she was more interested in anatomy, math, and other sciences. She did
articulate the belief that writing well would be important to her career success. Ashley
focused her research on post-traumatic stress syndrome, a topic of interest to her as a
member of the campus’s R.O.T.C unit. Ashley was a focused student but not overly
serious. She preferred instructions and feedback to be direct and clear. I examine her
frustration with an aspect of Jane’s response in Chapter 3.
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Ava came to Hill University from the suburbs of a major metropolitan area
located in a bordering state. Although her family conducted business in the metropolitan
area, they lived across the river in the state in which Hill University is located. She
attended a small, Catholic high school because her parents valued the religious education
offered alongside the college preparatory curriculum. Ava’s father owned a small printing
business, and her mother had transitioned through a number of careers before becoming a
stay-at-home mom. Both parents were college educated, and Ava grew up knowing that
she was expected to go to college as well. Her primary interest was art, which was an
interest she developed at a young age. Her parents, and especially her dad, were
supportive of her studying art, but they also hoped she would pursue this interest in the
form of art education or art therapy.
Ava described herself as someone who was not “very language oriented.” She
wanted to improve her writing because she knew she would need to write documents,
including what she called art statements, but she also found herself in what she called a
vicious cycle. This cycle was that she didn’t write because she wasn’t comfortable
writing while knowing that she wouldn’t become comfortable if she didn’t write. Ava’s
performance over the semester was very uneven. She missed the maximum allowed
number of classes, and she expected these absences to negatively affect her grade more
than they actually did. She explained her lack of motivation as resulting from both her
lukewarm interest in writing and as a side effect of medicine she was taking. She did
appreciate that she was able to write on a topic of her choosing, which was the question
of whether child soldiers should be viewed as victims or assailants.
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CHAPTER TWO
RESPONDING WITHIN AND AGAINST COMPOSITION’S SERVICE IDENTITY

In some ways, a restaurant is a structured and predictable environment. The physical
layout guides movement and behavior, and the various conventions associated with
dining out are well known, to customer and waitress alike. But when analyzed in terms of
the interrelated physical and cognitive demands of the work itself, the environment,
particularly at peak hours, becomes more complex, with a variable and ill-structured
quality.
Mike Rose, “The Working Life of a Waitress”

In his article “The Working Life of a Waitress,” Mike Rose uses alternative
research methods to pay homage to his mother’s waitressing career by investigating the
cognitive, social, emotional, and physical factors shaping a waitress’s work. Choosing to
focus on how these factors converge and not merely on each factor individually allows
Rose 1 to illustrate the complex environment in which waitressing 2 occurs. This
environment includes the restaurant’s physical layout, the physical demands placed on a
waitress, the waitress’s contextually dependent use of memory, and the multiple layers of
personal and institutional relationships present in the restaurant. Also influencing a
waitress’s work are waitressing’s social history and the economic realities understood by
anyone who has ever waited tables. The picture Rose paints accounts for “the mix of
strategies and processes” a waitress uses to navigate her workspace, the relationship
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All references to Rose in the text refer to Mike Rose. References to Alan Rose are presented as A. Rose.
I use the feminine terms “waitress,” “waitressing,” and “her” as a sign of respect for Rose’s work and the
gendered tradition he traces.
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between cognitive processes and physical actions necessary for the waitress to
successfully navigate her workspace, and the balance a waitress must keep among
demands placed on her by customers, coworkers, and management (13). The attention
Rose pays to these various factors allows him to trouble the “structured and predictable
environment” people might expect in a restaurant (9). By doing so, he demonstrates the
multitude of factors shaping a waitress’s work.
This move to complicate what might first be viewed as a well-structured and wellunderstood context is what draws me to Rose’s work. By accounting for both the
intersections and disjunctions present among these influential factors, Rose asks his
readers to reconsider how they view the work of waitressing given the cognitive demands
a waitress faces. 3 Borrowing from Rose, I pay special attention to how a constellation of
influences shapes the production and reception of feedback. My attraction to Rose’s work
does not end with the attention he pays to the complicated intersection that occurs among
numerous factors. The parallel realities that exist between waitressing and teaching
provide a starting point to consider how teaching and response are fraught with tensions.
For example, both waitress and teacher are triangulated between the
customer/student and larger structures including management/administration and
company/institutional policies. Furthermore, each career can be traced through a specific
sociocultural history. In the Introduction, I accounted for composition’s history through
attention to Connors work. In his article, Rose traces the social-historical context of
3 Part

of Rose’s project addresses the materiality of work, a topic broached, in regard to composition, by
Bruce Horner in Terms of Work for Composition. Although Rose accounts for the sociocultural history of
waitressing, his primary focus remains situated in the physical restaurant space. My own project works to
leave the most commonly studied physical aspect of comments (the comments placed on the page) to better
understand the values, beliefs, and attitudes that influence the production and reception of these comments.
Although I touch on the physical classroom when needed, such an investigation is not at the project’s
center.
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waitressing to conclude “the waitress–customer encounter is shaped by the historical
residue of the servant role and by various cultural expectations regarding gender” (20).
Although there are surely differences between these two positions, the role of cultural
expectations and gender are central to how both are constructed within dominant society.
Looked at in relationship to each other, they reaffirm Connors’s historical work and
provide a way into my own project.
Rose pays particular attention to the “association of maid and waitress—and …
the waitress’s desire to distinguish her work from that of housemaid” (18). This
association and the phrase most often used to describe the work waitresses do—“the
serving of food”—highlights the predominant social view of what waitressing is (17).
Rose’s work challenges people to consider the work of waitressing beyond a perspective
bound in the concept of service or, worse, servitude. A similar orientation toward service
has shaped how people make sense of composition’s work as well. Tracing the role
service has played in our field’s history, Sharon Crowley argues:
[T]he discourse of needs positions composition teachers as servants of a
student need that is spoken, not by students themselves, but by people
speaking for powerful institutions. Like the narrative of progress, the
discourse of needs interpellates composition teachers as subjects who
implement the regulatory desires of the academy and the culture at large.
(257)
Highlighting what she sees to be a lack of rhetorical purpose in required composition
courses, Crowley argues for the abolition of such courses as a means to reposition writing
and rhetoric in the university, including the teaching of these subjects. In the introduction
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to their collection, Contending with Words: Composition and Rhetoric in a Postmodern
Age, Patricia Harkin and John Schlib problematize the interpellation of the composition
teacher by arguing that the authors included in the text construct “the study of
composition and rhetoric [as] not merely the service component of the English
department, but also inquiry into cultural values” (3). The authors’ use of “but also” to
illustrate a relation present between the teaching of composition as both “service” and
“inquiry into cultural values” positions their view of the teaching of composition as an
endeavor in which alternatives exist to composition as service, yet, at the same time, such
alternatives operate alongside this service expectation and not as a replacement. This line
of thought could be explained by a phrase such as “service but also something else.” The
instructors I worked with for this study possessed differing levels of investment in
engaging “inquiry into cultural values,” although all instructors did address cultural
values to some extent. Bertrand articulated a hidden goal in his class of radicalizing
student thought through critical engagement with research sites. Connie asked students to
develop their first I-search papers around environmental issues after a class viewing of
Food, Inc. Jane designed her class around social controversies, including the
investigation of who is most affected by them. At the same time, Bertrand commented on
the use of a hanging indent in MLA format; Connie focused multiple class sessions on
increasing students’ comfort with library research processes; and Jane provided regular
“writing tips” intended to inform students on more nuanced matters of style and
grammar, including the proper use of the colon and how to decide between “affect” and
“effect.” Put simply, each instructor provided a service component to his or her students;
at the same time, no instructor only provided a service component if service component is
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defined either as the historical emphasis on grammar correctness Connors outlines or the
more general concept of articulated “student need” Crowley offers.
Composition’s institutional positioning as a service course viewed alongside our
individual (and collective) attempts to make the course something more than merely
service helps explain not only the tensions present between practitioners in the field and
outside institutions but also the tensions present within the field. As I look at the contexts
shaping three composition classrooms, I do so from the perspective that each instructor,
given his or her awareness of composition’s history and historical positioning in the
university, is very much trying to do “service but also something else.” The tensions
between students’ various expectations for service and whatever else it is that the
instructor is trying to do exist as a starting point through which to consider the differing
expectations instructors and students have for the class and for the roles students and
teachers occupy.
The service writing instructors are to provide positions the instructors as
responding to social expectations, individual student expectations, a problematic
sociocultural history, supervision/surveillance, and policies and guidelines. Although it
would surely be reductive to draw too absolute of connections between waitressing and
teaching, the waitressing context offers a useful visual through which to imagine these
factors operating. The most central and obvious interaction for the waitress is that which
occurs with the seated customer. For the instructor, the most obvious interaction is that
interaction around which the field of education revolves—the interaction with the
individual student or class of students. For the waitress, there are many other matters that
shape, are shaped by, and exist outside this interaction with the individual customer.
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These items include the interaction that occurs with fellow waitresses and waiters, other
employees, and managers; the real-time demands being made by customers; and the
general work flow the waitress faces. Broader factors that may influence the waitress’s
work include past training, years of experience, and degree of experience in different
types of establishments; personal views on the workplace, waitressing as a profession,
and company policies; quality of work provided in this specific restaurant; economic
pressures; and health concerns—to name only a few. Writing instructors also face
immediate and broader factors. Immediate pressures an instructor faces include how best
to use class time, workload at a given moment or in a given semester, the amount of
student work requiring response, and the time available to do this response. Broader
contexts include the instructor’s perspective on the purposes of required writing classes,
his/her expectations for students, his/her perspectives on departmental outcomes and
university policies, the extent and quality of teaching training he/she has received, and
his/her classroom experience—to name only a few of many.
The instructor–student context provides a central point through which to orient all
other commenting contexts, and it mirrors the waitress–customer context. Although these
factors do not position themselves around the instructor–student interaction in nice, neat
heliocentric orbits in a way that might mirror a middle-school student’s solar system
diagram (see Straub’s diagram in Chapter 1), imaging the instructor–student interaction
as the center of my focus, much like the waitress–customer interaction is at the heart of
restaurant service operations, provides a means to make sense of the many factors
influencing the production and reception of feedback. Just as the customer may or may
not be aware of consequential events that occur in a restaurant’s kitchen galley, the
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student may or may not be aware of outside factors influencing how and why an
instructor comments the way he/she does. Equally consequential, the instructor may be
aware or remain unaware of contextual factors shaping how and why a student acts the
way he/she does. Accounting for the fuller context in which the instructor–student
interaction occurs allows us to more fully account for how these varying contexts shape
this interaction.
Commenting occurs not only in the text produced by the student and read by the
teacher, and not only in the instructor–student interaction beyond the page, but also in a
physical space involving but not limited to the interaction between these two participants.
From this perspective, Rose’s contention about waitressing—that it is “complex, with a
variable and ill-structured quality”—may apply to response to student writing as well (9).
Furthermore, the “service” component of teaching and commenting is complicated by the
role values, attitudes, and beliefs play in both the interaction between student and teacher
and the task of writing instruction represented by this interaction. Rose’s study of the
physical, cognitive, and relational factors that influence the waitress’s work helps to paint
a more thorough picture of the many overlapping and sometimes conflicting aspects that
may not be accounted for in popular perceptions.
Although both waitressing and teaching writing are situated in gendered, service
sociocultural histories, there is one primary distinction between the two careers
consequential to my work. Waitressing and teaching both involve the relative short-term
interaction between two individuals, yet the instructor–student interaction is situated as to
facilitate ongoing growth and development directed toward later student investments,
both inside and outside the university. Cynthia Tuell uses a metaphor of “straightening a
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closet” to describe the service offered by writing instructors (126). By “organiz[ing] the
discourse of our students,” we provide the “‘regular’ professors” with students, like
closets, that are free of clutter (126). In this sense, the instructor–student interaction
differs from that of waitress–customer because the educational activity is marked with an
expectation of preparation for various, more advanced activities that will come at a future
time. The end result of this expectation is the further complication of the short-induration engagement between the student and the instructor. Although this interaction
lasts merely a semester, the social stigmas and expectations associated with the teaching
of writing establish that what is taught and learned in the writing classroom, although
presumably basic in nature, will be consequential for what happens beyond this writing
classroom, not only for the student but also for other instructors and the university as a
whole and the student’s employers. The consequences of this engagement, as
traditionally constructed, are the eradication of errors, the remediation of issues in student
writing, and the dissemination of skills—what Crowley terms “student need.” As this
chapter will demonstrate, students do voice needs, and they voice needs that align with
dominant definitions of what writing is and how writing should be taught. Such
articulations may result as another form of interpellation—in this case, the interpellation
of student writers to speak of the very needs desired by “powerful institutions” (Crowley
257). The students in this chapter speak of a desire for their instructors to organize the
students’ discoursal closet, and rarely do they problematize this desire. Although such
desire can be traced to other institutional structures, including parents, the expectations
privileged in high school, and prior work experience, this desire is most consequential to
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the production and reception of response to student writing—their writing—because it
shapes the very context in which this production and reception occurs.
My purpose in this chapter is to demonstrate how the production and reception of
comments are influenced by and respond to, to use Connors’s terminology, those
influences and pressures of our “shared past” and shared present (18). Like Connors, I
cannot cover every thematic issue, nor can I present a “coherent ‘whole picture’” that
fully establishes the tensions present in commenting practices due to the countless factors
shaping pedagogy—and commenting more specifically (17). Because students’ desire for
response that acts as correction was the dominant theme present in my data collection and
analysis, I focus my attention in this chapter on this thread, and I place it alongside the
concept of service that began this chapter. To illustrate that students’ expectations and
desires are more complex than simply grammatical correction, I situate my analysis
within Rose’s work with deficiency. By constructing this chapter’s foundation in Rose’s
scholarship, I am able to situate my own work in relation to the complicating moves
common to Rose’s work. The idea that these instructors are working both within and
against service expectations provides space through which to consider how the students’
expectations relate to the pedagogical roles the participating instructors engaged in in the
courses I observed. The intersection of deficiency and teacher roles provides ample room
to consider how moments of connection and disjunction that occur between teacher and
student relate to differences in expectations regarding the work and methods of writing
instructors—differences that relate specifically to how students and teachers view writing
differently, the material conditions in which the instructors work, and, in one case, the
role gender played in these differing perspectives. Seeing how many students’ viewpoints
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on writing and the teaching of writing are structured around beliefs regarding deficiency
and error correction, it follows that such beliefs, especially considering students’
uncomplicated acceptance of these beliefs, shape students’ expectations of and responses
to the comments they receive.
To illustrate these points, I paint this complex desire for correction more broadly
by considering the beliefs, expectations, and classroom experiences of two students—
Megan, who was enrolled in Bertrand’s class, and Dean, who was enrolled in Connie’s
class—alongside the roles these instructors constructed for themselves. I position
Bertrand in the role of coach and Connie in the role of mother and then consider how
these roles operate outside the expectations Megan and Dean had for their instructors,
both in regard to their identities and their response practices. My primary purpose with
this portion of the chapter is to bring to surface differences in how “service” is
constructed and the consequences these differences have for pedagogy, including
commenting. I then expand beyond these specific instructor–student relationships to
investigate broader influences on instructor commenting and how an individual
instructor’s pedagogical practices, including commenting practices, are shaped by the
intersection of beliefs, expectations, and material conditions. First, I analyze Bertrand’s
uneasiness with expanding his use of conferences because of worries about how the
programmatic leadership views conferencing as a pedagogical practice. Second, I
examine how Bertrand, Connie, and Jane address matters of workload and time,
especially in relation to what their workloads and shortages of time mean for response to
student writing. As I conclude the chapter, I use the matters of workload, time, and
conflicting beliefs to consider how “service but something else” can operate in
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classrooms situated within complex and competing beliefs about how the teaching of
writing should occur.

Deficiency and Writing Instruction
Before turning his attention to complicating how we account for the role of
cognition in physical labor, Rose first focused his scholarly attention on problematizing
approaches to basic writing. In the early 1980s, Rose and other education scholars,
including Mina Shaughnessy, Patricia Bizzell, and David Bartholomae, examined the role
of remedial education in universities, especially as it related to writing instruction. In
“The Language of Exclusion: Writing Instruction in the University,” Rose outlines the
history of approaches to writing focused on remediation and skills development to raise
questions about how such approaches “[reveal] a reductive, fundamentally behaviorist
model of the development and use of written language, a problematic definition of
writing, and an inaccurate assessment of student ability and need” (341). Of his five
points of focus, two are especially useful for my current project: remediation and
“English as skill” (346). He situates remediation as “corrective” approaches to teaching
that “lead educators to view writing problems from a medical-remedial paradigm.” (352).
This approach allows for the diagnosis of what ails student writing and the assigning of
exercises that will correct such issues (352). Remediation, Rose tells us, is intended “to
correct errors or fill in gaps in a person’s knowledge” (349). The perspective of writing as
skill operates in a similar manner. Definitions of writing that privilege skills development
imagine writing as a “technical” activity (347). As such, writing becomes equivalent to
“transcription” and can be defined as resulting from “fundamental tools” and “basic
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procedures” that should be “mastered” before students advance to new contexts in which
these tools can be applied without issue (347).
The construction of writing instruction as deficiency correction matters to the
teaching of writing because this mindset defines both what may occur in a classroom and
how the teaching of writing is positioned within the academy. Rose situates the
expectation that first-year writing acts as remediation as one of a number of reasons why
writing is reduced to a “second-class intellectual status” that “influence[s]” the way
faculty, students, and society view the teaching of writing” (348). Although Rose’s work
is now nearly 30 years old, the students in my study voiced beliefs about writing and the
teaching of writing that demonstrate a continuation of writing instruction steeped in
correction and skills development (see fig. 2.1).
These voices present a concern about “error,” “fixing,” and “correctness” that
extends beyond one student’s idiosyncratic preferences. Given the prominent role of such
statements in my conversations with these student-participants, I’m led to believe that
these statements help support Rose’s contention about how “students and society view
the teaching of writing” (348). Rose highlights how traditional approaches to writing
instruction focused on error because error is “eminently measurable” and easily tabulated
(343).
Measurement and tabulation, long-standing practices of writing instruction and
writing assessment, have been extended, especially in the No Child Left Behind era, to
the assessment of entire schools and school systems. The year after my data collection,
The Courier-Journal, Louisville, Kentucky’s daily newspaper, published a story
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Megan: I really want to know where I am going wrong because, like I said, I want to be the best I
can be, and the only way to be the best if is you tell me where I’m going wrong because I know I
am not going to write perfect papers.

Martin: Even if I have an A, I want to see something I did wrong, so next time I can do better.

Ashley: Well, after I read that [a marginal comment], I figured there would be, like, some things I
would have to fix.

Ava: I realize that my papers, at the beginning, typically need a lot of work, and I don’t need to
know what the person likes because that doesn’t help me improve it. I just need to know what
needs to be fixed or taken out or what needs to be added because that’s how I am going to fix it.
I’m not worried about my feelings getting hurt. I’m worried about getting a bad grade.

Dean: There’s always room for improvement, so when you get a paper back and there’s nothing
on it, that’s like saying it was perfect. That doesn’t happen. Like it may be worthy of a one
hundred, but that doesn’t mean it’s perfect. There’s got to be an error somewhere.

Mindy: You can decide how you want to fix it or if you want to. I mean, maybe she is taking it
wrong, so you have to fix something so that it makes more sense.
Figure 2.1: Selections from Student Conversations Focused on Correction

entitled “Options Limited to Fix 3 Struggling JCPS Schools.” The use of the terms
“options,” “fix,” and “struggling” connect back to remediation—Rose’s “troublesome
metaphor” (357). Chris Kenning, the author’s article, lists “four options” available to
Jefferson County Public Schools for “overhauling failing schools,” a status resulting from
“an array of deficiencies” reported by state education auditors. These deficiencies
“[range] from poor classroom instruction to disruptive student behavior that impedes
learning.” The state’s use of “options” to address “deficiencies” mirrors Rose’s
conclusion that remedial approaches privilege the diagnosis and curing of those defects
hampering a student or, in this case, multiple schools. Further connections can be drawn
between these student voices, Connors’s historical account, the current state of K–12
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education as articulated in The Courier-Journal article, and Rose’s examination of
educational remediation to illustrate both the lasting importance placed on correctness in
society’s expectations for education and the continuance of these values in the students’
expectations for their writing education.
Although I can’t fully trace to what extent these expectations result from students
being represented by “people speaking for powerful institutions” (Crowley 257), it is
impossible to ignore the degree to which these student voices articulate a desire for
correction and remediation. Furthermore, a student’s belief that the instructor’s job is to
“tell me where I am going wrong” demonstrates not what it is that is supposed to be
corrected (and taught) but who is supposed to be doing this work and how this person
should go about his/her work. The student excerpts provided in Figure 2.1 illustrate an
expectation regarding not only what work will be engaged in the composition classroom
but also what the composition instructor is expected to do. Ava, for instance, wants to
know “what needs to be fixed or taken out,” whereas both Martin and Dean are wary that
a strong grade might overlook an “error” in the paper or limit improvement in the next
paper. By expressing expectations for an instructor centered on fixing and correcting,
these student voices, possibly unknowingly, sustain a push for a certain type of instructor
service. The data I collected demonstrate that Rose’s goal “to abandon this troublesome
metaphor” (meaning remediation) has taken hold with (some) composition instructors
and (presumably) composition programs; however, at the same time, remedial views of
education and writing demonstrate lasting importance with students and society.
As a result of these competing factors, the pedagogical approach of “service but
also something else” makes sense. Like the waitress, the composition instructor
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simultaneously responds to pressures from many different directions. As they responded
to these pressures, all three instructor-participants brought their own views on writing, the
teaching of writing, and the work of the university to their teaching. Even when we take
into account their divergent backgrounds (as outlined in Chapter 1), all three instructors
came to composition well into the period Connors calls “contemporary compositionrhetoric” (15, 66–67). They began their careers as college-level instructors and developed
composition pedagogies in an era in which composition, as a field of study and teaching,
was pushing back against the problematic threads offered by Connors. Yet, at the same
time, given the always-present social expectations regarding the goals and purposes of
writing instruction, they never teach free of these pressures. They’re afforded the freedom
(within the local context) to engage pedagogies in which they are invested, yet, by doing
so, they are always already forced to make sense of how what they do in the classroom
and how they present themselves in the classroom moves away, either slightly or
significantly, from the expectations, which themselves are not homogeneous, that
students bring to their classrooms. As I demonstrate in the remainder of the chapter, any
disjunctions between student and teacher occur not because an individual instructor is
fully resisting a service pedagogy but as a result of the instructor engaging pedagogical
practices, including commenting approaches, he/she believes forward the service he/she
privileges and considers possible within specific material conditions.

Response as Surveillance
It’s like a surveillance camera. When you are trying to train a child and
discipline them into being a good kid, you know, normally the kid has no
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idea what they are doing wrong. So if you put a surveillance camera and
let the child do what it’s normally doing, and the child sees the playback
and sees how badly they are going, it kind of walks them through what
they are doing wrong. Similarly, I mean I think the teacher or anybody
who reads [my paper] is kind of like a surveillance camera. Like they’re
going through my paper and trying to pinpoint the faults or the negatives
in my paper, and then they relay those messages back to me for me to see
where I am going wrong.
My conversations with Megan were filled with references to worries about where
she was “going wrong,” the desire to be told where she was “going wrong,” and the belief
that the teacher’s main role as commenter is to point out where her writing was “going
wrong.” Alongside her desire to know “what I am doing wrong in my paper,” Megan also
desired to know if her writing, both globally and locally, was “good or not good.” Megan,
almost out of necessity, saw writing in binary terms, with her writing surely falling on the
“not good” side. 4 Although references to wrongness colored numerous students’ views on
the teaching of writing, Megan’s reference to the surveillance camera illustrates how her
view of the first-year writing classroom reaches the far extreme of this shared ideology.
For Megan, Bertrand’s primary role as teacher was to act as this camera and capture
everywhere she was going wrong in her writing. Megan’s desire for correction is
augmented by a desire for feedback regarding the structure of her writing. For example,
in the assigned reflective memo she included with her first paper, she claims, “I had some
4

At the beginning of the semester, Megan described herself as a “competent” writer. Furthermore, she
described the benefit of peer review as allowing her to see how her writing compared with her classmates’.
She appraised her own grammatical abilities as exceeding her classmates’. Yet, her stated expectations for
response demonstrate someone who conceived of her own writing ability in very negative terms.
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trouble in organizing all my notes, thoughts, and observations in coherent paragraphs that
wouldn’t sound choppy when it was read.” Later in the same memo she writes, “I would
also like to get your feedback on how I can improve my essay in terms of sentence
structure, word choice, coherence, and proper grammar.” She presented similar concerns
in the reflective memo submitted with paper 2:
If there are a few things I can change about my paper, I’d like to double
check and [make] sure that my sentence structure and grammar are all in
check with this paper (meaning that my sentences and thought-processes
within these paragraphs make perfect sense to the reader without
sound[ing] colloquial). Second, I’d like to improve my transitions (this is
one of my major issues with writing papers – letting my ideas flow
properly).
These selections from Megan’s reflective memos illustrate her attention to correctness,
but they also demonstrate a level of rhetorical awareness that extends beyond one, allencompassing belief. I do not want to make too much out of these reflective memos, as I
am not of the belief that any student who was asked to write one spent considerable time
composing the document. At the same time, these documents do present evidence for
Megan’s primary attention being directed at correctness or, if not correctness, formal
elements of writing.
The desires Megan articulated in her reflective memos and in conversation with
me concerning her desires for the class’s content and Bertrand’s role as teacher fit when
placed alongside what she wanted to gain from the course. Reflecting on her transition
from high school to college and her experience in English 101, Megan drew a separation
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between learning grammar as static knowledge versus learning grammar so as to use the
rules in her writing. She did not so much want “to be a strong grammarian” as she wanted
to “be able to use the grammatical rules of English, like the parts of speech, to be able to
create an effective, nice paper.” Noting that she had “learned … how to use the
grammatical rules of English to make a great paper” in her English 101 class the previous
semester, Megan expected such work to continue into this English 102 class. Her
acknowledgment that she had learned how “to make a great paper” in English 101
contradicted her worry about the quality of her writing and the assumption that errors and
mistakes were present in her writing. This fixation with errors and mistakes shaped her
expectations for the response she received from Bertrand. Before further examining
Bertrand’s role as teacher in the class and the disconnect present between Megan and
Bertrand, I want to develop a more robust picture of students’ expectations for corrective
response by examining Dean’s expectations for English 102 and for Connie, his
instructor.

Response as Formal Concern
At the beginning of the semester, Dean articulated what he wanted to gain from
the class as “the ability to write clearly in a standard form” as well as “how to write
clearly and how to do research.” His use of the phrase “standard form” deserves further
consideration given how the semester progressed for him. Throughout our semester-long
discussions, Dean used the term “form” so often that it led me to ask him what he meant
by the term. Attempting to explain his understanding of the term and what he wanted to
learn about form, Dean explained that he “meant it more like formatting styles” before
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going on to say, “I could be completely wrong, but from what I understand a research
paper is a research paper. It’s the formatting styles that change from paper to paper.”
Dean further clarified this idea by acknowledging that he was using form and formatting
interchangeably and, in regard to Connie’s class, he wanted to learn the “three most
popular [formatting] styles.”
In Dean’s case, the focus on correction has shifted from that primarily of
grammatical correction to one regarding paper structure and citation. Given his interest in
learning what he calls research formatting styles, the feedback he desired should not
come as a surprise:
When I get writing back from a teacher, I don’t care what they have to say
about my writing, I care more about, about—How do I put this? I don’t
really care about what they say about what I wrote, as much as how I
wrote it. That’s usually what I look at and that’s where I want most of my
criticism to come from.
Although I want to resist the problematic tendency to tie a person’s values and beliefs to
a single point of origin, Dean’s experience with writing in the military did appear to
heavily influence how he defined writing and what he expected from his instructor’s
feedback. At the very beginning of our first discussion, Dean distinguished between what
he imagined would be the military approach to English 102 and the I-Search approach
Connie assigned. The military approach, according to Dean, would involve being taught
“how to write a … certain formatted paper” modeled from examples. The military
learning process would include teaching “all about” this “certain formatted paper” and
then establishing a due date on which the completed document would be submitted. With
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this approach—what Dean called the “teaching of the three most popular styles”—the
instructor’s feedback would take the form of letting him know “whether or not it was
done correctly.” Such feedback, according to Dean, “would be one where like ‘yes it is
done correct’ or ‘no it was not, and here’s why.’”
As I will demonstrate later in the chapter, Dean struggled throughout the semester
with both the content and structure of Connie’s class. He voiced frustration with both the
class’s focus on the I-Search paper and the structuring of class periods around small
group discussions. To understand how Dean’s values on writing instruction and Connie’s
values differ, I need to better position Connie’s pedagogy, her purposes for this
pedagogy, and the values and beliefs influencing her pedagogical decisions.
One of the primary differences between Dean’s desire for feedback directed at the
form of his writing and Megan’s desire for feedback directed at where she is going wrong
in her writing was Dean’s attachment of his expectations for writing and response to the
research focus privileged in the second-semester writing class. Although Megan did
acknowledge how Bertrand’s response helped her further develop her fieldworking
research, she never shifted her perspective on response from one situated in writing skills
defined broadly. Dean, on the other hand, spoke to a specific desire for feedback on the
form of his writing, which he defined both as the research style he was using as well as
the flow of his writing. Just as Megan desired to be able to communicate an idea clearly,
Dean acknowledged that “[a] big part of writing is taking an idea and explaining it and
being able to put it into words that other people understand.” Each of these participants, I
would argue, noted the rhetorical work that writing accomplishes.
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In describing the limitations of a remedial view of writing, Rose argues that such
approaches situate writing as “bits of discourse bereft of rhetorical or conceptual context”
(345). Both Dean and Megan displayed awareness of the very role rhetoric plays in
writing; they either did not value this rhetorical function to the extent that they valued
correction or they expected feedback on form and correctness to exist alongside the other
rhetorical goals their instructors privileged. Remediation, as Rose understands the term to
function, can mean “to correct errors” or to “to fill in gaps in a person’s knowledge”
(349). Megan’s privileging of corrective feedback follows from the first definition,
whereas Dean’s expectation for a pedagogy centered in the teaching of “research forms”
follows from the second definition. Where these two students’ beliefs align is in their
expectation that the feedback offered by their instructors should “tell me where I’m going
wrong” and “tell if it’s correct or not correct.” This expectation for correctness reiterates
a long-held social expectation for the teaching of writing, as demonstrated by both Rose
and Connors. Of specific note is how each student constructs his/her expectations as
imperatives. Constructed as imperatives, these expectations demonstrate what appears to
be a shift in power within these classrooms—that because the students’ expectations
reflect long-held beliefs about the work of first-year writing, they possess the power to
demand a particular form of instruction and particular behaviors by the instructors. Yet,
as the next section demonstrates, each instructor chose to situate his/her pedagogies,
identities, and feedback practices to some degree against the normative expectation for
service directed at the correction of errors in student writing and the dissemination of
writing skills that can be applied in later contexts.
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Dominant and Emergent Teacher Roles
Having accounted for each student’s investments in specific views of writing
based in correctness, I turn my attention to the teacher’s role in these classes so as to
consider how the roles they saw themselves occupying and the roles the students
desired—as teachers broadly and commenters more specifically—did not fully intersect.
As I accounted for in the previous chapter, literature on the roles teachers do or may
occupy in response was a common point of inquiry in the first decade or so after the
publication of Sommers’s seminal article. Much of this scholarship focused on the need
to shift away from the traditional role of writing teacher as judge. Scholars accounted for
this shift in similar ways. Ruth Jenkins attributes her use of “dialogical written responses”
for shifting students’ perspectives of her from merely an “evaluator” to “a real reader”
(85). Likewise, M. Francine Danis traces her shift in self-conception from “ruthless
judge” to “a collaborator—a midwife, a coach” to how she came to imagine her
comments as a conversation with her students (19). Examining survey findings he
collected about instructors’ perceptions of commenting practices, Joseph Moxley argues
that eighty percent of those surveyed “perceive their roles to be that of a coach (instead of
a judge) when they grade papers” (“Teachers’” 19).
These arguments demonstrate a desire to shift our practices from a dominant
expectation for evaluation to an emergent want to formatively assist students in
developing their writing abilities. Such arguments have been criticized on a number of
levels, including the lack of student voices in the research and for imagining teacher
practices existing outside of contextual factors. Moxley does establish that many
instructors, when responding to open-ended questions, “discussed difficulties balancing
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their need to be judges with their desire to be coaches” (19). Moxley quotes from one
instructor who specifically mentioned the challenge with balancing “a grade that reflects
the values of the institution with the need to encourage students” (19).
More broadly, the study of instructor roles on response has been criticized
because the study of roles assumes unified identities. David Fuller highlights how an
instructor “might [reveal] a variety of roles” when commenting on a single paper (312).
He names the possible perspectives an instructor may switch between as the “interested
reaction to the message from the reader, grammatical correction from a critic, and
[evaluative] remarks from a judge” (312). Ann M. Greenhalgh further troubles the idea of
the specific focus on roles through her emphasis on voice in written response (401).
Greenhalgh traces the issues with role back to the interpellation Crowley establishes—
teacher and student roles are the result of “educational discourse, rather than individual
choice” (402). Because of the role limitations that result from this interpellative process,
Greenhalgh argues that “what is needed is not so much more information about the roles
teachers and students are assigned but a better understanding of how they ‘voice’ their set
roles” (402). Like Fuller, Greenhalgh notes that an instructor’s response may include
“various and conflicting voices” (402).
These differing perspectives on role in teacher response, including the
replacement of role with voice, are themselves limited because they maintain a focus set
within the text. Unlike Greenhalgh, I do not imagine the possible roles a teacher can
assume to be limited to “given” roles (402). Although the roles available to an instructor
are very much shaped by dominant expectations about what writing is, how it should be
taught, and how instructors should respond to student texts, there are possibilities that are
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positioned within this dominant tradition that nonetheless work against traditional
expectations for correction and evaluation. The limitations of Greenhalgh’s argument
depend on the roles we assume are available. By starting my analysis with the roles
Connie and Bertrand voiced themselves occupying, I am able to consider how these roles
exist within the various contexts I traced in the previous chapter and the specific desire
for correction voiced by student-participants. By returning the scholarly focus to
instructor roles, I am able to draw connections among my observations, the instructor’s
own perceptions of his/her teaching, the student’s expectations and perceptions of the
teaching of writing, and the production and reception of response. In doing so, I also
extend the prior focus to role as demonstrated in textual form to intersections and
disjunctions between text (or oral response), student, and instructor. I begin this focus by
considering a rather long quote from a think-aloud with Bertrand that helps illustrate how
he views himself as a commenter and how this self-construction plays out in his
comments.

Coaching, Nurturing, and the Classroom Context
I don’t want to tell him this, but I find his paper is kind of, umm, it’s
always difficult for me. It’s why I resist doing [commenting], and I put it
off. It’s hard for me to respond because of lots of factors. One reason it’s
hard for me to respond is that I think, in a previous life, I was probably an
editor. And, in that previous life, I spent years and years in that mode of
having that idea that I can see this paper and what you’ve done, and I can
see what it could become. I see that as an editor, you know, not as a
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teacher. Sometimes it’s really hard for me not to make an editorial
comment in terms of “this is where you need to take this [paper] if you
want it to succeed in the [state-mandated] portfolio,” for example. You
know, “this is what you need to consider doing.” I would not write for
them, but give them very direct response. In doing that for fifteen years,
you know, it kind of becomes hard-wired. So that’s one reason it’s hard.
And it’s because I see him really engaging with his work here, and I’m
trying both—well, he just, I don’t know him well enough. I’ve only known
him a little bit, and he seems—I mean the ethos he’s presented to me as a
student. It was just like at the end of class today when he came up and
[told] me, “What you said about this course being practice,” … he said it
made sense to him. “That helped me a lot,” is what he said, [and] I was
like, “I am glad it did.” So his ethos, I think he’s not trying to pull the
wool over me or anything like that. He’s trying to do what I am asking him
to do and, you know, I think the paper is in pretty good shape for the most
part. And I feel that if I told him exactly, “Well, this is what you should do
here, here, here, here, and here” then he could do that. But I don’t think
that’s—you know, I’m not going to be there next time to show him how to
do that.”
Bertrand offered this lengthy but telling reflection on commenting immediately
after completing a think-aloud protocol that asked him to vocalize his reading of and
response to David’s second paper. At the end of the think-aloud, Bertrand commented,
“That was hard,” to describe his reaction to thinking aloud while commenting. From this
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starting point, the conversation quickly shifted to a discussion of difficulties Bertrand
faces when responding; the above quotation is taken from this portion of our
conversation. According to Bertrand, such reflections on his own commenting practices
are common even when someone is not sitting next to him “taping it.”
Bertrand’s reflection provides a glimpse into how he views himself, in the
position of instructor, as a coach. Coaching was the preferred metaphor Bertrand used to
describe his role as teacher, which is not surprising, given what he would call his
“previous life” as a secondary-school teacher and high-school basketball coach. In total,
Bertrand coached basketball for sixteen years. Asked if he viewed himself as a writing
coach, Bertrand responded, “I have for quite a while,” before continuing by explaining
how his basketball coaching experience has influenced what he does as a writing teacher.
When he was teaching in high school, he tried as hard as possible to “make the classroom
a studio.” He has tried to bring a similar approach to the college composition classroom,
although he admitted that the computer lab in which he was teaching made this ongoing
transition more challenging. Describing his high-school teaching experience, he
categorized a normal day as “teaching for five, ten, maybe fifteen minutes at most and
then it was workshop time every day.” As I explained in the classroom descriptions
included in Chapter 1, Bertrand uses a similar approach in his college writing courses.
For him, the workshop most closely resembles the “live-action scrimmage,” his preferred
mode of practice when a basketball coach because this scrimmage, unlike drills, does not
become “rote.” As the coach in this high-school writing classroom, Bertrand would “have
time to sit in with a small group or sit in with an individual and coach, you know. Try to
work on their moves whatever those moves might be, whatever those … literacy moves
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might be.” I did not consistently witness this student interaction from Bertrand—an
observation, given our conversations, that could be contributed to the constant labor
crunch Bertrand felt, the desire Bertrand had for these students to take ownership over
their own learning, the limiting physical layout of the computer lab in which he taught, or
the replacement of this daily interaction with instructor–student conferences.
This coaching identity helps explain Bertrand’s resistance to grading; he felt he
had spent much of his coaching career assessing players and, worse, defending these
assessments, especially to parents. In the middle of one of our interviews, wanting to
explain the necessary but unwelcome role grading plays in both writing and basketball,
Bertrand conveyed with a chuckle the story of a halftime discussion where a father
questioned Bertrand for not playing his son in the first half. Noting how the parent was
quick to complain but also quick to reject Bertrand’s offer to allow him to take over the
coaching duties, Bertrand acknowledged that part of the trouble with assessment is the
sure fact that his assessments were always being assessed—often by people who seemed
long on judgment but short on investment. Coaching explains Bertrand’s view of the
classroom as a site of practice, and, as I will demonstrate shortly, this identity also
explains his push toward using conferences more in his pedagogy.
Whereas Bertrand’s primary teaching identity is that of coach, Connie’s is that of
mother. Her maternal style results primarily from watching and helping her own children
proceed through the educational system with learning disabilities as well as her own
graduate experience within a program she described as “rigid.” She embraces
collaborative work and sees her role within this work primarily as facilitator and listener.
Considering her own teaching, she concluded:
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There is a book called Mothers, Teachers, and Gypsy Academics, and I
think that’s kind of like the way I feel—very maternal. You know, at this
point I’m old enough to be more than a mother, um, that’s how I feel. You
know, ever maternal about these students. Show me you’re making an
effort at some point, and I’ll go with you.
Tuell uses similar language to that used by Connie in the title of her article, “Composition
Teaching as ‘Women’s Work’: Daughters, Handmaids, Whores, and Mothers.” Tuell
writes from a similar professional position as the one in which Connie found herself, as a
“usually full-time” instructor who has faced the “patriarchal” values privileged in the
academy and, in turn, privileges a different set of values in her own teaching (125). The
values and approaches she privileges in her classroom, however, do not fully unsettle
those values privileged in the research university. To better understand how the teaching
of composition operates in a “patriarchal society,” Tuell turns to the metaphor of
“women’s work” (125).
Tuell traces the differing identities the composition instructor occupies within
dominant society. It is important to note that because she is using women’s work as a
metaphor, she is not speaking narrowly of female composition instructors but more
broadly of what results from the power differences present between the work of studying
literature and the work of teaching composition (124–25). She accounts for three
metaphorical positions at length: the handmaid, the whore, and the mother. All three
positions allow us to better understand Connie’s self-construction. Tuell’s definition of
the handmaid accounts for the connections between service and remediation I have traced
so far:
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Composition is often named a “service course,” that is, a service to the
university: thus we are handmaids. The handmaid assists in the great
educational enterprise by doing the dirty, tedious but not very difficult
work. We clean up the comma splices. We organize the discourse of our
students as though straightening a closet. (126)
Tuell’s accounting of the service provided by the first-year writing course intersects with
Crowley’s assertion that “the discourse of needs” is “spoken not by students themselves,
but by people speaking for powerful institutions.” The institutions’ role in the
continuation of remediation as the established expectation for first-year writing helps
explain the “whore” role Tuell establishes. The composition instructor’s status as whore
results from the instructor’s inability to have control over the pedagogy he/she enacts in
the classroom. Composition instructors commonly use “course structures,” “textbooks,”
and “syllabi” that belong to the institution, not the individual instructor (127). This
restriction against self-designed pedagogy not only strips the instructor of power over
his/her own classroom, but it also makes the instructor easily replaceable—or, as Tuell
puts it, the instructor operates without “commitments” (127).
Connie’s appraisal of her position within the “patriarchal” structure of both the
academy and society both complicates this “whore” position and situates her specific
identification with the “maternal” role. Connie acknowledged that she felt institutional
intrusions in her pedagogy at the beginning of her teaching career that resulted from an
expectation for her to grade on a curve as well as the programmatic use of an assessment
model in which a student’s semester grade was decided by a communal reading. She also
felt that such pressures had abated over time as writing instructors “stopped being treated
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such like second-class citizens.” This change in treatment included invitations to faculty
meetings and involvement on committees where she heard from other writing teachers,
specifically creative writing teachers, who validated her pedagogy. The pedagogical
freedom afforded to instructors for “picking texts” and pedagogical “approach,” both of
which had been protected characteristics of the writing program “for a long time,” also
acted as affirmation of her pedagogy. This pedagogical freedom was in contrast to the
“Mickey Mouse” textbooks and “Mickey Mouse” approaches she had experienced when
previously tutoring at the local community college. Having been employed as a writing
instructor at Hill University for over 20 years, Connie had experienced an expansion of
instructor’s rights—including membership in department functions and pedagogical
freedoms—that moved her away from identifying strongly with Tuell’s construction of
the academic “whore.” That said, one aspect of the patriarchal society that bothered
Connie above all else was what she saw as the inherent unfairness shown to teaching in
the university’s merit review process. She claimed that because the merit process for
tenure-track faculty had simply been extended to term faculty, the system could not
properly account for and evaluate these term faculty members’ teaching. Although still a
point of bother for her, she claimed that she settled the matter by writing a letter to the
review board and coming to realize that because the “1-2-3” scoring system used for
merit review so closely mirrored grades, it could never adequately evaluate her teaching’s
effectiveness. Connie did note her age and stable financial situation as additional reasons
why she did not worry if her pedagogical approaches were sanctioned by the department,
the university, and society. Things would be different, she told me, were she “forty-one
instead of sixty-one” or were she dependent on the income she earned at the university.
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Of the positions Tuell establishes as metaphorical representations of the women’s
work that is the teaching of composition, Connie both identified with and embraced the
role of mother. Tuell establishes that because teaching composition is seen as the
teaching of “basic, introductory stuff,” it is the less privileged work in the university.
Connie, however, did not fully share this viewpoint.
For Connie, the issue was less of privilege and more of both affect and effect.
Given her own experiences in higher education and her sons’ experiences, Connie felt
that she was well positioned to engage those students who may otherwise fall through the
cracks of the university. This includes students with learning disabilities, those facing
work and personal challenges, and those traditionally defined as basic writers. In her
examination of composition work as analogous to “the sad woman in the basement,”
Susan Miller reminds her reader of the strong ideological functioning that shapes the
teaching of composition (121). Having acknowledged the “enormous variations” that
exist among the “interests, education, experience, and self-images” of those who teach
composition, Miller considers these variations as they relate to ideology:
But when we examine the ideological “call” to create these individuals as
a special form of subjectivity for composition teaching, we see them in a
definitive set of imaginary relationships to their students and colleagues.
Particularities are masked by an ideologically constructed identity for the
teacher of composition. (123)
Specifically, Miller sees this construction as a “female coding” that results from an
identity purposefully created to “ensure group survival” (123). Such group survival is not
that of instructors but that of those masculine traits privileged by the sciences and by the
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university (122). Miller’s criticism recalls both Crowley’s argument about interpellation
and Tuell’s examination of the multiple positions composition as “women’s work”
occupies. Specifically, these arguments ask if Connie is able to operate apart from the
dominant, traditional identities assumed of her. As the analysis of her interaction with
Dean will show, such dominant constructions very much played a role in the hurdles
present in this interaction. Connie, given her interests and age, seems little interested in
the debate about the “worthiness” of teaching composition versus what “theoretical”
value people place in this endeavor (122). Although such disinterest may support Miller’s
argument about the composition instructor’s “ideologically constructed identity,” there
remains value in examining Connie’s self-construction as mother because it shapes her
classroom practices and, in turn, contributed to the disjunctions present in the interaction
between her and Dean.
To illustrate the strong maternal nature of Connie’s teaching, I turn to a
conversation we had in April that addressed a classroom experience that occurred much
earlier in the semester. Asked how she may comment differently to students who do not
have stellar attendance records, she turned her attention to one specific student and an
interaction they had shared earlier in the semester:
With [him 5] I’ve tried harder with my comments because I was afraid of
embarrassing him that one day when he came up with the Monsanto
source that didn’t look like a Monsanto source. I really bent over
backwards trying to say, “I would have thought it was totally legitimate. I
5 This

student had been a participant in my study but “withdrew” as a result of a number of missed
interview appointments. Connie’s memory of this experience may be contributable to the student’s early
participation in my study.
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would have never looked further except it was odd.” … So I tried to say
more and be more careful with him because I wanted to acknowledge to
him that I had that concern, but I didn’t want to make him self-conscious. I
was really concerned about that.
In the class Connie described, which occurred nearly two months before our
conversation, Connie used an article this student had sent to her to demonstrate issues
with source credibility. The class had recently finished watching Food, Inc., and this
student had sent her an article that questioned the movie’s validity. Connie used the first
portion of the class period to establish that the article’s author was a Monsanto lawyer;
thus his credibility should be questioned. Two months after this class, Connie returned to
this specific classroom experience—which lasted at most ten minutes—to explain how
she was approaching one, individual student. To me, this was a surprising connection if
for no other reason than Connie was teaching nearly, if not more than, 100 students
across five sections. But for Connie, her entire pedagogy centers on how she can best
“meet” an individual student where this student is within the many factors affecting her
teaching.
In thinking about Connie’s teaching, I’m reminded of Elizabeth Flynn’s work
“Composing as a Woman,” especially the epigraph she constructs from Adrienne Rich’s
“Taking Women Students Seriously.” In this section of her text, Rich highlights what she
sees as the female challenge of “listening … for silences, the absences, the nameless, the
unspoken, the encoded” (qtd. in Flynn 423). Reading this epigraph, I am reminded of
how Connie would often answer my questions with stories of past students, stories that
both answered my questions and illustrated the specific and lasting interaction she had
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with students. I am also reminded of her answer to the question that asked which students
benefit most from her classroom approach. To her, it was those students who encountered
expected and unexpected factors that impacted their ability to fully engage the class. She
explained that she would be “really sympathetic” to those students who had health- and
work-related problems because of her and her children’s educational experiences:
They [her children] would tell me stories about “you have to be there right
on the dot or you’ll get points taken away” or someone would talk about a
test where if you didn’t show up at 8 a.m. or something, you couldn’t even
take it. I mean, stuff like that drives me crazy, and it drove me crazy as a
student too. When I was a student, English professors were mostly guys
and some of them were incredibly rigid.
The very end of Connie’s statement seems especially prescient when placed next to
Flynn’s consideration of composition’s history in regard to how “composition specialists
replace the figure of the authoritative father with an image of a nurturing mother” (423).
Given the prominent use of group work in Connie’s class and her own role as what might
be best described as a “roving sounding board” as part of such class activity, connections
can be drawn between Connie’s pedagogy and Flynn’s analysis of student writing via
Nancy Chodorow’s The Reproduction of Mothering, an analysis focusing on a female
student’s essay that, according to Flynn, demonstrates what Chodorow calls relation
identification processes and connected learning (Flynn 426). As peer groups formed each
class period, Connie would remind her students to “make best use of the people that are
here.” As these class periods progressed, Connie would move from group to group,
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almost always entering the group by asking, “How’s it going?”—a question directed as
much at the students as at their writing.
Through establishment of these teaching identities, I’ve only begun to explain
how Bertrand and Connie did not fulfill students’ expectations regarding the role of the
writing instructor. To put this differently, one could very much teach correction through
the role of coach or mother. To explain the disconnects that existed between Megan and
Bertrand as well as between Dean and Connie, I need to dig deeper into these classroom
contexts.

Tracing Instructor–Student Disjunctions: Bertrand and Megan
The large block quotations I presented from Bertrand and Megan earlier in this
chapter help demonstrate the differences between this instructor and student. Although
these quotations are mere representations of a part of each participant’s thinking, there
exists, nonetheless, a telling difference in what each participant emphasized.
Bertrand’s long explanation of the troubles he faces as a commenter functions
around a metaphorical construction between a previous life and a current life that is
meant to represent how he views his high school teaching and his college teaching
differently. Although Bertrand was speaking in response to David’s writing and not
Megan’s, his words present a sure awareness of not only the possibilities of how he can
perform as a teacher and commenter but also, maybe more important, the uses and limits
of this “hard-wired,” directive approach to response. In other words, he acknowledges
why there might be merit in his acting like a surveillance camera, even if he does not use
those words. Toward the end of his explanation, he brings forth, although not in clear
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terms, an argument that his response is constricted by the degree to which he does not
know the student-writer. If he were acting as a surveillance camera, he would have little
need to know the person being watched. Given his use of workshop classes and his desire
to act as a coach to his students, Bertrand introduces the need for his understanding of
context if he is to successfully engage his students’ papers. He also, at the very end,
clearly articulates what he sees to be the most pressing limits for a directive, corrective
approach to commenting. He fears that, were he to comment in this way, the student
would not be prepared to continue to perform and to grow as a writer once he/she moves
on from Bertrand’s class.
Given the extensive time I spent with all the participants, including Bertrand and
Megan, I was also able to extend analysis of these different viewpoints in regard to
teaching and commenting roles by considering the perspectives in relation to views on
language and learning. These perspectives on what language does and how the teaching
of language use should be approached in the classroom illustrate a more definitive
understanding of how fundamental differences existed between Bertrand and Megan.
This difference is best demonstrated by the comments Bertrand wrote in response to
Megan’s second paper. In her reflective memo, Megan voiced a desire to make “sure that
my sentence structure and grammar are all in check,” which she further defines,
parenthetically, as “meaning that my sentences and thought-processes within these
paragraphs make perfect sense to the reader without sound[ing] colloquial.” In this same
reflective memo, she also notes that she would “like to improve my transitions,” because
“letting my ideas flow freely” is one of her “major issues with writing papers.”
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Responding to both Megan’s paper and the included reflective memo, Bertrand
begins his response by reassuring Megan about the grammatically correct nature of her
paper:
As far as your concerns about sentence structure and language, I think the
paper is very-well developed on both accounts. If you think you have
problems with transitions I would prefer to conference about this in class
so you can point to specific places you consider troublesome.
Moving away from Megan’s concerns with grammar and what might commonly be
referred to as lower-order issues, Bertrand takes on the persona of an interested reader for
the remainder of his comments:
The part of your paper that intrigues this reader the most is when you
write, “Third, I’m picking up on a common theme among the nurses of
[__________], and it all revolves around job stress and difficulty dealing
with the elderly. How these individuals handle it is really up to their
discretion, however, I know very well that these employees cannot vent
out their frustration to the residents, for fear of being fired, sued, or even
arrested.” You have located a tension within the culture and it seems to
surprise you and disturb you. I think your conclusion could “think” about
this a lot more than presently. What questions can you raise about this
tension? But that is your call to make.
This tension between Megan’s desire for feedback relating to matters of correctness and
Bertrand’s feedback which asks her to rethink a section of her paper can be explained by
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considering how Megan and Bertrand constructed the relationship between writing and
thinking differently. In our conversations, Megan often voiced a belief that writing has to
do with “effective communication” and drew connections between a desire for feedback
on correctness and this idea of effective communication. Articulating a resistance to
positive feedback, Megan told me she would “prefer that the teacher tells me all my faults
… because the bottom line is I want a larger audience to read it, understand it, and get the
main idea I am trying to propose.” Here, Megan moves away from a particular focus
limited to grammatical correctness as described in Connors’s work to a more broad
conception of deficit as described in Rose’s work. This shift, however, does not extend to
a consideration that Bertrand’s feedback might be directed at something other than
error—namely, thinking—because, as Megan said:
you can’t really change your thinking patterns, because that’s very
abstract. What you’re thinking is very abstract; it’s not concrete. Writing
is the concrete form of what you’re thinking. Therefore, you can easily
amend what you’re writing but you can’t change your mentality or your
thinking.
If we compare how Megan constructs thinking in her reflective memo with how Bertrand
constructs it in his written response, this difference in perception of writing and thinking
comes to the surface. Whereas Megan desires Bertrand’s attention be drawn to how
effectively she presents her thoughts on the page (“that … my thought processes within
these paragraphs make perfect sense”), Bertrand desires Megan’s attention be drawn to
how she can more extensively engage a specific aspect of her essay by giving it greater
consideration (“‘think’ about this a lot more”) in her conclusion.
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I return to Megan and Bertrand’s interaction in Chapter 4 to further consider how
these differing beliefs about writing, response, and the work of instructors may influence
the writing a student engages across a semester, including how a student makes use of
response. One of Bertrand’s biggest criticisms of his own teaching was the degree to
which he felt he did not adequately scaffold his students’ writing. During our
conversation, he defined scaffolding as both his involvement in each text the student
composed and the alignment he offered that linked multiple writing assignments. Chapter
4 focuses on the role of response in sequenced writing, which I argue unsettles traditional
definitions of “the text” such that the production and reception of response to sequenced
writing changes the orientation of response to text. Many of the major investments
Bertrand made in his teaching—including his switch to conferences, the students’
engagement with fieldworking, and the sequenced relationship that existed among
assignments—resulted from a desire to reshape the writing classroom to increase student
engagement with writing and to reposition himself as the instructor in these classrooms.
Yet, these investments also troubled traditional expectations for a writing instructor,
including Megan’s expectation for corrective response. The pedagogical choices Bertrand
makes result not merely from his experiences with and beliefs about writing but also what
Anson calls “external pressures such as curricular mandates” as well as material
conditions, including workload (355). I examine one external pressure as well as the issue
of workload further in this chapter. Before moving in that direction, I examine Dean and
Connie’s interaction to show how differences in definitions of writing and expectations
for instructors—including the production of response—can directly influence a student’s
interest in an instructor’s response.
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Tracing Instructor–Student Disjunctions: Connie and Dean
As described in Chapter 1, Connie asked students to complete three I-Search
papers. In the assignment handout, she describes the finished I-Search project as
“resembl[ing] an extensive research journal in which you discuss your choice of topic,
describe and evaluate sources of information, explain what you have learned, and tell
what the project means to you as a researcher.” For Connie, the I-Search paper allows
students to work toward her goal of gaining “some sense of how they are doing research
and some sense of how to do advanced research in a kind of limited way” while also
allowing them to research topics of interest to them and engage fellow students’ work in
community. The I-Search paper focused “not that much on [writing] technique” as it
functioned “more [as] a research journal.” As the semester progressed, the I-Search
papers became a source of frustration and then resentment for Dean, specifically because
he felt he was doing research “without actually writing about what I am doing research
on.” Of specific frustration for Dean was the requirement, as articulated on the
assignment sheet, to evaluate the research he was finding and consider what further
research he would conduct “if [he were] writing a full-length paper oriented primarily
toward research results.”
From my discussions with Connie and Dean, each seemed to favor a different
view of the relationship between research and writing. Connie saw her purpose as a
teacher to help facilitate students’ research skills and writing from research by gently
guiding them through a process of discovery in which they not so much wrote a research
paper as they articulated their interaction with research material. For her, this was a
process of discovery, but for Dean, it was a process of unnecessary work. With Dean,
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writing never seemed to be a process of discovery. Instead, it was a task one completed as
a means to record information and provide that information to an audience. Building from
this mindset, Dean seemingly knew exactly what research he was looking for before he
set out to find it. He saw research as the process to put an answer with a question. Source
evaluation, therefore, took the form of deciding if he had found what he was looking for
or not. Not happy with the I-Search requirement to narrate and analyze his research
processes and the material he found, Dean purposefully found sources that were not what
he was looking for to satisfy this section requirement. As the semester progressed, he was
left doing I-Search papers and not explicitly learning the “forms” that he valued.
Although he admitted the project “covers all the bases of what a 102 class is supposed to
cover,” it did not allow him to do “a research paper.”
Dean’s disinterest in the I-Search genre was augmented by a similar disinterest in
the use of peer groups in nearly every class period. Connie’s investment in peer groups
mirrored Bertrand’s investment in what he called “the writing workshop.” Connie desired
to shift the emphasis from exercising her own expertise to a learning context in which
students learned from one another. Dean found these peer groups frustrating because he
did not feel like his classmates had anything to teach him. Connie conceptualized these
peer groups as a means for a plurality of voices to help students as they engaged their
individual inquiry processes. Said differently, Connie’s privileging of peer response
groups reflected one of the central course goals—that students learn to do “advanced
research in a kind of limited way.” The peer response groups added to the students’
engagement with research because these groups provided them an opportunity to discuss
their processes and findings as well as to receive feedback on their research and writing.
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Connie’s description of her class as being less about writing as “technique” helps explain
Dean’s dislike for the peer groups. Because he was interested in learning what he
described as the “forms of writing” and because he expected the knowledge of these
forms to originate with his instructor and not his peers, Dean found that the peer groups
only compounded his disinterest in the course. Although the I-Search paper appeared to
be the originating point for his frustration, the peer groups only exacerbated his
frustration.
In our very last conversation, Dean explained his own culpability in the lack of
feedback he received during the semester. Although Dean ended up at a point where he
understood his own role in the lack of feedback he received, his explanation begins with
an articulation of how Connie differed from the instructor he expected and wanted:
If she was harder, that means she would have been grading every little
thing, and I would have turned everything in on time and I would have
participated more. And I would have gotten more out of the class—which
means I would have gotten more feedback, I assume. So the lack of
feedback is my fault because I didn’t turn anything in to get feedback.
Dean’s articulation of the expectation for turning “everything in on time” aligns with how
the course would have been constructed as a military course. Ending the previous thought
with the word feedback, Dean paused for a moment and then, accounting for how he saw
the class functioning, he remembered that he did receive some feedback, “but not a whole
lot,” before continuing with a reflection that led him to a different understanding of how
response operated in Connie’s class. Starting with a simple summary that “we would sit
in class, and she would give us feedback,” he continued:
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Actually, that is a good point. She does give feedback, if you turn them
[the papers] in. She just doesn’t write it down. She sits and talks to you
about it. If you go to class and you turn everything in on time … she sits
and talks with you about your paper and says where you’re doing good,
where you’re doing bad, how to proceed if you’re stuck, and things like
that. She does do that. I didn’t get any of that because I didn’t go to class. I
felt it was pointless because I wasn’t doing the assignments.
As Dean had articulated earlier in the semester, his expectation was that he would apply
what the instructor had taught him and, in responding to his submission, the teacher
would tell him “whether or not it was done correctly.” Connie’s class diverted
significantly from these expectations, and, as I have demonstrated, Dean both struggled
with and grew frustrated with the distance between his expectations and the specifics of
Connie’s class. Asked to assess Connie’s strengths as an instructor, Dean commented on
how Connie would make an excellent high-school teacher because of the investment and
care she showed her students. Dean’s personal interest was less being shown care as it
was learning the different formats in which a text could be written. At the end of the
course, Dean was left wondering if “a college … is looking to make sure the paper itself
is formatted right.” Talking aloud, he wondered, “Is that something I truly need to know,
or is it something that as long as it looks like a paper, they really don’t care?” Although
both Connie and his English 101 instructor had given him the impression that “the
information you are writing about” was more important than the paper’s formatting, Dean
left English 102 still wanting to know the correct formats and, furthermore, wanting to
know if knowing the correct formats mattered.
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It is hard to establish the extent to which gender played a role in Dean’s
interaction with Connie. But, as I established earlier, Tuell’s construction of the teaching
of composition as “women’s work” is not so much defined by gender as it is defined by
socially constructed expectations of what it means to teach composition and who is
expected to do this work. Dean’s view that Connie would make an “excellent” highschool teacher speaks to the intersection of remediation and composition as “women’s
work.” Of specific interest is Dean’s expectation of being taught formats of writing he
did not know placed alongside his contention that his expectation of teaching writing as
form results from “how we did this when I was in high school.” Dean expected
continuing focus on writing as formal concern because that was the definition of writing
his high-school experience had provided him. Dean did not see what he did not know as
problematic “gaps in [his] knowledge,” but simply a continuation of practices he had
engaged in high school. But seeing as Connie’s own pedagogical investments diverged
from this focus on writing “forms,” Dean’s assessment of Connie as an “excellent” highschool teacher must have been supported by other values and beliefs. In her work, Tuell
establishes that writing instructors “fulfill a motherly role at the university because our
students are metaphorically young, often chronologically young freshman, and always
considered developmentally young” (129). It appears it is this construction of him as
“developmentally young” that Dean resisted the most. Specifically, he did not want to do
research and not write the research paper. He wanted to receive criticism on his writing
so he would know if it was correct or not—information which, in turn, would allow him
to fix the writing if it was not correct. Dean’s investment was in production, not in
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growth. Growth for him seemed to be the work of high school and, given Connie’s
commitments and pedagogies, it was there that he believed she could do her best work.
As Megan’s and Dean’s expectations illustrate, students construct differing
definitions for the service expected of writing instructors. Likewise, Bertrand’s and
Connie’s classroom approaches and the beliefs that inform these classroom approaches
illustrate how instructors are always working within, and sometimes directly against,
dominant expectations of what it means to teach writing. To better understand how these
expectations operate in the complex networks I outlined at the beginning of this chapter, I
add two points of focus to my analysis in the remainder of this chapter. First, I examine
the tensions Bertrand felt when shifting from written comments to conferencing,
including worries about how sanctioned conferences were viewed as a pedagogical
practice within the departmental context. Then, I consider how all three instructorparticipants dealt with issues of time and workload in their teaching and how workload
may have influenced the pedagogical choices they made. Examining matters of sanction
and workload allows for a more complex picture to be painted of the competing contexts
in which teaching occurs, including students’ expectations for a specific form of service.

Conferencing and Departmental Sanction
As I outlined in Chapter 1, Bertrand’s expanded use of conferencing came as a
surprise to me. Bertrand’s interest in making conferences a more central point of his
response practices resulted from both the benefits he saw in conferences and the
limitations he had experienced with written comments. Specifically, he wanted to engage
in conversation with students about their work, and he did not feel such conversations
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were possible with written feedback. Bertrand and I first discussed alternatives to written
response during his second class meeting, and this discussion carried into our first
interview session. Accounting for the various approaches he had taken with written
feedback, Bertrand discussed how he had tested a system in which he attempted to create
a dialogue with students by responding to questions students had inserted into their texts.
Throwing out another possible new approach to response, the use of vocal, recorded
comments, Bertrand articulated a tension between how he wanted to comment and the
factors limiting his implementation of the approach:
If I could do it this way, I would do it, but I haven’t figured out how to.
They would turn in their papers, I’d read them, they’d come in and
conference with me. But with four classes of about one hundred students, I
can’t figure out how to schedule it to save me. You know …, I think that’s
the most effective way to respond.
Bertrand continued by highlighting the benefits often mentioned in scholarship on
conferencing as a response practice. The greatest positive he saw with conferencing was
what he referred to as “the sheer physicality of being in the same space at the same time
and talking the way we’re talking right now about an idea, about a rhetorical move, about
the way it [the writing] is setup.” He compared the difference between written comments
and conferencing to the difference between e-mailing an artist feedback on his/her work
and “if we actually went to their studio and stood there and talked about it, you know,
there where they created it.” Noting also the benefits of eye contact, tone of voice, and
physical gestures, Bertrand’s hope was that conferencing could provide a refuge from the
“abstract” nature of written comments. Conferences were also of interest to him from a
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quantitative perspective, as he knew he could provide more feedback in a one-on-one
setting than he would ever be able to write to an individual student.
In tossing out the possibility of making greater use of conferences, Bertrand
highlighted time issues as what had so far held him back from going in this direction with
his teaching. As our conversation continued, Bertrand also made it clear that concerns
about departmental sanctioning and the pedagogical consequences of missed class
periods were just as influential, if not more influential, to his own resistance to this
pedagogical shift:
I feel uncomfortable with my 102s. I will cancel class one week, and we’ll
have conferences. I’m like, I come from high school, okay? So I mean, I
miss school, but there’s always someone there in class [for] me. So
canceling class for a week? So I’m going to cancel class for four weeks
out of fourteen just so I can have conferences for four papers? I don’t
know. I figure someone would tell me I’m crazy.
Here, at the beginning of the semester, Bertrand was weighing the cost–benefit analysis
of canceling what he calls “a week of practice” to facilitate one-on-one meetings with
students. Although aware that conferences offer a different form of practice, he worried
both about the students’ loss of practice time and the inability to work in community.
Asked to consider if the trade-off was worthwhile, Bertrand could only respond with, “I
don’t know.”
Bertrand was also highly concerned with how conferencing was viewed by the
Writing Program Administrator (WPA). The WPA’s opinion mattered to Bertrand
because of both a recent change in programmatic leadership and worries about staffing
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related to university budget cuts. Fully aware of the previous WPA’s strong support for
conferencing, Bertrand was less aware of where the new WPA stood on the topic, an
uncertainty that left him uneasy. These concerns about what I would call programmatic
sanctioning (a term that implies less force than Anson’s “curricular mandates”) for a
specific pedagogical approach were expressed not so much during our interview sessions
as during our conversations that followed nearly every class period. As a result of this
project, Bertrand and I developed a collegial back-and-forth in which we discussed topics
that ranged from ideas for our own classes to trends in the discipline to uncertainty about
programmatic and institutional policies. Because I had administrative experience in a
writing program and used conferencing in my own teaching, Bertrand appeared to view
me as a resource to bounce ideas off of as he thought through the possibility of expanding
conferencing in his English 102 classes. I recommended readings for him to consult, and,
given his concerns about how much time conferencing could consume, I explained
different approaches he could take with reading the student text, including the cold
conference or what Donald Murray calls “reading during the conference” (165). Between
our conversations and conversations he had with others, Bertrand came to believe that
conferences were, within the program, an acceptable form of response. At the end of the
semester, Bertrand highlighted his expanded use of conferences as the most surprising
aspect of the semester:
I’ve done one [conference] a semester [in previous semesters], and that’s
mainly because I didn’t know what we could do. Eventually I kind of
figured out just by paying attention that, “Gosh, people must be canceling
classes and having conferences because I think they have a class right
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now, but they’re down here [in the part-time faculty offices].” It’s almost
like an underground kind of thing. It’s like no one really talks about it in a
public way.
Bertrand’s concern about what I am calling sanctioning arose again the semester after my
data collection as a result of a comment made at the annual composition program
orientation. In an e-mail, Bertrand voiced uneasiness with the WPA’s statement in a
workshop that focused on comments. Answering a question about conferencing, the
WPA stated that teachers should provide written feedback to students on at least one
occasion during the semester. Having spent a semester testing out cold (or lukewarm)
conferencing and being happy with the results, Bertrand planned to shift all of his
response to conferences, but he felt the comment the WPA had made clashed with his
growing preference for one-on-one conferences.
Bertrand’s uneasiness with the programmatic approval for conferencing fits with
Tuell’s characterization of teaching composition as the need to “do it the way they like it,
using their course structures, their textbooks, [and] their syllabi” (127). Although my emailed response to Bertrand pushed him to do what he felt was best for his pedagogy and
his students, his ongoing uneasiness with the official sanctioning for conferences does
raise questions about how feedback practices that are alternative to written comments are
viewed differently by departments, institutions, and our discipline. Scholars including
Murray and Alan Rose have championed the benefits of conferences as opposed to
written comments. A. Rose notes the “general advantages” of conferencing include the
opportunity to actually see minds at work. A student can be asked to
rethink an unclear word or sentence—than [sic] and there, and then this
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revision can be commented on by the teacher. The teacher can also test out
possible revisions himself, thus enabling the student to see another mind at
work on the same problem. The give-and-take of discussion sometimes
uncovers problems that might have gone unrecognized—for example,
interpretations that don’t match the author’s intentions. (326)
Yet, as Bertrand’s interpretation of the WPA’s comment demonstrates, written comments
can be the privileged response practice. Resistance to conferences can be traced to
various institutional concerns, including (1) the assumption that students are better able to
use written feedback and (2) the need to monitor or review both individual instructors and
instructor–student interactions. Having worked as an assistant WPA, I can say with
certainty that comments are an important resource when considering student grievances
relating to a grade or a lack of feedback. The most basic line of reasoning in such
situations is that written comments provide evidence not available with conferences.
Conferences, because of the lack of a written record, can be viewed as operating on a “he
said, she said” level. The existence of written comments or the lack of comments allows
for conclusions to be drawn about what comments an instructor provided to a student.
The director’s statement might have also been motivated by other factors, including a
university-wide policy that a student know where he/she stands in a class before the
withdrawal date. This consideration of why a WPA may prefer the use of written
comments in at least a limited extent begins to highlight the additional work comments
do beyond merely acting as feedback and evaluation. These additional purposes take
response back to the realm of the surveillance camera Megan described. Furthermore,
Bertrand’s uneasiness with which pedagogical practices are and are not privileged puts
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the spotlight back on the expectation of response as service—in this case, a service to
both the student and the program that contradicts the instructor’s preferred practices.
A less cynical reading of a preference for written feedback shifts the analysis
from the realm of surveillance to the question of what type of feedback better serves
writing development. A sure advantage to written feedback is the student’s ability to
return to the response on multiple readings and, in turn, develop a better understanding of
these comments. The data collected in this study raise questions about this practice. The
students in this study mentioned the problems posed by a response misplaced by the
student (Ava), the single engagement with the instructor’s response (Megan; David), and
the “day before” engagement with the instructor’s response (Ashley).
Although students cannot textually return to the ideas shared in one-on-one
conferences, this form of response offers benefits of its own as articulated by Bertrand’s
students. Martin noted the role Bertrand’s facial expressions and actions played in his
ability to fully interpret the feedback he received. This “emotion” made it “a little bit
easier to refer back” to the feedback when he was revising his papers. David
acknowledged that written comments have greater impact in the short term, but, because
he could “read it and then blow it off,” he was wary of how beneficial the written
comments were over time. Of note, he did not return to the written feedback he received
on his second paper, although he previously said that he planned to. For David, the
inability to refer back to specific comments was a hidden benefit for conferences.
Conferences allowed him to construct his own interpretation of a conference, whereas he
felt the written comments constrained him by forcing him to work with the comments as
the instructor presented them.
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Given her desire for correction, Megan was less enthused with Bertrand’s
conferencing method. Like Martin and David, Megan also recognized the value of being
able to see Bertrand’s facial reactions because they provided her with an assessment of
her work. For instance, Bertrand’s disappointed look in her third conference resulted, she
claimed, from the lack of writing she had produced for the fourth paper. His facial
expression of disappointment motivated her because the visual memory she had of this
interaction “was worth a thousand words.” Yet, she also worried about her ability to
“pick what I need to listen to” and write notes at the same time. 6 She would have
preferred to read Bertrand’s comments because she would “learn better” this way.
Megan’s analysis raises questions about the role of note-taking in conferences (see
footnote 6), and it reminds us of the dominant expectation that it is the instructor’s task to
produce response and the student’s role to receive and implement the response. Although
Martin and David preferred the ability to engage in “face-to-face” conversation about
their work, Megan preferred the traditional approach with which she was most familiar.
The students little mentioned if the conferences helped them become more
successful writers, so it is hard to establish if the conferences were more useful to
students. Although David’s and Martin’s stated preferences seemed to be motivated by a
sense that the conferences would be useful to them as writers, Beedles and Samuels have

6 Starting with the second conference and continuing through the third and final conference, Bertrand
recommended that students take notes during the conferences. The student-participants recounted taking
limited notes, and none acknowledged returning to these notes. They were able, though, to recount material
from the conferences when asked at various times following conferences. I am not able to establish the role
the notes played in what the students’ remembered. Jane, in her pre-portfolio conferences, tended to write
the notes for her students, and both Ashley and Ava noted using these notes while composing writing
project 3 and the portfolio. Writing center research has long argued against writing on student papers,
although, like all “best practices,” agreement with this practice varies. Megan’s worry about juggling
listening, writing, and talking presents an argument for greater teacher facilitation during conferences in the
form of alleviating students of the note-taking responsibility.
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warned of the dangers associated with confusing what students “like” with what they find
“useful.” In a few instances, evidence does exist that demonstrates how students made
use of Bertrand’s oral comments—including Martin’s articulation of why he didn’t
change his third essay’s conclusion after discussing it with Bertrand, David’s decision to
include photographs that represented the customers at the music store, and Megan’s
inclusion of an evaluative paragraph in each annotated bibliography entry—but such
changes may have also followed had Bertrand provided written response. The greatest
benefit of conferencing for Bertrand appears to be the personal interaction made available
between instructor and student. Although such interaction would appear to extend from
arguments for instructors to resist appropriation of student texts (Brannon and
Knoblauch), it also goes beyond these arguments because of Bertrand’s distance from the
student text. Bertrand most often used the student text as a jumping-off point for a
broader conversation about writing decisions and processes. From Bertrand’s perspective,
such conversations allowed him to engage students as developing scholars or, put
differently, to act as a coach who helps his students become more developed thinkers,
readers, and writers. But for Megan, a student who desires a specific type of corrective
feedback, these conferences focused the conversation further away from the text and the
dominantly defined teacher service she expected.

Workload and the Endless Search for Time
Bertrand’s shift from written response to conferences may at first appear
counterintuitive when viewed from the common perspective that conferencing takes more
time. Attempting to proactively respond to the “reader” who has questions about
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conferencing’s practicality, Alan Rose recounts his own experience shifting from written
response to conferencing:
I generally devote half-hour to each student, which is only about ten
minutes more than I would spend writing comments on his paper. Though
the work in individual conferences is taxing—both intellectually and
emotionally—it is nonetheless satisfying. (329)
Bertrand never voiced worries about the time conferencing would consume apart from
the worry over lost class time. Like Rose, he did comment that the work was
intellectually and emotionally taxing, but, also like Rose, he found the work to be
satisfying. When responding, Bertrand’s biggest time loss occurred with the “approach
avoidance” he found himself battling when composing written response. This “approach
avoidance” adds a valuable wrinkle to questions about how long instructors spend
responding and what methods are the most effective. Although each written response may
have consumed less of Bertrand’s time than the fifteen minutes he spent with each
student, conferencing caused Bertrand less strife, which, in turn, led him to not avoid
response. Bertrand’s “approach avoidance” with written response resulted from what he
felt were the limitations with this mode of response, and it was this approach avoidance
that contributed to his shift to conferencing. 7
Arguing that Bertrand found conferencing to be both more satisfying and less
hampered by issues of approach avoidance does not lessen the time-consuming nature of

7 Bertrand

and I discussed on multiple occasions the satisfaction one feels after completing a stretch of
conferences. Although an equal satisfaction may follow response to a stack of papers, conferences tend to
be completed without those time-wasting practices familiar to most veteran writing instructors.
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his response practices. Nancy Sommers’s article that reinitiated attention toward response
begins with attention to how time consuming response can be; she writes:
More than any other enterprise in the teaching of writing, responding to
and commenting on student writing consumes the largest portion of our
time. Most teachers estimate that it takes them at least 20 to 40 minutes to
comment on an individual student paper, and those 20 to 40 minutes times
20 students per class, times 8 papers, more or less, during the course of a
semester add up to an enormous amount of time. (148)
Like the waitress who has been double-sat or is working a fourth double in a row, writing
instructors must juggle demands while working with limited resources, including the lack
of time Sommers describes. As evidenced by Bertrand’s concern with the classes lost to
conferences, time is a major point of concern and frustration for writing instructors.
When it comes to issues such as assignment sequences, daily class plans, and response,
many instructors find themselves short on this very precious commodity.
Reflecting on his increased use of conferences at the end of the semester, Bertrand
had arrived at a better understanding of how he made sense of the challenges posed by
written response. Seeing written comments as a more time-consuming activity, Bertrand
concluded, “Let’s say I collect papers today, and I don’t get to them until this time next
week. They’re still always on my mind; I know I’ve got to get to them. They eat up lots
of energy even when I’m not [commenting]. That sucks, it really does.”
Bertrand’s perspective on the time requirement differences between written
comments and conferencing offers a specific point of consideration in regard to time and
workload. Bertrand taught four sections and roughly 100 students the semester he
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participated in the study. Connie taught five sections and more than 100 students. Both
Bertrand and Connie were contractually obligated to teach four sections a semester.
Connie’s fifth class was a liberal studies class she had taught for a number of years. Jane
taught two classes a semester as part of her graduate studies contract. Each of these
participants mentioned matters of time constraint during our conversations. The lack of
time explains both Jane’s use of an egg timer to limit her written responses to ten minutes
and her decision to divide the responsibility of response to the weekly assignment
between her and her students. Explaining this decision, she voiced both the fact that
“practically speaking, [she could] not comment every week on fifty-two students” and,
more definitely, that she wasn’t going to. The lack of time also explains Jane’s use of
only one conference during the semester because she, offering the opposite perspective
Bertrand offers, saw limited benefit from the conferences compared with the time asked
of her to hold conferences. Connie, when asked about the limited written commenting in
her class, often would draw attention to the total number of students she was teaching.
Bertrand, describing the same context, would often use the phrase “the sheer numbers.”
Comparing her current feedback practices with the practices she used when teaching
fewer sections, Connie concluded:
Long ago, when I only taught one or two classes, I did [written comments]
a whole lot, like to most of the students. I’d write little notes. … I don’t
really have time anymore to do that, and I’m not sure how much of a loss
that is for most students because I feel that our personal contact usually
works pretty well. I mean, you know how supportive I am, and maternal
and everything. I mean, that’s what I offer.
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Connie’s assessment of the time challenges posed by written response helps explain her
decision to rely heavily on peer response groups in her classes. As Connie highlights, her
reliance on in-class communication to provide feedback to students was motivated by
both time and her belief that face-to-face communication is more supportive than written
feedback. It is worth noting that all three participating instructors began their college
teaching careers responding primarily through written feedback. Of equal value is how
two instructors can find a particular pedagogical practice to have a significantly different
degree of benefit. For Bertrand, conferences are beneficial because he finds them less
time-consuming, more efficient, and more beneficial for students. For Jane, she finds a
sense of order and predictability in written comments. Although an over-simplification, I
can’t help imagining the stark contrast between Bertrand and Jane where Bertrand is
unproductively avoiding the task of producing written comments while Jane is dutifully
setting the egg timer, knowing that each reset brings her one paper closer to the bottom of
the stack.
Whereas Connie spoke to what she used to do when she had more time, Bertrand
would often reference what would be possible “if there was only time.” For Bertrand, this
lack of time and “the sheer number” of students worked hand-in-hand to constrict the
pedagogical approaches available to him. In his historical work, Connors notes that
rhetoric had “descended” from a place of honor to that of an “academic sweatshop,” all
because of “the number of students” instructors were asked to teach (189). Haswell
mirrors this sentiment in noting that “long hours marking papers is the mark of the
composition teacher—the profession’s mark of Cain, some would say” (1272). It’s this
mark, Haswell contends, that leads to persons “fight[ing] tooth and nail to keep out of the
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writing classroom” (1272). As the three instructors in this study demonstrate, issues of
time and workload always play a role in the response and assessment decisions privileged
in a specific classroom. Such decisions, however, do not operate apart from personal
beliefs about writing and the teaching of writing, institutional expectations, and ongoing
attempts to create pedagogies that, for these instructors, are more engaging, more
effective, and more ethical—for themselves and for their students.

Conclusion: Student Orientations, Textual Orientations
Connie’s explanation for how workload has forced her to change her response
practices are consequential beyond just characterizing the methods she uses for response.
Working alongside her privileging of feminist pedagogical practices such as peer group
response, the switch from written response to peer group response shifts her orientation to
the text produced by the individual student. In their oft-cited article “On Students’ Rights
to Their Own Texts: A Model of Teacher Response,” Brannon and Knoblauch assert that
the teacher’s proper role is not to tell the student explicitly what to do but
rather to serve as a sounding-board enabling the writer to see confusions in
the text and encouraging the writer to explore alternatives that he or she
may have not considered. (162)
As I have demonstrated in this chapter, Dean and Megan desired explicit feedback
directed at what they should do in their writing, including correction of what was wrong.
Brannon and Knoblauch’s advice does not align with their expectations. At the same
time, this advice does not fully align with what I observed from Bertrand and Connie
either. Whereas Brannon and Knoblauch maintain a focus “in the text,” Bertrand and
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Connie both orient their teaching, including their response practices, toward the
individual student.
This distinction between response directed at the student and response directed at
the text highlights long-standing questions in our field about tensions between process
and product and how growth in writing occurs. Dean and Megan privilege an orientation
directed toward the text. For each student, the instructor’s role is to tell them “where they
are going wrong” in the text. Because each student is interested in fixing what is wrong,
they assume that which needs to be fixed can be located in the text. Connie and Bertrand
position themselves differently in relation to the text. For each instructor, their primary
attention seems directed at the student’s development as a researcher, reader, thinker, and
writer. This focus results from both what each privileges in the writing classroom and the
time each instructor has to respond to student texts. Megan’s metaphor of the surveillance
camera offers a means through which to illustrate these different orientations. When
describing response as a surveillance camera, she acknowledged that the teacher would
have to not only locate where she is going wrong in her writing but also “relay those
messages back to me.” Furthermore, to locate the errors, the instructor would also have to
spend time analyzing the text.
I do not mean to argue that Bertrand and Connie would provide such error
analysis if only they had the time. Time, as I have demonstrated, is only one of many
factors that influences the production and reception of response. As my analysis of
Bertrand and Connie’s teacherly identities demonstrates, further research is needed on the
production and reception of response that shifts from the narrow focus on the roles
teachers assume when responding to the broader instructor–student interaction in which
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response is produced and received. In this chapter, I have focused my attention on how
teacher’s self-constructed identities shape how they produce response. As a result of my
close observations of each instructor’s teaching, I expanded my focus from the roles
present in comments to how these teacherly identities position response. In doing so, I
demonstrated how Bertrand’s coaching role and Connie’s mother role diverge from
Dean’s and Megan’s expectations for dominantly positioned response directed at error
correction. Because of these expectations for response, Dean and Megan were less
receptive to how their instructors were reconceiving of service through practices such as
conferencing, peer response, and alternative classroom genres such as the I-Search paper.
In the next chapter, I investigate Jane’s response to Ashley’s first paper. This
instructor–student interaction provides valuable insight into the production and reception
of response by speaking further to the expectations for correction that Dean and Megan
desired. In Jane’s response, she does tell Ashley exactly what in her paper is wrong and
she does provide Ashley a grade for her paper. Jane also provides Ashley formative
feedback directed at the revision of the text she submitted. This interaction between
summative and formative response, including the nontraditional grade Jane used,
unsettles the expectations Ashley had for the response she received. By investigating the
values and beliefs that contributed to Jane’s production of response and Ashley’s
reception of this response, I am able to more fully account for the extra-textual contexts
that surround response.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE PARATEXTUAL FUNCTIONING OF SUMMATIVE AND FORMATIVE
RESPONSE

Although not a single article published in College Composition and
Communication in the last ten years directly addresses the assigning of a grade to student
writing, grading remains a dominant assessment practice in countless composition
classrooms. In this chapter, I examine the relationship between grades and the written
feedback that accompanies them. I argue the various elements of a response must be
viewed collectively, contextually, and from multiple perspectives to account for how
competing values shape the circulation of feedback. Using paratextual theory to oppose
the tendency to partition comments as formative and grades as summative, I consider
how one teacher’s synchronous use of comments and grades both reflects the multiple
purposes the teacher had in responding and influences the student’s reading of the
feedback she received. Specifically, I call on Beth McCoy’s reading of how paratexts
operate in asymmetrical power relations to argue that comments operate in conditions
that are “important, fraught, and contested” (“Race” 156). In the classroom-centered story
I analyze, I consider how the withholding of the grade by Jane on a paper written by
Ashley demonstrates the contested nature of feedback that resulted from the values and
beliefs Jane and Ashley possessed. By looking at how Jane produced and Ashley read
this feedback, I am able to consider the tensions present between summative and
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formative feedback to consider how each operates in relation to the other. In doing so, I
problematize our willingness to cleanly separate grading from commenting.
The value gained from applying McCoy’s rereading of paratextual theory to
commenting scholarship rests in her acknowledgement of competing purposes and
ideologies. Even within the most generous reading of teacher comments—that comments
are directed toward and successful in facilitating writing improvement—we must
remember that such improvement results from the negotiation of values and beliefs by
both teacher and student. A consideration of comments and the “important, fraught, and
contested” contexts in which they occur advances our understanding of comments in four
important ways. First, my approach allows for the consideration of how response
functions in relation to the student’s and teacher’s values, beliefs, and expectations for
teaching, writing, and response. Second, by viewing different parts of a response as
potentially in conflict with one another, I am able to examine the purposes the teacher
had for these components and how the student read the comments in relation to these
purposes and her own investments. Third, my analysis extends beyond the consideration
of what students like, prefer, and use in the comments they receive by considering these
elements as they relate to and shape a specific classroom context. Finally, I am able to
account for response’s completeness by focusing on how the use of both summative and
formative feedback illustrates the tensions present when teachers produce and students
read feedback. By positioning the grade as a form of paratextual response, I analyze how
comments and grades function symmetrically and asymmetrically and how this
functioning informs the classroom situation in which the comments are produced and
read.
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Comments as Paratexts
Gérard Genette defines the paratext as a “threshold” constituting “a zone between
text and off-text, a zone not only of transition but also of transaction” (2). Viewed as a
literary production, paratexts include “typefaces, titles, prefaces, and other marginal
elements of book culture that nevertheless greatly influence the reading of the text they
accompany” (McCoy, “Paratext” 604–05). Situated alongside response practices,
paratextual theory offers a lens through which to consider the differences that exist
between a teacher’s production of comments and a student’s reading of these comments,
including how such differences are shaped by power relations. To do this work, McCoy’s
cultural reading of paratextual functioning must be introduced into Genette’s structural
reading.
For Genette, “the main issue for the paratext [is] to ensure for a text a destiny
consistent with the author’s purpose” such that “the correctness of the authorial … point
of view is the implicit creed and spontaneous ideology of the paratext” (407, 408). In
“Race and the (Para)Textual Condition,” McCoy revisits paratextual functioning to
examine the collision of race and paratexts in “works emerging from the African
American freedom struggle” (156). Closely examining the paratextual functioning in
Frederick Douglass’s Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass and James Allen’s
exhibition of lynching photography Without Sanctuary, McCoy asks how paratexts “have
been deployed to transact white power” and “what is gained and lost” when paratexts
“are deployed to resist that power” (157). By focusing specifically on the transaction of
meaning across power differences, she complicates Genette’s preference for paratextual
categories based in illocutionary and authorial force. Whereas Genette views the paratext
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as a deferential “accessory of the text” and, therefore, “undisputed territory” (410, 407),
McCoy views the paratext as “important, fraught, and contested” and, therefore, worthy
of being viewed as doing more than merely “getting the text read properly according to
the author’s designs” (“Race” 156).
The peculiarities of the relationship between student-writer and teachercommenter help explain why McCoy’s reading of paratexts as “fraught” provides a useful
lens through which to investigate dominant views of commenting. When we discuss
student texts and teacher comments, we imagine students and teachers occupying the role
of both author and audience. The teacher writes the assignment prompt. The student reads
and responds to the prompt. As Anis Bawarshi has demonstrated, this reading and
response requires the student to acknowledge the assumptions conveyed in the prompt
and “situate [his/her] writing within the writing prompt without acknowledging its
presence explicitly in their writing” (134). After the student submits the paper, the
teacher reads and responds. The student not only reads these comments but, in doing so,
also explicitly or implicitly rereads his/her own writing in relation to these comments.
The student may also revisit the assumptions he/she has made about the class and the
instructor as a result of the comments received. This production and reception cycle, then,
features paratextuality and intertextuality as well as a shifting author function.
Although previous scholarship has paid attention to the purposes teachers have
with their comments (Probst; Sommers; Stern and Solomon; Straub and Lunsford),
students’ preferences for (Beedles and Samuels; Reed and Burton; Straub, “Students’”)
and reading of comments (Auten “A Rhetoric;” Straub, “Students’”), and how different
types of comments function (Batt; Connors and Lunsford; Richardson; Smith), little
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scholarship accounts for how these issues are informed by and inform the teacher’s and
student’s values as they relate to a particular classroom. In their work, “Direction in the
Grading of Writing? What the Literature of the Grading of Writing Does and Doesn’t
Tell Us,” Bruce W. Speck and Tammy R. Jones highlight the “indiscriminate use of
terminology” associated with grading and attempt to “untangle” the differences among
evaluation, grading, assessment, commenting, and responding (20). The definitions they
provide help us understand the tension surrounding Ashley’s withheld grade while also
illustrating how this tension relates to the multiple purposes Jane juggles in her response.
Having defined evaluation as a term that “implies measurement” and leads to “a grade or
a score,” Speck and Jones establish the problematic relationship between summative
evaluation, which measures a “final product,” and formative evaluation, “which helps
students achieve the goals” and consists of “comments or feedback” (20–21). Grading is
both the “technique” or “strategy” a teacher uses “to arrive at those grades students will
receive” and “the process used to calculate, measure, or determine a grade” (21). Grading
is fully removed from commenting, based on their definitions, because “commenting
does not involve measurement” (21).
These definitions create categorical distinctions between common response,
evaluation, and grading practices, but they do not allow us to fully consider the overlap
among practices (and terms). Speck and Jones do begin to bridge this divide by
considering how Peter Elbow’s distinction between ranking and evaluating in “Ranking,
Evaluating and Liking: Sorting Out Three Forms of Judgment” is actually a distinction
between summative and formative evaluation (21). From this point, they reposition
grading as referring exclusively to summative evaluation and turn to Catharine Lucas’s
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definition of formative evaluation as “internal continual feedback to the performer-inaction” to more fully distinguish formative response from measurement (Lucas 1; qtd. in
Speck and Jones 21). In analyzing Jane’s production and Ashley’s reading of feedback on
the first writing project, I consider the possibility that the tension present in this feedback
results not simply from Jane’s use of both summative and formative feedback but also
from the multiple purposes Jane introduced in her feedback as well as the expectations
Ashley brought to her reading of it. Although the synchronous use of summative and
formative feedback does play a role in this story, to tie the resulting tension narrowly to
Jane’s use of both feedback types is to view comments as fully reflective of both
authorial intent and categorical distinction. By blurring the line between summative and
formative feedback, I position grading as possessing the potential to be summative in a
given moment while also allowing for the formative response Lucas describes. Similarly,
such blurring positions commenting as not removed from measurement but, instead, as
one “important, fraught, and contested” portion of a teacher’s response to and
measurement of a student’s writing.

Jane’s Production and Ashley’s Reception of Feedback
When Jane returned the students’ first writing project with her feedback, students
found four types of response on their papers. This feedback included a discursive cover
letter, a table at the end of this letter accounting for the work they had submitted up to
that point in the class, an alphabetic grade that was handwritten and circled under the
table, and a small number of in-text, marginal comments (see fig. 3.1). Seeing as the
alphabetic grade Ashley received was the nontraditional “NG” (no grade) designation
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Jane used because of citation issues in Ashley’s paper, this withheld grade situated itself
at the center of Ashley’s reading of Jane’s response. 1 When discussing this feedback in
our meeting after Jane had returned these writing projects, Ashley said, “The only thing I
got frustrated with [was] when I wrote my first paper, and I didn’t get a grade back on it.
But I got [the paper with the grade] back today.” Combined within this one statement are
three points that continuously permeated our conversation: (1) Ashley’s frustration with
not initially receiving a grade, (2) the importance she placed in the grade, and (3) the role
receiving a letter grade played in alleviating her frustration.
Ashley received her first paper back with a “NG” designation because of what
Jane concluded to be citation issues present in her paper. Jane made mention of these
problems at three points in her rather lengthy response cover letter (see fig. 3.1). 2 The
initial reference occurs in the first paragraph, in which she subordinates the citation
problems—“although you have some citation problems (see my in-text comments)”—in
favor of focusing on Ashley’s “clear and balanced application of the source-integration
skills we have discussed in class.” The second reference occurs at the beginning of the
second paragraph where Jane reminds Ashley of the citation issues almost as an aside.
Here, she positions her other revision suggestions as existing “besides revisions of your
citations.” The final reference encompasses the entire third paragraph:
Because of the citation problems listed above, I have recorded a “NG” (no
grade) in my grade book. Once you have fixed the citations, I will give
1

Jane used the “NG” grade for other purposes beyond citation issues. For instance, Ava’s second writing
project was originally graded “NG” because it both concluded abruptly and did not meet the minimum
length requirement. Ava did not disagree with Jane’s use of this grading category nor did she find it to be
inappropriate for her submission.
2

The response extended to approximately 450 words in length.
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you a grade with no penalty, but if the citations are not fixed before the
end of the semester, then the NG will become a 0. I’d recommend revising
according to my suggestions above in the next week or two, so that I can
give you a grade and you can decide if you’d like to revise again before
the end of the semester.
Although Jane’s comments do not focus solely on the citation problems, such concerns
do encompass a significant portion of the letter and are positioned as the most pressing
issue for Ashley to address. I position the citation problems as the most pressing issue
because they explain the “NG” designation, they are the only portion Ashley must
address to receive a grade, and they are the driving force behind the recommendation for
Ashley to submit a revision within the next two weeks. Not surprisingly, Jane’s decision
to withhold a grade until specific parameters were met featured prominently in the
conversation I had with Ashley on the day the paper was returned to her with a grade.
At numerous instances during our conversation, Ashley articulated a belief that she
should have received a grade. Furthermore, she wanted and felt she deserved to receive a
grade. She was surprised that Jane “didn’t grade it,” seeing as “she thought it was a good
paper.” She was “bummed” she didn’t get a grade because she “worked so hard” on the
paper. She did not consider the citation issues to be “a big deal,” so she expected Jane to
“just give me a grade and then just tell me what I needed to do.” Ashley appeared
uncomfortable with the challenge posed by navigating the positive response she had
received and a grade that did not align with this response:
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Hi Ashley,
It’s clear from this essay that you’ve done a good amount of research that has enabled you to
discuss the effects of PTSD on women in a meaningful and thorough way. Although you have
some citation problems (see my in-text comments), your use of the sources, especially the book
sources, demonstrates a clear and balanced application of the source-integration skills that we
discussed in class. Additionally, the overall structure of your essay presented your ideas in a
thoughtful and logical manner.
The primary revision suggestion I have, besides revision of your citations, has to do with what
you commented on at the end of the essay yourself – specifically, I think you could do a good
deal more in terms of explicitly connecting your argument statement to the body of the essay.
That is, because the body of the essay tends to explain the problem but not argue why it matters,
I’m not entirely clear how or why the problem is important. However, you’ve indicated in the first
paragraph of the essay that this problem is a problem because it is commonly “misunderstood by
the public.” I think you could do much further reminding your reader(s) about this in each
paragraph of the body of the essay.
Because of the citation problems listed above, I have recorded a “NG” (no grade) in my grade
book. Once you’ve fixed the citations, I will give you a grade with no penalty, but if the citations
aren’t fixed before the end of the semester, then the NG will become a 0. I’d recommend revising
according to my suggestions above in the next week or two, so that I can give you a grade and
you can decide if you’d like to revise again before the end of the semester.
As you start thinking about WP2, I’d keep your eye out especially for articles that discuss the
effects or consequences of the way the medical community and/or public (mis)understands PTSD
as “man’s” or “war” problem. Or, you could take a step back from that and look for debates
surrounding whether or not the medical community and/or public actually misunderstands PTSD.
Or, alternatively, you might find disagreements surrounding who is affected most by the problem
– is it the women themselves? Their families or partners? Or, you might find disagreements about
the definition of PTSD – that is, there may be some parties who would argue that PTSD should
not be called that when it comes to war, or that there should be a new name for the disorder when
it affects women. These are all just guesses about what you might find – you should, of course,
keep your mind open as your explore the possibilities.

RE1
RE2
RE3
Peer Group
Response

# Absences

Credit?
Y
Y
Y
Overall
Y

Notes and Recommendations

Overall:

You provided a good response to [another student’s] work, and I
appreciate the fact that you conducted a quick search on his behalf to
help him with his research.
1/14

1

I’m sorry you didn’t receive comments on your work this week.
Worth revising further.
Very good, overall.

NG
Figure 3.1: Jane’s Cover Letter Feedback to Ashley’s Writing Project 1
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I mean, she says that I did a good job, so that’s why I thought she would at
least put a grade on it and then tell me things that … because I felt like it
was really minor. It wasn’t even that big a deal, like not big enough of a
deal to say, “You have to fix this first, then turn it into me, and then I will
give you a grade.”
These selections from our conversation are telling in how they present Ashley’s
consistent articulation that she felt the citation issues were minor enough to not warrant
the “NG” designation.
Ashley’s reaction to not receiving a grade and her opinion on why she should
have received a grade illustrate beliefs regarding the particular work grades do and the
roles students and teachers occupy in classrooms in which grades operate. Ashley’s
desire for a grade is especially worthy of investigation because of how her values and
expectations closely align with Jane’s priorities as an instructor and grader. The clearest
articulation of this overlap occurs in Ashley’s stated wish that Jane “would just tell me
what I needed to do.” This statement points toward an expectation for explicit feedback.
“Explicit” is the term Jane regularly used to describe how she has approached her role as
teacher, including the role of commenter. To better understand Ashley’s frustration, to
trace what this frustration meant for her as a student in the class, and to consider what this
frustration might say about how grading operates, we need to look more closely at Jane’s
beliefs about grading and how these beliefs played out in this specific class.
Understanding Jane’s approach to teaching, response, and grading begins with a
consideration of how she situated explicitness in her teaching:
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I want to be as explicit as possible. I don’t want to hide things from my
students. I don’t want it to be a mystery how to succeed in the class. I also
feel that sometimes because I am always looking forward and looking
backward, if I don’t make it explicit I will just assume … If I don’t make
it explicit, I forget that it is not explicit.
Jane’s investment in explicitness stemmed from both her teaching experiences and, more
specifically, conversations with a colleague particularly interested in and attuned to the
intersections of pedagogy and socioeconomic class. Jane’s argument that “those of us
who are middle or high class and have had this, you know, there’s a lot of stuff that you
are socialized to pick up on” positioned her thinking directly alongside matters of class.
Referencing the common parenting and teaching practice of posing statements as
questions to illustrate what she sees as nonexplicit teaching, Jane drew implicit
connections to Lisa Delpit’s “Educating Other People’s Children.” In her article, Delpit
argues academic practices privilege students who come from middle- and upper-class
sociocultural backgrounds because these students have been socialized in the values and
beliefs privileged by these discourse practices. Applying this concern with unfair
expectations of student behavior specifically to English and writing classes, Jane noted,
“There’s this sense that you should be able to read between the lines. … I think that’s a
particular class and particular culture not every student is going to be privy to.” To
illustrate this point, Jane drew my attention to the grade breakdown she included at the
bottom of her response to the first paper. For Jane, her choice to use this grade
breakdown illustrated a difference between past-teaching Jane and current-teaching Jane:
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I haven’t actually done this before this semester, where I’m giving them a
breakdown of how well they’re doing or not well—this specific kind of
response. And I was like, “Why am I not doing this? ” … In my mind, I
mean, in my “before teaching like I do now” mind, I tend to think “they
should just know” because clearly, to me, they’re not doing it. But then
I’m like, “Why would they know? Like, why, why am I thinking that they
would know?” So that’s why I am doing that kind of explicit move.
Because it’s something I take for granted a lot of times and students aren’t
like me.
In our conversations, Jane was quick to trace how her teaching has changed since
she first entered the composition class. As “current-teaching” Jane, she views her
explicitness as related to but not limited to the directive comments and corrections she
offers students. Her explicitness and use of directive comments (see Brannon and
Knoblauch; Ransdell; Straub, “Concept”) extend from not only the values she possesses
about writing and writing classrooms but also her own expertise. Beginning with the
semester previous to my data collection, Jane said she emphasized to herself “again and
again” the expertise she possesses given her academic training and preparation. Doing so
had allowed her to more fully understand her use of directive comments, the role
explicitness and expertise should play in her comments, and the larger purposes she has
for her comments. At the beginning of the semester, she articulated her major purposes
“throughout the semester with my comments” would be to help students see where to go
next with their work and to pose questions the students could ask of their writing to move
in these directions. Given this foundation Jane brought to her comments, her explanation
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for the “NG” designation she provided to a number of students on this first writing
project is not surprising:
There are things that need to be corrected. The reason why some students
got “no grade” is because what they were doing was plagiarism, and they
need to fix that. Like there is a way to fix it; there are things to do. There
are quotation marks and parenthetical things they need to do so they are
not plagiarizing.
As I will demonstrate when I offer an alternative reading of Jane’s comments, this
explanation for the “NG” designation operates apart from Jane’s emphasis on writing
improvement and formative feedback. Given how she explained what Ashley needed to
do as a matter of “fix[ing]” the writing, this explanation begins to illustrate the multiple
and competing purposes Jane navigated when composing her comments. At the same
time, although her explanation for the withheld grade may operate apart from her
investment in writing improvement, this separation cannot be maintained in a single
response. Although I am beginning my analysis with Ashley’s investment in receiving a
grade, I later turn to this alternative reading to consider the multiple purposes Jane had
when commenting. As these multiple purposes are represented in a response that makes
use of both summative and formative response, my attention is directed toward
considering how values and beliefs shape how this response was produced and received.
Paratextual theory allows us to consider Jane’s purposes not merely as requiring fixing or
as facilitating improvement but as possibly accomplishing both goals. Viewing response
paratextually also forces us to accept that these purposes, when represented as written
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comments, were filtered through the values and beliefs Ashley brought to her reading of
this response.
In working to understand how Jane and Ashley “read” these comments
differently, it is important to remember that Ashley and Jane valued grades similarly.
Describing her frustration, Ashley admitted, “I was just annoyed because she wrote all
this stuff about my paper—like critiquing it I guess—and then like there was like one
minor mistake about my citations, and she didn’t grade it. I like wanted a grade, so I
[could] fix it and turn it back in.” For Jane, grades operate as part of this broader sense of
explicitness described previously. In this class, Jane’s explicitness fits into her larger
purpose to aid students in finding success:
I don’t think there is any reason why it should be a big mystery how to
pass this class. It’s like you’re jumping through hoops; you’re just doing
work. And you’re doing writing work for a semester. And you’re doing
research for a semester. … They only have a certain amount of time, and I
want them to be able to be efficient, because I think that’s one of their
goals, probably.
Jane’s desire to make explicit how a student would pass her class motivated Jane’s
decision to withhold Ashley’s grade. As Jane articulated, Ashley and some of the other
students who received a “NG” needed to address the plagiarism issues in their writing to
receive a grade on their writing projects. The simple narrative created here is that
Ashley’s withheld grade resulted from these plagiarism issues. Given these issues that
needed to be fixed, Jane’s comments were directed at helping the student address these
issues. From this perspective, we can imagine an “authorial intention” reading of Jane’s
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feedback, such that the comments, when read by Ashley alongside her own paper, would
aid her in addressing these citation issues.
Although this is the reading Ashley privileged, another reading exists. This
perspective positions Jane’s reading of Ashley’s writing project and the suggestions she
offered as more primary than the citation issues she also noted. This alternative reading—
a reading constructed from Jane’s discussion of her own commenting practices—
illustrates the “fraught” nature of comments. Specifically, this alternative reading
illustrates that instability exists not merely between the teacher’s production and the
student’s reception of comments but also between different components of a response and
in the purposes Jane forwarded in her comments. By recognizing these multiple levels of
instability, we are forced to reconsider Genette’s view of the paratext as “only an
assistant, only an accessory of the text” (410). In fact, this rereading asks us to consider
the relationship between not only paratext and text but also one paratext and another
paratext.

An Alternative Reading of Jane’s Comments
To analyze comments categorically is to consider how each portion of the
response functions. From Genette’s perspective, this analysis should always be conducted
from the author’s vantage point given that any paratext “is at the service of a better
reception for the text and a more pertinent reading of it (more pertinent, of course, in the
eyes of the author and his allies)” (2). As I have already established, such authorial,
categorical analysis is problematic because of the shifting author function associated with
in-progress student writing and the inability for categorical analysis to account for the
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cumulative purposes present in feedback. As the comments’ author, Jane imagined
specific purposes for each type of comment and a cumulative purpose when the
comments are viewed collectively. As I outlined previously, Jane’s comments featured
three elements—the discursive letter, the grade, and the in-text citation. For this first
paper, Jane also included the chart that articulated the student’s standing in the class. By
imagining Jane’s response read differently by Jane and Ashley in relation to both the
feedback as a whole and the separate components of the feedback, space opens to more
fully understand how competing values shape the circulation of feedback, especially
when this feedback includes both summative and formative elements.
Up to this point in the chapter, I have paid particular attention to the comments
that directly address the withheld grade. These comments account for only a portion of
the feedback Ashley received. As Jane explained in the think-aloud protocol she
completed when commenting on Ashley’s second writing project, she constructed her
response cover letter with a purposeful structure in mind. This purposeful structure
included a first paragraph intended to acknowledge what the student had done well.
Acknowledging the strengths she saw in Ashley’s paper, Jane wrote to Ashley:
It’s clear from this essay that you’ve done a good amount of research that
has enabled you to discuss the effects of PTSD on women in a meaningful
and thorough way. Although you have some citation problems (see my intext comments), your use of the sources, especially the book sources,
demonstrates a clear and balanced application of the source-integration
skills that we discussed in class. Additionally, the overall structure of the
essay presented your ideas in a thoughtful and logical manner.
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The phrases “good amount of research,” “meaningful and thorough way,” and “clear and
balanced application of the source-integration skills” demonstrate evaluation as Elbow
defines the concept. In this section of her response, Jane focuses on the strengths apparent
in Ashley’s paper. She demonstrates further positive evaluation in the assignment
overview grid included at the end of the response, which articulated to Ashley that her
response essays had been “very good, overall” and that she had provided “a good
response” to a classmate’s work. More important than Jane’s demonstration of evaluation
in her response is Ashley’s awareness of this evaluation. She demonstrated this
awareness in noting that Jane “says I did a good job.” This inclusion of evaluation
alongside a letter grade reaffirms Speck and Jones’s critique of Elbow’s distinction
between ranking and evaluating as nothing more than a distinction between summative
and formative evaluation. Simply, Jane’s response demonstrates, as we already know,
that summative and formative feedback can appear on the same page, and, more
important, the definitional differences between the two do not hold up completely when
considered within actual classroom contexts. To accept that such definitional differences
could be separated and maintained is to privilege a categorical reading of response and
not McCoy’s “important, fraught, and contested” reading that asks us to be open to the
role competing values and beliefs play in complicating the transaction of meaning
between teacher and student.
At the risk of oversimplifying a surely complex transaction, I want to focus
specifically on one tension that exists between Jane’s purposes in responding and
Ashley’s reading of the response Jane provided. When she articulated the frustration she
felt at not receiving a grade, Ashley made direct reference to how hard she worked on the
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paper and her belief that this hard work should have earned her a grade. Her desire for a
grade was so absolute that she preferred receiving an “F” on the paper rather than the
“NG” she received. For Jane, the grade would not be awarded until the citation problems
were addressed. Looking at these two beliefs side-by-side, an incongruity exists between
Ashley’s expectation of a grade based on effort demonstrated and Jane’s distribution of
grades based on expectations met. The interview material, including what I have
presented in this chapter, makes clear that Jane felt her withholding of a grade grew from
her privileging of explicit teaching, highlighted what a student needed to do to succeed in
the class, and took into consideration what she felt was students’ desire for efficiency.
An alternative reading of Jane’s comments can be constructed that offers a
different perspective on Jane’s purposes with her comments and the resulting frustration
Ashley felt when she read these comments. Earlier in this chapter, I argued that Jane’s
discussion of the citation issues “encompasses a significant portion of the letter” and that
these issues are “the most pressing issue for Ashley to address.” Jane’s response letter
can also be read as primarily privileging the successes of the document and suggestions
for further improvement while placing the citation concerns at a secondary level. As
previously established, Jane focuses on the paper’s strengths in the first paragraph. In the
second paragraph, Jane offers a “primary revision suggestion” that Ashley “could do a
good deal more in terms of explicitly connecting [her] argument statement to the body of
the essay.” Although the third paragraph explains the “NG” designation and outlines
what Ashley should do to receive a grade, the fourth paragraph moves away from the
“NG” grade by posing questions Ashley can consider when she “start[s] thinking about
[writing project] 2.”
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In our conversation on the day she received the paper back with a grade (see fig.
3.2), I asked Ashley to articulate how Jane’s responses demonstrated what she valued in
student writing. Ashley answered by comparing what she believed to be important before
her writing project was first returned to her with what she came to believe after her paper
was returned:
Before I didn’t know if the actual writing was more important or like the
citing and all the technical things. So I didn’t know really what’s more
important in the class, like the writing you’re doing or all the technical
stuff.
When asked to define the difference between the writing and “all the technical stuff,”
Ashley struggled to do so, ultimately offering that the writing is “just the way you word
things” whereas the “technical stuff” is “how to construct a paper, or like the
introduction, or your argument statement—all those technical things.” Given Ashley’s
voiced expectation that she should have received a grade, I can conclude that she felt,
before her paper was returned, that the writing aspects were more important than the
technical aspects. Having had her grade withheld, Ashley questioned that assumption as
well as how she viewed the relationship between grades (summative response) and
comments (formative response) in Jane’s class. After having her grade withheld, Ashley
began to reconsider what Jane privileged in the class and what actions she would have to
engage to receive traditional grades on her writing projects as well as the semester grade
she desired, which was an “A.” Because Ashley’s assumptions about the class resulted, at
least in part, from the comments she received, it is telling that her perspective shifted
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Hi Ashley,
You’ve made some good adjustments to your primary thesis statement, as well as transition
sentences within paragraphs to emphasize more clearly exactly how the body paragraphs of your
essay “make sense” in the context of your larger arguments. Although some of the revisions to
individual sentences could be revised even more so that they run more smoothly (see the 1st
sentence of the 2nd paragraph on page 1, and the last sentence of the 1st paragraph on page 3), and
although I think you could have gone even further in terms of making the connections explicit
(and possibly even in the final paragraph), I think that generally, the changes you made to this
already-strong paper are rhetorically effective.
I have some minor comments on pages 1 and 3 about your citations, which are still a little off–
but the difference between this draft and the previous one is that I can at least follow your
citations from the body of the essay to the Works Cited page, and there aren’t any missing from
the list. See me if you have any questions about my new comments—I know it can be confusing!

A
Figure 3.2: Jane’s Cover Letter Feedback to Ashley’s Resubmitted Writing Project 1

again during her reading of Jane’s response to her second paper, which I engaged through
a think-aloud protocol. Ashley’s navigation of the feedback she received illustrates both
the “important, fraught, and contested” nature of response and how this navigation is an
ongoing process through which a student comes to better understand how writing is
positioned in a given classroom.
This instructor–student “interaction,” which at first appeared to be a difference in
opinion of whether Ashley deserved a grade on her first submission, can now be seen as
either a difference in opinion or as a difference in the reading of the comments provided.
The second option allows for the possibility that the comments do not clearly represent a
well-established, primary purpose. Take for example the beginning of the second
paragraph where Jane offers her primary revision suggestion. In offering this suggestion,
she announces it as the primary suggestion she has “besides revision of your citations.”
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Whereas best-practice commenting scholarship champions the need for clear and specific
feedback, Jane’s response demonstrates the competing purposes teachers may bring to
their responses. Whereas the consideration of comments through taxonomies imagines a
possibility of function following form, Jane’s comments and Ashley’s reading of these
comments highlight how competing values and beliefs shape the production and
reception of written comments.
McCoy’s rereading of Genette’s structuralist analysis accounts for culture’s
influence on “the way and means of the paratext” by considering how a paratext’s
“situation of communication” depends on both the “sender and addressee” and also “facts
of contextual affiliation,” which shape how a paratext is both produced and read (Genette
3, 8). Although these are Genette’s terms and phrases, it is McCoy’s work that fully
considers how the sender, addressee, situation, and affiliations interact across power
differences. The roles Jane and Ashley occupied as instructor and student are major facts
of affiliation that must be accounted for when considering Jane’s production and
Ashley’s reception of response. Of particular importance is Jane’s ability, in the role of
instructor, to define what counted as revision considering that Jane’s response centered
on the expectations she had for what students would “fix” and “revise.”
Ashley’s conclusion that “all the technical stuff” was most important in her
writing developed from her reading of the response she received. What she was not privy
to and what may have also shaped the feedback she received were Jane’s uneasiness with
composition’s investment in revision and her own expectations of what revision should
look like. As I explained in the project’s introduction, Jane’s class was scaffolded such
that the larger essays (what she called “writing projects”) developed from smaller writing
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prompts (what she called “response essays”). Furthermore, students were expected to
incorporate material from the previous writing projects into subsequent writing projects.
Ultimately, the course culminated with a final portfolio that included revised weekly
response essays, the two earlier writing projects, and the final writing project that both
considered solutions to the problem the student was investigating and included material
from the previous writing projects. Within this class structure, revision took the form of
students “reseeing” the approaches they took in their response essays and developing
ways to use prior writing to construct the later writing projects.
Jane’s use of this scaffolded approach arose from many factors, including her
uneasiness with composition’s privileging of “essay” revision. On multiple occasions
during the semester, Jane voiced the belief that she was “out of step” or “out of touch”
with our field’s common beliefs about and practices toward revision. Explaining this
uneasiness, she said, “I feel that if someone can pull out an ‘A’ paper on the first draft
they turn in, then that’s great. I don’t see why I should force them to revise. I feel the
revision should really be about the process of revision.” Her resistance to revision
stemmed also from an understanding that students see the revision process as being about
“getting it right or not right” such that the revision students do “is usually about fixing
rather than really reseeing.”
Jane’s resistance to required revision seems to have played a role in her use of the
“NG” designation as well as how she structured her comments. As I’ve previously
outlined, the response included suggestions for improving the current essay (writing
project 1), instructions on how Ashley could earn a grade, and questions Ashley should
consider when moving onto writing project 2. Because Ashley was not required to revise
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the essay apart from the citation issues, Jane appeared compelled to address the citation
issues, the essay-specific suggestions, and the suggestions that would help Ashley move
from writing project 1 to writing project 2 all within the same response. Telling, then, is
the response Ashley received to her resubmitted essay (fig 3.2). In this response letter,
Jane uses the first paragraph to acknowledge what Ashley has accomplished in the
revision and to highlight areas calling for additional revision. She does not address
Ashley’s citation revisions until the second paragraph. With this second paragraph, Jane
follows a similar structure as that present in the first paragraph. She acknowledges that
some of the citations “are still a little off” while also acknowledging Ashley’s
successes—“I can at least follow your citations from the body of the essay to the Works
Cited page, and there aren’t any missing from the list.”

The Value of Paratextual Perception
The tension I have examined surrounding the “NG” Jane initially provided to Ashley’s
first writing project is only one portion of a larger narrative. This larger narrative expands
what I have investigated in relation to Jane’s production of and Ashley’s reading of the
comments provided to Ashley’s first paper. When Ashley submitted her second writing
project, both Jane and Ashley participated in think-aloud protocols meant to illustrate
each person’s thought process as the comments were composed and then read. As the
comments in Figure 3.3 demonstrate, Jane used three paragraphs to convey her response
to Ashley. The first offers Jane’s reading of Ashley’s work, whereas the second and third
paragraphs each offer a suggestion Ashley could consider to improve this essay and her
writing more generally.
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Hi Ashley,
In this essay, you’ve done a lot of work to explain why a focus on the effect of PTSD on children is more
problematic than PTSD’s effects on adults. This implicit argument is an important one in relation to your
previous writing project, in which your focus was primarily the effects of PTSD on women. I think that
overall, you’ve done a nice job supporting this argument with sources that each explain, using different
kinds of evidence, how children suffer the consequences of PTSD more strongly than women or adults.
Also, although some of your source material is quite dense, I think you’ve made a solid effort to explain
and support your understanding of these sources in a way that is useful for your purposes. I have two
primary suggestions for revision, which you might keep in mind as you continue writing, and/or if you
choose to revise this essay.
First, although I think you are making an argument in this essay, at this point, your own perspective is
never explicitly stated, and so I had to work more than I should have, as a reader, to make the connections
between each source and your larger point that I think you wanted me to make. Specifically, although you
have written a convincing introduction to the essay, I think the essay as a whole would be clearer if you
stated explicitly in the first paragraph that you intend to use these different sources to demonstrate,
ultimately, that our focus should be on children, rather than adults, when it comes to the issue of PTSD.
Although this argument is implicit throughout, you haven’t yet done enough to make these connections
explicit in a rhetorically effective way. Related to this, I was surprised, when I came to the end of the
essay, that you didn’t synthesize your sources in a separate paragraph (before the conclusion) so that I
understood how, exactly, you saw them relating to your larger argument. If you were to revise, I would
encourage you to compose an explicit argument statement in the first paragraph, and develop/synthesize
your ideas about the sources (talk about them together) in at least one paragraph toward the end of the
essay.
Secondly, as you write about each source, although you’ve generally done a good job explaining each
one, I had a hard time remembering how the individual sources related to one another, as I got caught up
in each paragraph. It would be interesting, and more effective, to read your explanation of each source
while also understanding how you see the source relating to (being similar or different) the other sources
you’re describing. In other words, why is it important that Armsworth and Holaday take a more general
approach (toward explaining the different effects of PTSD on children versus adults), while Rowe and
Jackowski are more specific in their approaches toward explaining the effects of PTSD on children? Do
you see Rowe adding to, or justifying, or simply confirming, Armsworth and Holaday’s claim that the
effects of PTSD on children are more consequential than on adults? Or do you see Rowe in a different
light? Mainly, I just want you to remind me in each paragraph how you see each source building upon the
previous sources, which will ultimately contribute to your larger argument.

B+
Figure 3.3: Jane’s Cover Letter Feedback to Ashley’s Writing Project 2
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Happy to have received a grade on this new submission, Ashley turned her
attention again to the division between “my writing” and “technical aspects” she had put
forth in our previous discussion. She noted that the comments on the last paper were “a
lot about citation,” whereas the comments she received on her second writing project
were “more about my writing.” She traced this change, at least in part, to including
correct citations in her paper. “I felt like I did it [citing] right this time,” she said. “I was
pretty confident I wasn’t going to get a ‘NG’”. Getting a “NG” on her first writing project
did stress for her how important citation is, both in general and in Jane’s class, although
Ashley, weeks after receiving the grade, felt that the “NG” problematically emphasized
the citation issues over the other revisions Jane suggested. At the same time, the “NG”
did convey to Ashley “what’s important in the class” while also leaving her to continue to
work out what “good writing” was in Jane’s class.
Comparing the comments she received on her first two papers, Ashley tentatively
concluded:
It kind of makes me feel like my last paper was better writing since she
didn’t really comment that much on my paper. I mean, I did fix some
things, so I don’t know if I just missed something and that’s why I have
more comments on my writing. I don’t know. I mean, was she, since I got
my citations right this time she could focus more on, I don’t know.
Given Jane’s articulation of the purposes behind her commenting, the conclusion Ashley
establishes for why she received more comments on her second writing project appears to
be on target. Since she had “fixed” her citations, more room opened up for comments on
what she would call “my writing.” Such a conclusion, however, problematically
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oversimplifies the choices Jane faced when composing her comments. The simple
narrative we can construct is that Jane prioritized the citation issues over the revision
suggestions and probing questions directed at future writing projects. The alternative
reading I have offered complicates this narrative. The more convincing conclusion we
arrive at is that teachers often bring multiple and conflicting purposes to their comments
because of the competing values and beliefs circulating in and around their teaching.
As a significant body of commenting scholarship has focused on the clarity of
comments and students reading of comments, a valuable question we can ask is: Given
that Jane typically structures her comments to emphasize her reading of a student’s work
and her suggestions directed at improving the student’s writing and writing practices, are
we to conclude that there is a clarity issue given that Ashley’s reading of these comments
focused primarily on the grade she did not receive and Jane’s explanation for this
decision? Approaching this question from McCoy’s reading of paratexts as “important,
fraught, and contested” allows us to not so much avoid this clarity question as reshape the
question to consider the multiple, competing contexts in which this feedback was
produced and read. How did Jane’s focus on explicitness shape her purposes when
commenting? How did Ashley’s significant interest in receiving a high grade on her
writing influence how she read the comments she received? How does the inclusion of a
grade, especially a withheld grade, operate alongside discursive comments? What role
did Jane’s resistance to traditional views of revision play in what she included in her
comments and how she organized the comments?
In this chapter, I have suggested some answers to these questions. More
importantly, I demonstrated how comments, when viewed as paratexts operating within
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competing contexts, can be seen as both contributing to and addressing the tensions and
challenges that arise in the writing classroom. From a “best practices” perspective,
Ashley’s repetitive use of “I don’t know” to explain how she made sense of Jane’s
comments should leave us troubled. But examined in relation to the multiple and
competing values and beliefs shaping the production and reception of these comments,
Ashley’s “I don’t know” leads us not to easy conclusions but to challenging questions.
Are we to view Ashley’s ongoing uncertainty regarding what aspect of her work—the
“technical” or the “writing”—Jane most privileged as symptomatic of issues present in
the feedback? Are we, seeing this situation differently, to value this uncertainty as
representative of Ashley and Jane’s navigation of writing and the response to writing as
“important, fraught, and contested?” Although the story I have investigated is particular
to the contexts Jane and Ashley occupied, my hope has been to put forth paratextual
theory as a means through which to more fully account for the “fraught” nature of
response while also productively blurring the line between formative and summative
assessment. Viewed paratextually, Jane’s production of feedback and Ashley’s reading of
this feedback help us to better understand the interactions that occur between grades and
comments due to the values and beliefs circulating in and around the composition
classroom.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE CHALLENGES OF RESPONSE TO THE CUMULATIVE SEMESTER
PROJECT

In each of the previous two chapters, I have closely examined feedback provided
from an instructor to a student. Chapter 3 focused on the multiple purposes motivating
Jane when she responded to Ashley’s first writing project. The second chapter considered
how Bertrand’s feedback to Megan’s second paper did not match the response Megan
desired. Both of these responses are worthy of further study because of how, in each
response, the instructor, either explicitly or implicitly, draws connections across multiple
texts. When responding to Ashley’s first writing project, Jane provided feedback that was
intended to help Ashley as she moved from writing project (WP) 1 to writing project 2:
As you start thinking about WP2, I’d keep your eye out especially for
articles that discuss the effects or consequences of the way the medical
community and/or the public (mis)understands PTSD as “man’s” or “war”
problem. Or, you could take a step back from that and look for debates
surrounding whether or not the medical community and/or public actually
misunderstands PTSD. Or, alternatively, you might find disagreements
surrounding who is affected most by the problem – is it the women
themselves? Their families or partners? Or, you might find disagreements
about the definition of PTSD – that is, there may be some parties who
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would argue that PTSD should not be called that when it comes to war, or
that there should be a new name for the disorder when it affects women.
These are all just guesses about what you might find – you should, of
course, keep your mind open as you explore the possibilities.
When responding to Megan’s second essay, Bertrand provided Megan the following
feedback:
The part of your paper that intrigues this reader the most is when you
write, “Third, I am picking up on a common theme among the nurses of
[___________], and it all revolves around job stress and difficulty dealing
with the elderly. How these individuals handle it is really up to their
discretion, however, I know very well that these employees cannot vent
out their frustration to residents for fear of being fired, sued, or even
arrested.” You have located a tension within the culture and it seems to
surprise you and disturb you. I think your conclusion could “think” about
this a lot more than presently. What questions can you raise about this
tension? But that is your call to make.
The primary contrast between these two responses is the degree to which each instructor
draws distinctions between individual texts. The excerpt I have included from Jane’s
response occurs after she provided both direction on how Ashley can address the citation
issues that led to the “NG” grade and further suggestions were Ashley to revise this
specific assignment (see fig. 4.1). As described in Chapter 3, Jane provided Ashley what
she called “explicit” feedback to help her resolve her citation issues and further revise her
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Hi Ashley,
It’s clear from this essay that you’ve done a good amount of research that has enabled you to
discuss the effects of PTSD on women in a meaningful and thorough way. Although you have
some citation problems (see my in-text comments), your use of the sources, especially the book
sources, demonstrates a clear and balanced application of the source-integration skills that we
discussed in class. Additionally, the overall structure of your essay presented your ideas in a
thoughtful and logical manner.
The primary revision suggestion I have, besides revision of your citations, has to do with what you
commented on at the end of the essay yourself – specifically, I think you could do a good deal
more in terms of explicitly connecting your argument statement to the body of the essay. That is,
because the body of the essay tends to explain the problem but not argue why it matters, I’m not
entirely clear how or why the problem is important. However, you’ve indicated in the first
paragraph of the essay that this problem is a problem because it is commonly “misunderstood by
the public.” I think you could do much further reminding your reader(s) about this in each
paragraph of the body of the essay.
Because of the citation problems listed above, I have recorded a “NG” (no grade) in my grade
book. Once you’ve fixed the citations, I will give you a grade with no penalty, but if the citations
aren’t fixed before the end of the semester, then the NG will become a 0. I’d recommend revising
according to my suggestions above in the next week or two, so that I can give you a grade and you
can decide if you’d like to revise again before the end of the semester.
As you start thinking about WP2, I’d keep your eye out especially for articles that discuss the
effects or consequences of the way the medical community and/or public (mis)understands PTSD
as “man’s” or “war” problem. Or, you could take a step back from that and look for debates
surrounding whether or not the medical community and/or public actually misunderstands PTSD.
Or, alternatively, you might find disagreements surrounding who is affected most by the problem
– is it the women themselves? Their families or partners? Or, you might find disagreements about
the definition of PTSD – that is, there may be some parties who would argue that PTSD should
not be called that when it comes to war, or that there should be a new name for the disorder when
it affects women. These are all just guesses about what you might find – you should, of course,
keep your mind open as your explore the possibilities.

RE1
RE2
RE3
Peer Group
Response

# Absences

Credit?
Y
Y
Y
Overall
Y

Notes and Recommendations

Overall:

You provided a good response to [another student’s] work, and I
appreciate the fact that you conducted a quick search on his behalf to
help him with his research.
1/14

1

I’m sorry you didn’t receive comments on your work this week.
Worth revising further.
Very good, overall.

NG
Figure 4.1: Jane’s Cover Letter Feedback to Ashley’s Writing Project 1
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argument statement. Having provided this feedback, she then turns to Ashley’s next
writing project, and, in doing so, she shifts her tone to one that is more suggestive than
directive. This paragraph includes numerous references to what Ashley “might” do. With
this approach, Jane creates separation between the already-written text and the upcoming
text in terms of her response’s focus and tone. The form of her response also reflects this
separation; a clear paragraph break exists between the response addressing the alreadywritten text and the upcoming text.
The excerpt from Bertrand’s response represents the majority of his twoparagraph response to Megan’s second paper (fig. 4.2). The first paragraph offers positive
evaluation of her work, whereas the end of the second paragraph asks her about the “lack
of secondary sources” and provides her imaginary and process grades. In this excerpt,
Bertrand situates himself as a reader interested in one particular idea present in Megan’s
writing. From this particular focus, he offers a broad suggestion, one that, although
situated in response to her conclusion, may also speak beyond this single text. That is to
say, I don’t read his pushing her to “raise questions” about the workplace stress she has
observed to be directed narrowly and exclusively to a revision of her essay’s conclusion.
The suggestion, when read within the assignment sequence present in his class, appears
to extend beyond the already-produced text, even if his presentation of the suggestion
does not demonstrate the suggestive or textual explicitness present in Jane’s response to
Ashley.
Taken together, these two responses offer a starting point to further consider an
overlooked element of response scholarship. Although attention has been given to
formative response directed at revised individual essays (Yagelski; Ziv) and collections
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Megan – Excellent field work. Excellent presentation of interviews. Excellent reflection about
what it all means. As far as your concerns about sentence structure and language, I think the
paper is very well-developed on both counts. If you think you have problems with the transitions
I would prefer to conference about that in class so you can point to specific places you considered
troublesome.
The part of your paper that intrigues this reader the most is the when you write, “Third, I am
picking up on a common theme among the nurses of [
], and it all revolves around job
stress and difficulty dealing with the elderly. How these individuals handle it is really up to their
discretion, however, I know very well that these employees cannot vent out their frustration to the
residents, for fear of being fired, sued, or even arrested.” You have located a tension within the
culture and it seems to surprise you and disturb you. I think your conclusion could “think” about
this a lot more than presently. What questions can you raise about this tension? But that is your
call to make. I also wonder about your lack of secondary sources. If you explained to me already,
I apologize for not remembering. They are required for the paper, though. Excellent work in all
other areas! Process 100/100 Imaginary Grade: B+ (if it presently had secondary sources) with
potential for A+. Let me know if you have any questions.
Figure 4.2: Bertrand’s End Note Feedback to Megan’s Second Paper 1

of texts in the form of portfolios (Principe; Richardson; Thelin), little attention has been
paid to the production and reception of response within what I call a “cumulative
semester project.” As I describe further in the next section, the cumulative project is
distinct from both formatively revised essays and cumulative portfolios because of the
content shared among the multiple writing assignments that comprise the cumulative
semester project. This shared content allows instructors to establish sustained investments
and processes not only across assignments but also across response(s) to student
submissions. Yet, such response also introduces new challenges that relate to the
purposes instructors have for response, how they present themselves as respondents, and
how they conceive of the relationships among multiple texts, including how such texts
are viewed to be distinct from one another. Furthermore, such textual distinctions depend,

1

As Bertrand had students use “track changes” to account for their revisions, the underlined portion
represents Bertrand cutting and pasting a section Megan had previously added to her paper.
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to some degree, on what purposes an instructor privileges in the first-year writing
classroom. Taken collectively, these tensions ask us to consider the complexity present
when instructors respond to a local, already-produced text and an ongoing semester
project, a project that includes this individual text but is also bigger than this single text.
One approach to further investigate response to the cumulative semester project,
including challenges associated with such response and student reception, is through what
Elaine Lees calls response that functions as “assigning.” Lees uses this term to consider
how response can speak back to what a student has written through the initiation of a new
writing scenario:
Creating another assignment based on what a student has written is one
way to assure that the students’ revisions are just that: ways of re-seeing a
subject, ways of using what has been said already to discover how to say
something new. (372)
Lees claims response is “seldom regarded” in the manner she describes (372). Writing in
1979, Lees may have been responding to pedagogical limitations present during this time
period. Yet, I argue that the idea of response as “assigning” has not been applied in all its
possible iterations, especially in studies of response. Although knowledge of the
classroom context may not be necessary to consider how instructors respond to the
cumulative semester project, observations of the participants’ classroom engagements,
including the establishment of the cumulative semester project, allows for a better
understanding of both the relations among texts and the participants’ production of
response to these texts, especially response that functions as “assigning.” In possession of
a broad understanding of how these participants are producing and receiving response, I
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am able to offer a perspective in which I consider the interrelations among texts and how
the production and reception of response to the cumulative semester project functions.
Because the cumulative semester project results from the purposeful relations created
among multiple texts, it offers the ideal location to consider how response can operate as
“assigning,” including the limitations that may result because of factors present within
specific classroom contexts. The production and reception of response to the cumulative
semester project redefines how we imagine the relations among multiple texts; because
an instructor’s response always results from how he or she is defining the text being read,
including how this text overlaps and exists apart from other texts, the production and
reception of response to the cumulative semester project offers a rich context that allows
for a better understanding of how response functions in writing classrooms.

Textual “Circumscription,” Formative Response, and Culmination
In the previous chapter, I cited Speck and Jones’s definition of formative response
as “comments or feedback” that helps students “achieve the goals” apart from summative
measures (20–21). Speck and Jones offer Lucas’s definition of formative assessment as
“internal continual feedback to the performer-in-action” as the basis for their separation
of grading from response (Lucas 1; qtd. in Speak and Jones 21). Horvath’s conception of
formative response as, among other characterizations, “recognizing that what is being
responded to is not a fixed but a developing entity” offers an important addition to these
definitions because of her resistance to limiting formative response to the single text
(137). Although Horvath does connect formative response with “a text,” I argue that her
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definition can be read more broadly, given her use of the vague “what” and the undefined
“developing entity” (137).
This distinction between formative response directed at the single text and
formative response imagined more broadly matters for more than mere semantics. By
allowing that formative response directed at the “ongoing process of skills acquisition
and improvement” does not need to be limited to the revision of a single text, we are able
to consider what formative response might look like as it occurs across multiple texts
(Phelps 51). Such differing conceptions of formative response are at the heart of Louise
Weatherbee Phelps’s work in “Images of Student Writing: The Deep Structure of Teacher
Response.” In this article, Phelps considers how instructors “circumscribe” texts from
one another, how instructors relate texts to other texts, and how the attitudes an instructor
brings to the reading of a particular text—a reading that is fundamentally shaped by how
instructors imagine the text being read in relation to other texts the student has and will
compose—shape his/her reading of this text (48). For example, she describes the
“formative” reading of the “evolving text” as one in which the teacher reads the text to
understand “what it may point to in the way of unrealized intentions” (51). She further
defines such reading by noting two variations, one in which teachers read a text as being
“one in a set” that evolves across “fairly fixed stages” and one in which textual
circumscription is erased as the text is situated in an “ongoing process of evolution” (51).
By establishing this “formative, evolving” category, she separates this particular reading
attitude from the “evaluative” reading of “closed” texts” and the “developmental” reading
of a “portfolio of work” (49–54). The terms Phelps uses to define the text being read—
“closed,” “evolving,” and “portfolio”—reflect the spatial confines we typically apply to
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singular texts and collections of texts. For example, the closed text, defined as a text not
imagined for revision and, therefore, free of relation to other texts, accounts for a single
product (49–50). The portfolio, although often read as a single text representing a
student’s development across a semester, can also be viewed as a collection of individual
texts. Yet, the portfolio always includes a multiplicity that will never be present in the
closed text. The closed text, as Phelps puts it, “has neither past nor future” (50). The
portfolio, on the other hand, includes texts that (most often) have been revised.
Furthermore, the portfolio points toward what the student has accomplished and to what
the student may be prepared to accomplish (53–54).
Phelps, through these categories, accounts for how instructors imagine and read
texts in relation to other texts. Although she accounts for both the formatively revised
text and the cumulative portfolio, neither of these constructions fully account for what I
am calling the cumulative semester project. By cumulative semester project, I mean a
pedagogical approach in which students engage across multiple writing assignments such
that the individual writing assignments contribute not only to the “next” writing
assignment but, more important, to a culminating assignment. The semester project is
differentiated from the portfolio by its distance from explicit assessment practices.
Whereas the cumulative portfolio’s primary purpose is to allow a means through which to
gauge the quality of the writing a student has composed and revised across a semester,
the cumulative semester project’s primary purpose is to allow for a level of engagement
not available in classrooms settings where the major assignments are significantly or
completely unrelated in content.
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Jane, when asked to speak more to her course design, described both the
limitations of the “unit” approach and the benefits of the “cumulative” approach:
I want things to build into each other. I don’t like, I mean personally I just
couldn’t, could not teach another course where students were writing a
different paper every three weeks. I just can’t … it’s so boring, and I don’t
get good writing because students haven’t had enough time to think out
their ideas. … I’m much more interested in making a course where
students are working toward small goals the whole time, and at the end,
they look back and they say, “Wow. I did a lot of work and my thinking
has changed in these ways or my writing has changed in these ways.”
Jane’s use of the term “small goals” requires further clarification because this phrase does
not fully articulate the type of sequenced writing that interests me in this chapter. Speck
and Jones’s formative definition includes all comments and feedback directed at helping
students “achieve the goals” of a given writing course. Jane’s use of the term points in a
new direction. The goals she describes are textual in nature: smaller writing assignments
that lead to larger writing assignments. Through these structured relationships—the
growth from the smaller response essays to the larger writing projects and from one
writing project to the next writing project via additional response essays—students are
able to make the sustained engagements that, as Jane implied, leads to good writing.
Bertrand’s class featured a similar ongoing assignment in the form of the fieldworking
notebook. Students were expected to collect observational notes throughout the semester
and then use these notes to help construct the major essays. Jane responded on a biweekly
basis to her students’ response essays; Bertrand did not respond to the fieldworking
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journal, although he did read them for credit. He attributed his inability to respond to a
lack of available time.
The cumulative semester project engaged by Jane’s students and by Bertrand’s
students can be explained by a more thorough explanation of the relationship between
sequencing and culmination. In “From Simple to Complex: Ideas of Order in Assignment
Sequences,” Elizabeth Rankin distinguishes between courses that are serially ordered and
those that are cumulatively ordered (129). The serial sequence “involves a number of
separate, discrete assignments,” whereas the cumulative sequence “is one in which the
later assignments ‘grow out of’ or subsume earlier ones” (129–30). By designing courses
in which students work through related content throughout the semester, Jane and
Bertrand hoped students would be able to do more of what they considered academic
work and to do this work with greater investment. Jane asked students to investigate a
social issue and ultimately propose a solution; Bertrand asked students to observe and
participate in a culture so they could provide an ethnographic analysis of an important
aspect of that culture. Although the classes were quite different in content, each
instructor’s course design shared the common feature of a sustained engagement with
expanding, related content and processes across the semester.
As the responses provided at the beginning of this chapter demonstrate, such
cumulative response may differ substantially. Those two examples represent merely a
small slice of response directed at a cumulative semester project that occurred in both
classes. The purpose of this chapter is to more fully consider the occurrence of,
possibilities for, and limitations of response directed at the cumulative semester project.
Earlier I situated such response as fulfilling what Lees refers to as response functioning
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as a type of “assigning.” In turning to Lees to help make sense of how response to the
cumulative semester project is produced and received, I am not intending to cancel out
other purposes that might be present in a given response nor am I claiming that the
response to the cumulative semester project supersedes attention to the already-produced
text and possible revisions of this text. As the previous chapter demonstrates, response
often involves the constant negotiation of multiple purposes on the part of the instructor.
Furthermore, as Bertrand’s response to Megan’s second paper demonstrates, response to
the cumulative semester project might be intertwined with response directed at a
suggestion or issue localized within an already-produced text.
This chapter concludes with more open questions than closed ends.
Understanding how response to the cumulative semester project operates is difficult to
establish because of the constant negotiations, either known or unknown in nature,
instructors make when responding to a student text and students make when composing.
These negotiations only multiply when a text is placed in relation to other yet-to-be
composed texts, given the content relations these instructors construct between
assignments. Although the multiplication of such complications may be offered by some
as reason enough not to attempt what might be viewed as an unnecessary complicating
move, Jane’s articulation for why she favors the culminating semester project also should
be viewed as possessing merit. Jane argues that sustained engagement allows for better
writing because students maintain focused engagement for an extended period of time; in
turn, this engagement helps students move from “simple to complex” (Rankin 126). Jane
argues that through sustained engagement with a topic, students produce better writing—
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writing, she implies, that is better in quality, demonstrates greater development of ideas,
and is more interesting.
This chapter brings together the concept of assignment sequencing with formative
response to better account for how assignment relations shaped the production and
reception of response. I would argue that this is valuable research because of the degree
to which textual definitions shape how we conceive of response. Said differently, the
very idea of “the text” functions as a powerful force in how we imagine the possibilities
for response. Offering advice on response to an audience imagined to be novice teachers,
Straub suggests:
Keep an eye always on the next work to be done: the next draft, the next
paper, the next issue of writing that the class or this student will take up.
Make comments that are geared toward improvement, not simply the
assessment of the finished text. (“Guidelines” 361)
Straub’s advice, although accounting for the next text, does not account for all the
possible textual relations present within the cumulative semester project. Although the
“next draft” is surely spatially attached to the previous submission, he gives no indication
that “the next paper” may also be (nor does he eliminate this possibility). Such a trend—
to imagine formative development outside the cumulative semester project—is clearly
evident across response scholarship. Response has been conceived of as relating to many
different contexts, including not only the individual text and the student’s writing
processes but also “the student’s development” (Connors and Lunsford 213), the
student’s “ongoing work as a writer” (Straub, “Concept” 233), and the student’s earlier
work in the class (Lunsford and Straub 182). Although scholars’ perspectives of response
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do point forward, these perspectives are often divided into two camps: the revision of the
current text and writing development defined amorphously. In fact, it is Straub (apart
from Phelps) who comes closest to imaging all the possible iterations for how response
may operate.
In his richly detailed but unfortunately hypothetically situated work, “Reading
and Responding to Student Writing: A Heuristic for Reflective Practice,” Straub maps the
many overlapping contexts instructors consider when responding. He includes the need to
account for “the student’s work in the class,” and further defines this context with the
following explanation:
The ways we read student writing are also influenced by how we envision
the “text” of the course. How much are we going to look at the student’s
writing discretely, as separate projects? How much are we going to look at
the writing in terms of the student’s ongoing work in the course in light of
his other writings, the strategies he has been working on, and his
development as a writer? How does this paper stack up against the other
papers the student has written? Is there some quality of writing that he’s
been working on that should be addressed? (32)
Straub offers additional questions we should consider when responding before
acknowledging that “these prior texts” provide an important context instructors should
refer to when responding (32). Straub goes so far as to question the discreteness of
different writing, a move that closely mirrors Phelps’s consideration of textual
circumscription. He also acknowledges the position of the text in relation to “ongoing
work” and “development” (32). What he does not consider is the possibility that teachers
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respond while imagining a cumulative semester project of which the text being read is
only a portion. In such response situations, the instructor faces the challenge of
navigating response to an already-produced text that may be revised and that, as a result
of being written, contributes to an ongoing, content-based project that builds from the
writing students complete across the semester.

Initiating the Cumulative Semester Project
The class observations conducted as part of this study allow for a better
understanding of how Jane and Bertrand introduced the cumulative semester project. I
presented a brief overview description of each instructor’s cumulative semester project in
Chapter 1. Jane asked students to locate a controversy and establish that the controversy
existed, consider multiple perspectives on the issue, and examine solutions for the
controversy, including offering a preferred solution. 2 Bertrand built his class around
fieldworking and a final ethnographic research essay. Students were to speak to their
experiences observing a culture by speaking to questions arising from their research
(observational and secondary). To build to this work, students completed a descriptive
essay, an analytical essay, and an annotated bibliography related to their fieldwork.
Jane introduced students to the cumulative semester project through various
practices during the first four class meetings. When working students through the
syllabus, she summarized the “section description” material from the syllabus by

2

Ava and Ashley often simplified the sequence to locating a problem, presenting possible solutions to the
problem, and offering a solution to the problem. Based on Jane’s discussion of the assignments and the
assignments themselves, the students appeared to oversimplify this work, at least in how they described the
assignments. This oversimplification may explain some issues each had with the sequence, although I do
not have evidence to definitively support this view.
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discussing how students would research a “social issue” of their “choosing” that would
facilitate “investment, not boredom.” The section description from the syllabus states:
In this section of English 102, you will conduct an extended research
project in which you will examine a social issue (of your choosing) that
carries local, regional, national, global (or some combination thereof)
consequences. Throughout the semester, you will read (and reread), write
(and rewrite), and think (and rethink) about your chosen topic in a variety
of ways, concluding the semester with a well-researched analytical essay
that proposes a meaningful intervention to a specific audience (chosen by
you) who has a stake in the issue.
Jane’s description of the course work points toward what I am calling the “cumulative
semester project.” The phrases “extended research,” “throughout the semester,”
“concluding the semester,” and “well-researched analytical essay” all point to writing
investment that is larger than one writing assignment, although only later in the syllabus
are the particular writing projects briefly described. Jane also introduced the cumulative
semester project by helping students develop appropriate research questions during the
second class meeting and by explaining why the students would need to shift their
thinking from “topic” to “controversy” in the fourth class meeting. But it was in the fifth
class meeting that Jane explicitly introduced students to the interwoven nature of the
different writing projects. Jane’s discussion of the cumulative semester project during this
class period intersected with her discussion of the first writing project. Although she had
previously distributed the first writing project in the third class period, it was in the fifth
class period that she drew explicit connections among the different writing projects.
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Jane’s explanation of the larger cumulative project followed an exercise in which the
class discussed what they were being asked to do for writing project 1. Working from
language volunteered by students, Jane offered that the students were to “make a case
that there is a problem” before telling students that she had wanted to “give you a sense
of where you are going” in the class. Typing the students’ ideas into Microsoft Word and
then projecting this material on the overhead, she generated the following descriptions:
WP2: explaining multiple points of view that surround the problem 
take a position in relation to these multiple points of view

WP3: proposing a solution to the problem/examining the various solutions
that have been proposed and take a stand  or you might come [up] with
your own solutions.
Before moving to student questions—the only one asked focused specifically on writing
project 1—Jane reminded students that the semester work asked them to work with a
problem, to establish to whom the problem matters, and to consider the possible solutions
for the problem.
Bertrand also initiated the cumulative semester project across multiple class
periods. In the first class period, he focused most heavily on the portfolio requirement,
although he did provide brief descriptions of the four projects that comprised the
portfolio. Furthermore, he told students they were expected to “become an expert on [a]
subculture” by focusing on the question of what makes a particular place a subculture.
The class, as Bertrand described it, asked students to “come up with a hypothesis” and
then use “primary and secondary research to support the hypothesis generated in the
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field.” The following three classes focused extensively on the topic and practices of
fieldworking, including the need for students to generate and narrow a list of possible
research sites. These class periods featured class discussions during which students
shared their research interests, the examination of both professional- and studentauthored texts that demonstrated the “ethnographic research essay,” and the introduction
of the double-entry journal, which students would use throughout the semester to record
and analyze their observations. To introduce the double-entry journal and provide
students the opportunity to practice both observation and analysis of their observations,
Bertrand shared a video documentary on moonshining, on which students were to take
notes as if they were working in the field. Explaining the value of the right-side
reflections on the observations, Bertrand described this material as the beginning steps to
forming a hypothesis and research questions.
These first four class periods introduced students to the content and practices of
fieldworking. During the fourth class period, Bertrand introduced students to the first
essay assignment. In a similar fashion to Jane, Bertrand also projected forward to writing
that would occur later in the semester. He shared with students a sample paper from the
Fieldworking textbook to help them situate what they were to do as fieldworkers. “This is
not paper 1,” he said when introducing the sample paper. “This is the culmination of the
semester, paper 4.” Bertrand followed the distribution of the first essay assignment with a
discussion of the course outcomes and how fieldworking satisfied these outcomes in the
fifth class period. Then, in the sixth class period, Bertrand narrowed the class’s focus
back to the first essay assignment by reminding students of the importance “thick
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description” occupies in this assignment. To reiterate this point, he shared a studentauthored sample text.
Across these first six class periods, Bertrand narrowed and expanded the focus of
his material, and, in doing so, he introduced students to fieldworking, briefly highlighted
the role primary and secondary research would play in the class, situated the first essay
assignment, drew student’s attention to where the semester would culminate both
textually and pedagogically, and brought the focus back to the observational and writing
practices necessary for the first essay assignment (and subsequent assignments).
Although he did not outline the purposes and details of each individual assignment, he
did initiate the cumulative semester project by drawing students’ attention to the texts and
processes students would engage across the semester.
Examining the initiation of each cumulative semester project helps explain the
distinction between response as “suggesting” and response as “assigning.” In her
accounting for the different forms response can take, Lees establishes suggesting as
“offering editorial suggestions outright” (371). Suggesting can also be viewed as falling
under the umbrella of “facilitative” response. From this perspective, a suggestion is less
forceful and less explicit than what we know to be directives. Our understanding of
facilitative response, including the use of suggestions, situates such response as being
most often directed at the revision of an already-produced text or the development of
writing skills defined broadly. Yet, suggestions can also be directed at what I am calling
the cumulative semester project. Although much of the response I examine in this chapter
can be considered to be suggestive in nature, I am choosing to view it as a form of what
Lees calls “assigning” because of the explicit relations that exist between the different
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writing engagements that comprise each instructor’s cumulative semester project. The
term explicit refers to both the purposeful relationships each instructor has constructed
among the assignments and the articulation of these relationships early in the semester.
Understanding these early classroom interactions as contributing to the
“initiation” of the cumulative semester project helps establish my argument that the
response provided to the cumulative semester project can be understood to be a form of
what Lees calls “assigning.” Yet, the introduction of the cumulative semester project may
also ask us to change how we view Lees’s definition of response as “assigning.” In her
definition, she offers that “creating a new assignment based on what a student has
written” allows for the student’s revision to allow for “re-seeing” and the creation of
“something new” (372). The explicitly created and articulated cumulative semester
project shifts these textual relationships in two ways. First, response to the cumulative
semester project, as I will demonstrate, can account for not only what has been written
but also, just as important, what will be written. Second, this “new assignment” already
exists because of the purposefully designed nature of the cumulative semester project.
These shifts ask us to modify our understanding of formative response so the responses
the instructors produce, no matter what mode they take, are understood as being situated
in relation to an already-formulated assignment, be that assignment the next in the
sequence or the cumulative semester project conceived of more broadly. Such feedback,
as my analysis will demonstrate, often takes the form of “process” response directed at
recommended behaviors and practices the student should consider engaging to help
facilitate the continued development of the cumulative semester project.
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Before accounting for and analyzing the production of response directed at the
cumulative semester by both Jane and Bertrand, one additional feature of the cumulative
semester project from Jane’s class needs to be presented because this feature contributed
heavily to how Jane responded to the cumulative semester project. As I noted in my
description of Jane’s class presented in Chapter 1, students were required to complete
weekly response essays. These response essays represent assignment sequencing that
extended beyond the three major writing projects. The entirety of Jane’s class was
sequenced such that small assignments led to other small assignments, multiple small
assignments led to the individual writing projects, and all of the earlier work in the class
(both response essays and writing projects) contributed to the subsequent writing
projects. Figure 4.3 includes brief summaries of the response essays, including when the
essays occurred in the class.
This sequencing within the response essay assignments demonstrates what
Malcolm Kiniry and Ellen Strenski refer to as “fine gradations of difficulty” (195). The
escalation of difficulty in the writing projects mirrored that of the writing projects. For
example, students began their research on the Internet because Jane felt they would have
the most familiarity with this research process. Response essay 4 reflects this increasing
complexity as it asks students to complete the same activity they had completed for
response essays 1 and 2, but instead of working with the Internet and the library catalog,
they were asked to work within the library databases. For this assignment, students were
asked to engage a more complex (or unfamiliar) site of research while also “recursively”
engaging a practice they had called upon previously in the semester (Kiniry and Strenski
192). Beginning with response essay 5, students focused their attention more specifically
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RE #

Due Date

1
2
3

Jan. 15
Jan. 22
Jan 29

Description

Internet research related to research interests
Library research process, including library catalog
Analysis of book introduction or chapter
Writing project 1 due Feb. 11
4
Feb. 19
Locating material in library databases and describing process
5
Feb. 26
Journal article summary
6
March 5
Reading against previous summary
Annotated bibliography for writing project 2 due March 9
Writing project 2 due March 23
7
March 26 Optional revision of early response essay
8
April 2
Propose solutions including finding new sources
9
April 9
Draft proposal for writing project 3
10
April 16
Detailed outline for writing project 3
Final portfolio due April 27
Figure 4.3: Jane’s Response Essays (Including Due Dates)

on the reading of secondary texts and the composition of their own writing projects.
Figure 4.4 presents the assignment for response essay 3. Ashley’s submission for this
assignment and Jane’s response are considered in the following section.

Response to the Cumulative Semester Project in Jane’s Class
In the previous chapter, I examined what Jane referred to as her “explicit”
response practices. The concept of explicitness helps to further explain her cumulative
response practices. The third paragraph of Jane’s response to Ashley’s first paper and the
fourth paragraph of her response to Ava’s first paper illustrate the clearest examples of
response to the cumulative project present in Jane’s class. The response to Ashley’s paper
was reproduced at the beginning of the chapter, and the response to Ava’s paper follows:
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Response Essay 3
Due: Friday 1/29 before 5pm
Via: Blackboard discussion forum (under “Response Essay 3” thread)
Check email: after Saturday 1/30 at noon for reading due 2/2 and 2/4
Peer Group: A (see below for pairings)
For this response essay, read and take notes on the introduction section OR a selected chapter of a
book that you plan to use for Writing Project 1 (it can be the same book as you wrote about in
RE2, or you can choose a different one). After you’ve done this:
1. Compose an interpretation of the reading that considers some of the following questions
and that includes support from the text for your interpretation: What argument (or
arguments) does the author seem to be making? How does the author go about making
this argument – in other words, how does the author develop his/her point and/or lead up
to it? What evidence and what kinds of evidence are provided? How does the author seem
to be addressing your particular research question?
2. The remainder of the RE should be spent responding to the essay as an interested reader
(that is, a reader who may have chosen to read this text outside of class and is therefore
responding as a person who cares about and feels invested in the social issues at hand). In
this section, pay particular attention to specific moments in the text that stuck out to you
or that troubled/bothered you, and use these moments as points of departure for your
personal response. What do you agree or disagree with? Why? What surprised you?
Why? Did anything make you angry or confused? If so, why? What were you able to
relate to? Why? What personal experiences informed your reaction? What questions do
you have for the author? What do you think the author hasn’t yet considered or
deliberately seemed to leave out? Why do you think the author may have taken the
approach that he/she did? As in the first section, be sure to include support from the text
that helps ground your response in the reading and your interpretation of it.
3. At the end of your response, pose one or two questions related to your interpretation and
personal response that you’d like the class to discuss/consider. Also, cite one or two
sections of the text (concepts/ideas, specific sentences, or entire paragraphs) that seem
related to your response but which you didn’t cite earlier.

Figure 4.4: Jane’s Response Essay 3 Assignment

As you move toward WP2, I’m sure you will be looking for debates
surrounding whether or not children can be blamed for their activities as
child soldiers. However, I think that, beyond these debates, you might also
look for disagreements about why the problem exists in the first place,
what the effects are on the children themselves and/or the community they
terrorize, and/or even how rescued or recovered child soldiers can best be
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supported. Keep your mind (and eyes) open for the difficult kinds of
debates that might exist along these lines, as well as the debate you seem
to be most aware of at this point.
These responses appear to fall in line with the purposes Jane saw herself privileging in
her response practices. Describing the goals she saw for her comments, Jane responded:
Hopefully they [help them] develop their ideas or lead them, help them
figure out what to do next, especially since this is a research-oriented class
and a lot of students are overwhelmed with the fact that they can pursue
one research area for the whole semester. That’s something that really is
foreign to them because they are used to doing so many papers about so
many different subjects. They’re not used to writing deeply or knowing
something very well. So basically, probably my intention throughout this
semester with my comments is going to be to help them with where to go
next and possible questions they could keep asking.
Jane’s goal of helping students find out where to go next runs parallel with another goal
she has for her response, which is to speak to “what they’ve already done.” The
intersection of speaking to what a student has already written and what they should keep
in mind to do next is illustrated in Jane’s comments to Ava’s first paper (fig. 4.5). In the
first paragraph, Jane accounts for her reading of what Ava has already written. She first
acknowledges Ava’s paper in broad strokes—that she has “provided a logical overview
of the problem of child soldiers”—before accounting for the paper with more specificity.
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Hi Ava,
In general, you’ve provided a logical overview of the problem of child soldiers; not only have
you provided a sense of the extensiveness of the problem, but you’ve also considered whether or
not the children can be blamed for their actions, and you’ve also discussed the psychological
implications of the childrens’ involvement in these inhumane and troubling activities. You’ve
also given a sense for the complexity of the problem, and I am looking forward to reading about
your continued research on this issue.
I have two suggestions for your revisions: First, although you’ve used your sources to support
some of your points, I was surprised to find that some of your body paragraphs did not include
any support from your sources, and you only used each source once or twice. Part of the
challenge of this writing assignment is figuring out how best to use your sources to support each
of your points, and how to distribute this support evenly throughout the essay (instead of relying
too much or too little on your sources). I think that a revision along these lines would improve
your credibility as a researcher, and make your argument more convincing.
Secondly, although this is a more minor point, your argument statement, which I found at the end
of the first paragraph of the essay, presents your perspective on the issue instead of making an
argument that, quite simply, the problem exists. I was pleased to find that the body of the essay
didn’t continue with the argument at the beginning of the essay, as this would have been
inappropriate for the writing assignment – but your introductory paragraph was misleading as a
result. I would revise this paragraph so that your argument statement accurately reflects the
purpose of the essay, and also so that it forecasts the overall structure of your essay, so I will
know what to expect as I read.
As you move toward WP2, I’m sure you’ll be looking for debates surrounding whether or not
children can be blamed for their activities as child soldiers. However, I think that, beyond these
debates, you might also look for disagreements about why the problem exists in the first place,
what the effects are on the children themselves and/or the community they terrorize, and/or even
how rescued or recovered child soldiers can best be supported. Keep your mind (and eyes) open
for the different kinds of debates that might exist along these lines, as well as the debate you seem
to be aware of at this point.

B
RE1
RE2
RE3

Credit?
Y
N
Y
Overall

Peer Group
Response

# Absences

Notes and Recommendations

Worth revising, especially in response to [a classmate’s] quite
thorough comments to your work.
Quite brief and oftentimes vague. In the future, see what you can do
to develop your ideas more in these REs.

LATE
Overall:

Although late, this response to [a classmate’s] work was respectful
and thorough. Good work.

2

1/7, 2/4 (1/7 won’t hurt your grade, but still counts as an unexcused
absence)

Figure 4.5: Jane’s Cover Letter Feedback to Ava’s Writing Project 1
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Jane references Ava’s consideration of the children’s blame within the problem and her
discussion of the “psychological implications.” Furthermore, Jane communicates to Ava
that she’s successfully articulated the problem’s “complexity,” before stating that she is
“looking forward” to Ava’s “continued research.” Following this accounting for what
Ava has done, Jane offers “two suggestions for revisions” via the explicit structure I
examined in the previous chapter. Following the two suggestions—both focus narrowly
on the revision of the already-produced text—Jane provides a paragraph intended to help
direct Ava as she moves forward with writing project 2.
Within Jane’s response, the first sentence of the last paragraph wraps back to the
beginning of Jane’s response. Having acknowledged Ava’s consideration of “whether or
not the children can be blamed for their actions,” Jane states with certainty that Ava
“[will] be looking for debates” on this issue as she moves forward with writing project 2.
Jane then pushes Ava to consider other questions, as demonstrated by the words “why,”
“what,” and “how.” In this last paragraph, Jane pushes Ava forward with questions, an
action that reflects her goal of offering “possible questions” the student “could keep
asking.” These suggestions appear to be completely removed from the two suggestions
Jane offers for revision of the already-composed text. Although Jane’s reading of Ava’s
work—the material she presents in the first paragraph— matters for both the suggestions
directed at revision of the already-produced text and the development of the next writing
project, the suggestions for revision do not intersect with the implied questions that are
meant to help Ava “move toward WP2.”
In addition to responses to the first writing projects, Jane also provided important
cumulative response to the weekly response essays. As described previously, these
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weekly response essays were intended to help students complete “small goals” as they
worked toward the major writing projects and as they transitioned among the writing
projects. Figure 4.6 contains Ashley’s response essay 3, and Figure 4.7 contains the
feedback Jane provided her.

When reading the introduction to my book, “Trauma and Survival,” I discovered that the
argument was that women are involved more with the link of abuse and physical health than men
are. There are many reasons for this but a few are because women tend to internalize their
problems more and men normally speak about their problems. Another reason is that women
usually are victims of abuse more often than men are and the book gives the history of the role of
women. It states that women were not viewed as important and were treated disrespectfully. A lot
of this information was from psychological researches and studies. The author goes on to talk
about the different disorders that women face caused by abuse and the reasons why they develop
these disorders.
Many of the reasons why women develop these disorders I have learned about in previous
classes. The psychological stand point of it all I am currently learning in my Psychology class. I
learned that women are more susceptible to depression because they keep all their emotions
inside and just the way women thing differently than women cause these disorders. Also, in the
introduction the author briefly covers the history of the role of women which I also learned in a
previous class. When I was studying about it, it was really disturbing and absurd. In the medieval
days women were basically treated as nothing more than something to have intercourse with.
They did not have any rights and were abused and women could not do anything about it. Now, it
is not like that at much but it makes sense that women are more often abused then men. Men are
stronger than women and it is harder for women to defend themselves. In the introduction it also
talks about the different things that women suffer from like anorexia and bulimia and PTSD. I
think the author’s argument and the things she used to back up her argument were factual and
statistically true.
Although this book is mostly dealing with women, I would also like to know a little bit more
about the main reasons how men suffer from abuse and why. In my book it says, “females
account for more than 60% of admissions to outpatient mental facilities,” and it states that most
of the time these accounts were completely ignored. I would like to know more on why females
with severe mental disorders are just ignored and not taken seriously.
Figure 4.6: Ashley’s Response Essay 3

The assignment for response essay 3 was presented earlier in the chapter. Jane’s
response to the response essay is oriented differently than her responses to the writing
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projects in that she addresses Ashley’s ongoing research, including what she should
prioritize in writing project 1, before addressing the specific evaluation and suggestions
for this particular response essay. In her consideration of how this book might contribute
to Ashley’s ongoing research, she points beyond writing project 1 when she suggests
continuing a specific line of thought “as you continue to research beyond WP1.”

Hi Ashley,
Although you state at the end of this RE that you’d like to know more about how men suffer from
abuse, I would say that at this point, your focus on women and PTSD is probably plenty and, as
such, this book source should help you stay on track with this focus. I agree that eventually, it
might be useful to find a way to compare the effects of abuse on men versus women, but for now,
you’ve probably got plenty of information to construct WP1. The quote you’ve mentioned at the
end of this RE seems particularly interesting to me, given your interest in the misconceptions
surrounding PTSD as a male-only or military-driven problem – do you think these
misconceptions might drive physicians or other health care providers toward ignoring the
symptoms of PTSD in non-military women? This would be a connection worth exploration as
you continue your research beyond WP1. As you move toward WP1, your next step should be to
brainstorm about what else you will need (if anything) to explain the problem effectively.
As for your discussion of the text and integration of quotes/paraphrases into this RE, I notice that
you never mentioned the author of the book, and in the one quote you provide at the end of the
RE, you haven’t provided a page number. Also, it seems that you’re paraphrasing some of the
author’s main points, but when you do bring up a specific point, you haven’t provided a page
number after the fact, and this is something that I’ll be looking for in WP1.
Figure 4.7: Jane’s Response to Ashley’s Response Essay 3 3

The responses Jane provided to the first writing project and to the response essays
provide the clearest examples of response to the cumulative semester project in her
course. Jane accounted for the absence of such response from the feedback she provided
to the second writing projects by explaining how and when she decided to provide such

3

The submission and the response were posted to the course’s Blackboard page. Because of a computer
error, I lost access to this page, so I cannot reproduce the response visually as it appeared on the screen.
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response. Available time and a sense that a student would face some challenges moving
to the next writing project were the prime factors that motivated Jane to provide feedback
directed beyond the evaluation or revision of the already-composed text. Later in the
chapter, I’ll consider how a limited knowledge of each student’s research focus may have
also played a role in how and when Jane decided to respond to the cumulative semester
project.
A third occurrence of response to the cumulative semester project exists alongside
Jane’s response to the first writing projects and the weekly response essays. This third
occurrence of response to the cumulative writing project does not demonstrate the
explicitness present in the other two examples, and it would have probably remained
unexamined were it not for the think- aloud protocol I conducted with Jane when she was
responding to Ashley’s second paper. 4 During this think-aloud protocol, Jane noted a
change in Ashley’s research focus within the first paragraph of Ashley’s paper. After
concluding her reading of this first paragraph, Jane commented on the long sentence to
highlight its complexity and how it represented a shift in the problem Ashley was
investigating. When discussing this shift, she drew explicit connections to both writing
project 1 and writing project 3:
What she’s doing here is she’s justifying why she’s focusing on children
here instead of adults which is what, in her previous writing project, what
she was writing about – women, like adults. So she’s changed her focus
and, here, she’s doing something that needed to be done, which is
4

For all the limitations of think-aloud protocols I explained in Chapter 1, they remain useful because, as
scholars such as Anthony Edgington (“What”) have demonstrated, they allow us insight into what
instructors are thinking as they respond to student writing. Jane’s reading of Ashley’s second paper
demonstrates this usefulness.
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explaining why she’s talking about children here – because it’s actually, in
her mind, more important. Which is good that she’s doing that because in
writing project 3 she can continue to focus on solutions directed toward a
specific population. So that’s actually a really good move.
In the next paragraph, Jane stopped halfway through the paragraph to offer a summary of
what she saw Ashley to be doing in the paper so far: “This paragraph is focused on sort of
the explanation of the side effects … and I think this is justification for her focus on
children instead of adults.” As she spoke she flipped back to the submission’s first page.
Although she did not articulate aloud her purposes for returning to the first page, this
action seemed to imply that Jane was working to better connect her reading of Ashley’s
paper with the switch in topic she had noted.
The remainder of Jane’s reading of Ashley’s paper remained confined within
particulars of the already-composed text. Although the majority of her reading focused on
the evaluation and formative revision of the already-produced text, the influence of
Jane’s awareness of both writing project 1 and writing project 3 is evident in the response
Jane provided to Ashley. Understanding the role the cumulative semester project played
in Jane’s reading of Ashley’s second paper helps us to better understand a new dimension
of what I have been calling response as assigning. Figure 4.8 presents Jane’s response to
Ashley’s second paper. Unlike with her response to the first writing project, Jane did not
provide explicit suggestions for Ashley to consider when transitioning from writing
project 2 to writing project 3. Instead, Jane’s reading of and response to Ashley’s second
paper demonstrate how the student’s construction of an assignment within the cumulative
semester project may contribute to the instructor’s response. In noting Ashley’s shift
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from PTSD in women to PTSD in children, Jane constructs her response to help Ashley
further understand and articulate this point of focus—including proposed solutions to the
issue she is addressing—so she can address some of the issues Jane notes in the alreadycomposed text and position herself to successfully complete WP3, which asked her to
propose a solution for the issue. As represented in Jane’s response, the idea of response
as assigning within the cumulative semester project functions not via response that
separately addresses the already-produced text and the next assignment in the cumulative
semester project but via response that addresses the current text so further development
can happen. Such development would occur both through the revision of the alreadycomposed text and the continued focusing of the research controversy. Said differently,
Jane’s response seems directed at both the already-composed text and the textual
connections contained within the cumulative semester project.
Given the small participant population in my study, I am unable to ascertain how Jane’s
responses to other students in her class align with the responses she provided to Ashley’s
writing and Ava’s writing. In the case of the two participating students, Jane provided
explicit feedback directed at the next writing project in the cumulative sequence to both
Ashley’s first writing project and Ava’s first writing project but not to either student’s
second writing project. As Jane established in our conversations, her production of
response directed at the next writing project depended on both the amount of time
available to her and the degree to which she expected a student would face challenges
moving from one writing project to the next.
This limited analysis of Jane’s response practices directed toward the cumulative
semester project highlights three locations where such response occurred: near the end of
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Hi Ashley,
In this essay, you’ve done a lot of work to explain why a focus on the effect of PTSD on children
is more problematic than PTSD’s effects on adults. This implicit argument is an important one in
relation to your previous writing project, in which your focus was primarily the effects of PTSD
on women. I think that overall, you’ve done a nice job supporting this argument with sources that
each explain, using different kinds of evidence, how children suffer the consequences of PTSD
more strongly than women or adults. Also, although some of your source material is quite dense,
I think you’ve made a solid effort to explain and support your understanding of these sources in a
way that is useful for your purposes. I have two primary suggestions for revision, which you
might keep in mind as you continue writing, and/or if you choose to revise this essay.
First, although I think you are making an argument in this essay, at this point, your own
perspective is never explicitly stated, and so I had to work more than I should have, as a reader, to
make the connections between each source and your larger point that I think you wanted me to
make. Specifically, although you have written a convincing introduction to the essay, I think the
essay as a whole would be clearer if you stated explicitly in the first paragraph that you intend to
use these different sources to demonstrate, ultimately, that our focus should be on children, rather
than adults, when it comes to the issue of PTSD. Although this argument is implicit throughout,
you haven’t yet done enough to make these connections explicit in a rhetorically effective way.
Related to this, I was surprised, when I came to the end of the essay, that you didn’t synthesize
your sources in a separate paragraph (before the conclusion) so that I understood how, exactly,
you saw them relating to your larger argument. If you were to revise, I would encourage you to
compose an explicit argument statement in the first paragraph, and develop/synthesize your ideas
about the sources (talk about them together) in at least one paragraph toward the end of the essay.
Secondly, as you write about each source, although you’ve generally done a good job explaining
each one, I had a hard time remembering how the individual sources related to one another, as I
got caught up in each paragraph. It would be interesting, and more effective, to read your
explanation of each source while also understanding how you see the source relating to (being
similar or different) the other sources you’re describing. In other words, why is it important that
Armsworth and Holaday take a more general approach (toward explaining the different effects of
PTSD on children versus adults), while Rowe and Jackowski are more specific in their
approaches toward explaining the effects of PTSD on children? Do you see Rowe adding to, or
justifying, or simply confirming, Armsworth and Holaday’s claim that the effects of PTSD on
children are more consequential than on adults? Or do you see Rowe in a different light? Mainly,
I just want you to remind me in each paragraph how you see each source building upon the
previous sources, which will ultimately contribute to your larger argument.

B+
Figure 4.8: Jane’s Cover Letter Feedback to Ashley’s Writing Project 2
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the responses she provided to writing projects, as the central focus of her responses to
weekly responses essays, and implied within the formative feedback directed at the
already-composed text. The distinct occurrence of such response—especially as
demonstrated in the first two types of response—offers additional usefulness in this
chapter because this explicitness offers a lens through which to consider Bertrand’s
response to the cumulative semester project, as his response does not demonstrate this
explicitness.

Response to the Cumulative Semester Project in Bertrand’s Class
At the beginning of the chapter, I offered a portion of Bertrand’s feedback to
Megan’s second essay. In this response, Bertrand notes both a point of interest that
caught his attention in Megan’s paper and a localized point in Megan’s paper where she
could revise by paying greater attention to this point of interest he establishes. The point
of interest is “the workplace stress” Megan had noticed during her observations. From
Bertrand’s perspective, Megan could use this material to “further develop” her
conclusion. At the same time—as I discussed in Chapter 2—he calls on a nondirective
tone to note that the decision of how she will develop her paper is for her “to make.”
Although this feedback may seem to be limited in focus to the revision of this alreadycomposed text, my discussions with Bertrand alongside my understanding of how this
assignment is situated within the cumulative semester project offer a more developed
understanding of how response to the cumulative project operates in Bertrand’s class,
including limitations and possible contradictions contained within such response.
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A discussion of the response he provided to Megan’s second paper occupied a
large part of my third meeting with Bertrand. As part of our conversation, I was
interested in coming to understand how Bertrand positioned this response in relation to
other assignments Megan had previously engaged and would later engage in the class.
Asked to speak to how his response to Megan’s paper was situated among the work
Megan had completed and would complete in the class, Bertrand responded:
Now they’ve gotten to the point where, you know, they’ve had so much
peer review, they’ve done so much research, they’ve written so much, they
should be able to go back to papers 1, 2, and 3 and find ways to truly
revise them as they work on paper 4.
Attempting to ascertain the relationship between his response, the individual assignments,
and the course trajectory, I asked Bertrand for his take on the idea that his response was
“doubly formative.” By doubly formative, I meant the possibility that his response was
directed at both a revision of the current text and the student’s continued engagement
with the cumulative semester project. As we worked through this possibility together, we
considered both the directionality of the response and the relationships present among the
assignments. From the semester’s worth of data gathered from my conversations with and
observations of Bertrand and his teaching, two points became evident. First, Bertrand
privileged a portfolio pedagogy because such a pedagogy allows for “practice” over a full
semester that both results in significant revision and limits assessment to the end of the
semester when it has to matter. Second, the four assignments Bertrand gave his students
were intended to be understood as individual atoms of a larger project that, although
cumulative in nature, were best accounted for by the semester-concluding portfolio.
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Bertrand’s privileging of the portfolio pedagogy has valuable implications for
better understanding how he produced feedback to the cumulative semester project.
According to Bertrand, his feedback was intended to help the student revise that
particular text for inclusion in the portfolio. This intention can be seen in his description
of the purposes for his response, which he articulated in our first meeting:
I’m hoping—I’m not sure I’m always successful with this—but I’m
hoping that my comments encourage rethinking and reseeing what they’ve
written. That’s mainly what I’m hoping they do, that they start to see the
paper more holistically in terms of what they’re trying to accomplish
within the given rhetorical situation. So my comments, I’m hoping,
encourage that, that further processing of it as much as possible. After
that, you know, I’m trying to still teach with my comments in terms of
teaching how, through questioning …, to teach them new ways of thinking
about what they’ve already taken on.
Bertrand’s reflection on his own commenting purposes demonstrates the attention he
gives to the individual text and the larger project “they’ve … taken on.” Absent, or only
implied, in this description is any attention given to the course portfolio. In our
conversation regarding the possibility that his response is doubly formative, Bertrand
articulated the hope that his response “is formative all the way back, so that it is
formative on the portfolio.” With this statement, Bertrand positions his response in a
particular and peculiar way in relation to time. Alongside the earlier statement that he
hopes the feedback he provided to paper 3 allows students to “go back to” earlier papers,
the idea that the response to a particular paper will “go back … on the portfolio” offers
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the possibility of a more complicated relationship than one in which a given response
speaks merely to the revision of the current text and/or the continued development of the
cumulative semester project. Bertrand’s approach highlights the intertwined nature of the
forward development of the cumulative semester project and the revision of an alreadyproduced text both contained within this project and destined for the course portfolio. His
perspective is one in which the development of the current text might only be possible as
a result of a student’s continued engagement with his/her site of research.
Considering how Bertrand’s response would look and function if it were to be
produced in an explicit construction similar to Jane’s response practices helps us better
understand this nuanced relationship in which the revision of the already-produced text
may result from the continued engagement with what it is that “they’ve already taken
on.” If Bertrand’s response were reshaped to fit the explicit structure Jane privileges in
her writing project responses, the suggestions directed at the need for Megan to further
develop her conclusion would proceed and be separate from the response directed at the
next essay in the cumulative semester project or the cumulative semester project
conceived of more broadly. In this arrangement, the processes students would engage
would be mostly distinct from one another. The revision of the already-produced text
would be focused to the textual product already created, with little or no consideration
given to how the research work students did later in the semester could contribute to this
revision. The suggestions provided to a student for consideration as he/she moves to the
next portion of the cumulative semester project would relate little to the revision of the
already-produced text. Bertrand’s response collapses these distinctions in that the
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revision of the already-produced texts is viewed to be wrapped up in the continued
engagement with the cumulative semester project.
Seeing as Bertrand’s response to Megan’s second paper represents only one
instance of response from his class, it is worthwhile to examine how (or if) this collapsing
of response to the revision of the already-produced text and development of the
cumulative semester project occurred in his responses to other texts, including those
produced by David and Martin. Bertrand’s response, especially in regard to mode, differs
much more significantly than Jane’s response, so it is more difficult to trace a pattern
across his responses. Bertrand’s response modes varied across response occasions in two
significant ways. First, written response and the oral response provided in conferences
operate differently, as I discussed in the Introduction. Second, although Bertrand
responded to all the second papers in written form, his mode varied. He used end
comments when responding to David and Megan, but he used the Microsoft Word “insert
comment” function when responding to Martin. When asked about this difference,
Bertrand attributed it the fact that Martin’s paper was submitted late, so he responded to
this paper at a different time and, when doing so, used a different response approach.
Bertrand’s written response to David’s second paper (see fig. 4.9) most closely mirrors
the cumulative response approach described previously.
This response presents clear differences from the response Bertrand provided to
Megan’s second paper. Two significant differences include Bertrand’s focus in his
response and the specificity of the suggestions he offers. When responding to Megan’s
paper, Bertrand focuses his response on one particular section that piqued his interest. He
highlights this section to push her to develop questions arising
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Hi David:
I have read your memo and your peer’s comments. I think all three of them gave you some good
feedback, especially Hank and Katie. I see you added some of what Katie suggested but I wonder
why you did not add even more description of the store, because there is a lot of stuff in there in
terms of products and displays and posters, and just the way each listening station is set up. So
maybe work on even thicker description. I think you have done a very good job of staying
focused on the question of whether a music store can survive in today’s downloading culture, but
I also think you have taken on a very complex question that you should try to dig even deeper
into if possible. How? One way would be to talk to some of those people you described in the
store. I think that you gave some secondary sources on the store’s recent developments but what
about the people? As a reader, I want wanting to hear even more after you shared what you
overheard. Next field trip maybe introduce yourself and ask these questions. Also, you give us
some of your position when you say you decided to go back to the store and see how it was doing
after the announcement. You shared that “the experience was beautiful” and gave some
description of the various consumers who were there, but could you go into more detail about
why you thought it was beautiful? Is there anything you can share from your background, from
your life that would help the reader to understand a little more why you made this comment? This
will give us a better picture of why you position yourself this way. I think the paper at present
gives you a solid platform to present your ideas about this question you have formed on the
store’s survival. I do not expect you to answer the question definitely but I would hope you
explore it further as you go back in the filed [field] and revisit the paper between now and the
next you have time to do so. Let me know if you have any questions about this response.
Thank you for working/thinking hard!
Bertrand
ps
The process grade is 100/100. Please track all changes next time so I can see the revision work
you do. As far as the imaginary grade, if this paper goes in the portfolio as is, it would receive a
C+ because of its potential to share your thoughts on this question. To get to the A/B range please
consider your peers’ responses again and my responses, as well.
Figure 4.9: Bertrand’s End Note Feedback to David’s Second Paper

from the “tension” she had observed. In his response to David’s paper, Bertrand focuses
on the need for thicker description of the music store in which David was conducting his
research. Having begun his response with an evaluative suggestion relating to an
underdeveloped aspect in the paper, he then shifts to acknowledging strengths in the
paper, including David’s ability to remain focused on his research question. At this point
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the response mirrors the response Bertrand provided to Megan. Bertrand pushes each
student to dig deeper into the questions and observations that are guiding their work. Yet,
following these similar textual sections, the two responses deviate again, as Bertrand
offers David a specific suggestion. Bertrand suggests that David “introduce yourself and
ask these questions.” His suggestion to Megan seems to be that she should “raise
questions” about workplace stress, but he does not offer specific suggestions to guide her
with this process.
Those differences and similarities carry through, at least to a degree, in how
Bertrand draws relations between multiple assignments. In his response to Megan’s
paper, he highlights both a moment from the singular text that catches his attention and
highlights an aspect of the text—the conclusion—that is in need of further development.
Although implicitly constructed, his inquiry into what questions she can raise about the
workplace stress she has witnessed points her forward in such a way that the alreadycomposed text can be developed through further engagement at the research site. When
responding to David’s paper, Bertrand shifts more often and explicitly between
responding to the already-produced text and the cumulative semester project. His
suggestion for David to interact with the people in the store appears to be generally
oriented; such an action might help develop this paper while also contributing to the
larger cumulative project. His desire to hear more about what in David’s background
might have led him to establish that “the experience was beautiful” and the question he
uses to motivate this work appear to be directed at a revision of the already-produced
paper. At the end of his response, Bertrand folds the singular paper and the cumulative
semester project together when he writes, “[B]ut I would hope you explore [the question]
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further as you go back into the filed [field] and revisit the paper between now and the
next time you have to do so.” Although the “next time you have to do so” reference is
undefined, I took Bertrand to be referencing the need for David to revise the paper for the
semester-concluding portfolio. Here, at the end of his response, Bertrand pushes David to
continue to investigate his question about an independent music store’s ability to survive
in a digital world by returning to the fieldwork site. Back at the research site, David
might complete additional observations, ask more questions, and interact with customers.
These actions, in turn, should help David not only move forward with the larger project
but also, just as important, allow him to return to this specific paper.
For whatever differences may exist between the responses Bertrand provided to
Megan’s second paper and to David’s second paper, Bertrand’s interweaving of the
continued development of the cumulative semester project and the individual essay
functions as the greatest similarity between the two responses. It is worth noting that
these similarities exist in responses to the same assignment within a series of sequenced
assignments. Furthermore, the responses Bertrand provided to his students’ second essays
represent the only written responses he provided to students during the semester. How did
Bertrand navigate between the singular, already-produced text and the cumulative
semester project when responding orally in one-on-one conferences? This question is
hard to answer, both as a result of the conference format and because of the types of
assignments he and the students discussed.
The question Bertrand asked of Martin at the beginning of his first conference—
“So what do you want to talk about?”—helps explain how the conference model affected
how Bertrand responded in conferences to already-produced texts and the ongoing
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cumulative semester project. Bertrand, as I explained in Chapter 2, experimented with
conferences because he wanted to engage in real-time, scholarly conversations with
students. Bertrand was also motivated by a desire to allow students greater control over
the discussions of their work. The question Bertrand directed toward Martin represents an
attempt at shifting the power structure of the conference because he was genuinely
interested in allowing students a degree of control over the conversation. For Martin, this
control meant a desire to discuss his conclusion and ways of “wrapping [his essay] all
up.” Martin and Bertrand discussed his conclusion before later shifting to a broader
conversation regarding Martin’s ongoing research collection. Martin’s comment about
wanting to add “a lot” to his first paper precipitated this shift. Referencing all the data
Martin had collected, data that included a significant amount of video recordings,
Bertrand asked him, “What are your goals in terms of research?” From this point in the
conversation, the two participants touched on both the next assignment and the larger,
cumulative semester project. Martin’s response to Bertrand’s question, that he was
interested in what “separates these people from mainstream music,” led Bertrand to point
out the assumptions Martin had developed about his research population. Although
implicitly constructed, this statement appears directed at both the upcoming second essay,
which asked students to explore their positionalities, and the ongoing questions driving
Martin’s work. Later in the conversation, when Martin asked about the need for
description, Bertrand responded that “thick description is everything.” This statement,
given as a response to a question itself detached from a particular text, appeared to be
directed at all of the individual essays that comprised the cumulative semester project.
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The conference setting makes it more difficult to distinctly establish the
relationships Bertrand is drawing among the already produced text, upcoming
assignments, and the cumulative semester project in its entirety. Much of this first
conference between Martin and Bertrand actually focused on Martin’s decision to turn in
a written text because the two of them had previously discussed the possibility of Martin
submitting a digital video text. Because the conference setting allows for the live
interchange of ideas between participants, the instructor’s control over the conversation’s
focus lessens. Viewed as two writers having a conversation about one of the writer’s
ongoing work, this first conference between Bertrand and Martin demonstrates the leastobvious degree of what I have been calling response as “assigning.” In the two places
I’ve highlighted—the reference to assumptions and the need for thick description—
Bertrand implicitly offered suggestions for Martin going forward—namely, that he
should use his assumptions to “break new ground for writing” and that the writing he
produces should feature thick description. Yet, the only explicit suggestion or direction
Bertrand offered was for Martin to let him know “how [he] he can help.”
Bertrand’s conference with Megan in which they discussed the third paper, an
annotated bibliography, illustrates how the conference setting allows for attention to the
already-produced text that, in turn, leads to a broader discussion of the cumulative
semester project. After acknowledging some of the revisions and additions Megan had
made following peer review, Bertrand shifted his focus to the specific citations and
annotations she had included. He commented on specific issues in the document,
including the absence of a journal title and the need for her to make use of a “hanging
indent.” Appearing uneasy with his attention to such particulars, he clarified his point
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about the hanging indent by calling it a “very minor detail,” before reminding her that
“what I am more concerned about is the evaluation of your sources.” Bertrand pushed
Megan to include a “sentence or two” offering assessment of the source’s value to her
project within each annotation. Megan, sensing a need to address Bertrand’s
recommendation that she include this material in each annotation, turned her attention to
her first source and its focus on stress in the workplace. After she said that she would
have to think more about how stress relates to her project, Bertrand asked her,” Have you
seen the nurses stressed at [the assisted-living home]?” Megan did not respond at first, so
Bertrand asked her to think more about what the nurses had told her. Megan then
remembered a conversation with one nurse about the struggles she had with getting one
patient to eat. After Megan had recounted this story, Bertrand responded: “There you go.
You’ve got the fieldwork and what others have said.” Recommending that she should
draw connections among her observations, her interviews, and her secondary research,
Bertrand told Megan that the conversations she had had with the nurses had “helped you
sharpen your lens of what you observed in your fieldwork.” Following this exchange,
Megan asked if she should continue to narrow her project, to which Bertrand responded,
“Base it around nurses and stress, instead of more broad.” He then continued, “You see,
you know where you are heading.” The conference concluded with Bertrand reminding
Megan of the need for her to evaluate her sources in terms of how they would benefit her
researched writing.
Bertrand described this batch of conferences as being “very directive.” He
accounted for his directiveness by explaining the challenges he knew students
experienced with secondary research. These challenges include finding appropriate
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sources, having the time to critically read the sources, and successfully analyzing how the
sources related to their research interests. As his conference with Megan illustrates, the
annotated bibliography assignment forced him to address specific aspects of the
annotated bibliography genre and its relation to the larger cumulative semester project. In
our conversations, Bertrand articulated a need to help students formulate the annotated
bibliography assignment and continue to move forward with the cumulative semester
project. Within this particular conference, we witness his movement between the alreadyproduced text, needed revisions of this text, and the continued development of the
culminating semester project. Megan’s noting of the one source’s discussion of
workplace stress is valuable because it presents conflicting material on student and
teacher awareness of the culminating semester project. On one hand, Megan seemed
unprepared to draw connections between her secondary research and her fieldworking
observations. On the other hand, she appeared not only to have included this source in her
bibliography because it addressed her research interests but also to have purposefully
brought it into the conversation to acknowledge that she knew why the source was
valuable to her project. As I will demonstrate when I examine students’ reception of
response directed at the culminating project, Megan possessed very specific awareness of
how Bertrand’s response was providing her a “lead” or “pattern” on how she should
continue to “narrow” her research and writing. Given Megan’s preference for directive
feedback—be that response directed at the already-produced text or the culminating
project—her willingness to defer to Bertrand’s leading role in the conference should not
come as a surprise. At the same time, Bertrand’s ability to deftly move between different
aspects of the culminating project seems limited by her passive role in the conference.
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Although she received response on what she desired most, which was the corrective
attention needed for the already-produced text and further direction for the culminating
project, she received little feedback on how her long-standing interest in workplace stress
could help her further her focus within secondary scholarship.

Response to the Cumulative Semester Project as Textual Negotiation
These contextual moments from Jane’s and Bertrand’s classes demonstrate how
these instructors may have responded to student writing with the cumulative semester
project in mind. As the prior analysis of the production of response generated within the
cumulative semester project demonstrates, instructors have various approaches available
to them when negotiating the intersection of the cumulative semester project and the
already-produced text as respondents. The responses provided by Jane and Bertrand offer
at least three possibilities for such response. First, there is the response directed at the
next step in the project. As such response offers process-based suggestions directed
toward texts that will be composed in the future, Jane’s decision to present such response
visually separated from the response directed at the already-produced text makes sense.
Second, there is response, such as Bertrand’s end note to Megan’s second paper, that
folds together the already-produced text and the cumulative semester project. In the case
of Bertrand’s response, this folding happens both in the visual presentation of the
response and the orientation of the already-produced text and the cumulative semester
project. For Megan to think more about her conclusion, she may have to return to her
fieldworking site with new questions and assumptions in mind. Finally, there is the least
obvious example, which is the role the cumulative semester project plays in how the
reader orientates himself/herself to the student’s text. In Jane’s response to Ashley’s
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second paper, she only makes passing reference to the previous writing project, and she
does not explicitly reference the ongoing cumulative project at all. Yet, as I demonstrated
in my analysis of this response, Ashley’s shift from a focus on PTSD in women/adults to
a focus on PTSD in children matters to how she will proceed with her research. In turn,
the changing nature of her research due to her shift in focus matters also to Jane’s reading
and response to the already-produced text. Although there is not any firm evidence to
steadfastly support the following claim, I think we should remain open to the idea that the
sequenced nature of Jane’s writing projects influenced the response she provided to the
already-produced text. Although the shift in focus matters more to Ashley’s work going
forward, the questions Jane asked of Ashley’s sources (see fig. 4.7) and her writing about
these sources may help Ashley better understand the material she is locating. An
increased understanding would benefit both Ashley’s revision of the already-produced
text and her engagement with sources that she will make use of in writing project 3.
The differences in presentation of response directed at the cumulative semester
project matter to how we account for the occurrence of such response. Lesa Stern and
Amanda Solomon, in updating and extending Connors and Lunsford’s research on the
characteristics of teachers’ rhetorical comments, note that only 6% of their sample papers
included what they label “scholarly advice” (36), which they define as “references to
additional sources of information” and “advice on how to continue on with a line of
research” (36). Additionally, they establish this category to include “references … to
future lines of thought and inquiry” (36). The responses Jane and Bertrand provided to
the cumulative semester project appear to be rare, even if we accept that some forms of
these responses, such as Bertrand’s evaluation of Megan’s conclusion, may fall within
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other descriptive categories. My sense, however, is that content analysis, the method
Stern and Solomon used to categorize and label their sample comments, does not allow
for a robust accounting of “scholarly advice.” The very amorphous nature of the
categorical definition—that such response can suggest additional sources, provide advice
on the continuation of a research project, or offer new “lines of thought”—leads me to
question our current knowledge on how and when response to the cumulative semester
project occurs. The data from Jane’s class and Bertrand’s class make clear that in
addition to scholarly advice providing ideas on “future lines of thought and inquiry,” it
can also draw intersections across assignments such that distinctions between past and
future blur.
Stern and Solomon further describe scholarly advice as “reflect[ing] a great deal
of thought and personal investment by the faculty members” (36). As they note, the
required investment necessary for this type of response may explain its low rate of
occurrence. Their commentary also leads to necessary questions regarding Lees’s
following claim:
Of the seven kinds of responding I’ve examined, the first three—
correcting, emoting, and describing—put the burden of work on the
teacher; the next three—suggesting, questioning, and reminding—shift
some of that burden to the student. The last mode—assigning provides a
way to discover how much of that burden the student has taken up. (372)
Response directed at the cumulative semester project appears to unsettle such a claim
because of its doubly textual nature. As Bertrand and I discussed, the response is not
designed merely to “keep the next assignment” in mind. For Bertrand, his response
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always seemed to be directed at what the text contributes as a member of the course
portfolio. Because his portfolio was comprised of revised essays and because the
portfolio resulted from the students’ semester-long investment in fieldworking, his
response navigated between and intersected with the individual text, the portfolio, and the
cumulative semester project. As a result of this ongoing negotiation, each instructor
assumed a greater burden as a respondent. They chose to not decontextualize the
assignment from the larger work of the class and, in doing so, made themselves
accountable to responding to more than just the already-produced text. Even Jane’s
explicit response structure demonstrates an additional burden. The paragraph directed at
the next writing project represents additional words offered to the students, additional
thinking on Jane’s part, and, ultimately, additional time spent on that single response. At
the same time, both instructors valued what accounting for the larger class context offers
to students—even if this accounting merely takes the form of positioning a student’s
work within the assignment sequence while reading—so whatever burden may be added
to the response activity may also be cancelled by how this larger context helped facilitate
meaningful response.
A critic could argue that my analysis oversteps the bounds of the instructor’s
intentions for their responses. The conversation with Bertrand speaks to this criticism.
Although he did not dismiss the role the cumulative semester project plays in his
response, he also maintained that his primary focus remained on the potential the paper
had relative to his expectations for the semester-concluding portfolio. Bertrand’s reading
of a student-authored text with the portfolio in mind reflects the temporal awareness at
the center of Phelps’s analysis. He is reading the text knowing that his later purpose will
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be to “construct a speculative portfolio of the writer’s developmental history and current
maturity” (53). Such construction occurs, Phelps tells us, because the reader chooses to
collapse the student’s writing into “a single text in the process of evolution” (51). Such
collapsing has important implications for how we view response that intersects with the
cumulative semester project. If we consider the cumulative semester project as an
ongoing “initiation” that stretches across the semester, then we can also consider the
project as the collapsing of the smaller assignments into one assignment that evolves
across the semester. But what this chapter and previous chapters have demonstrated is
that such collapsing does not operate cleanly apart from the attention that remains
directed at the individual paper, be that attention for the purpose of summative
assessment or for the purpose of making this larger cumulative project operational within
the expectations students bring to the class, the time constraints placed on the class, and
the necessary structure instructors must give to the class to maintain student interest and
make the larger project functional within the complex and sometimes contradictory
nature that is the first-year writing classroom.
In the earlier analysis of response directed to the cumulative semester project in
Bertrand’s class, I included two quotations from my discussions with Bertrand that help
explain the textual negotiations and priorities that influence such response. Bertrand
highlighted three priorities for his response: encouraging “rethinking” and “reseeing”
what students have already written, pushing students to see their writing more holistically
and as situated within rhetorical situations, and providing additional teaching that will
help students generate new questions that will, in turn, “teach them new ways of thinking
about what they’ve already taken on.” Bertrand, as I discussed earlier, positions his
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response within time such that the response to a particular text will be formative “all the
way back … on the portfolio.” Bertrand’s use of “back” to describe how students will
move forward toward the portfolio highlights the role formative response (as traditionally
conceived) plays in the practices and expectations students and teachers bring to the
production and reception of response. By considering the construction of formative
response as feedback that “helps the student achieve the goals” or as response “intent on
helping students improve their writing abilities,” we are able to better understand the
(perceived) fundamental role the individual text continues to play in cumulative semester
projects such that this text may never—at least within the assignment sequences used by
Jane and Bertrand—be fully “subsumed” by later assignments (Speck and Jones 20–21;
Rankin 130). Similarly, it would be inappropriate to say that either instructor wished for
the individual texts to be fully subsumed in a way such that each text would lose its
discreteness. Jane asked students to bring forth material from previous writing projects
into subsequent writing projects. She also graded each project individually, and she
focused her response first on what the students had done. In her own words, her primary
focus in her response was to speak to “what they’ve done.” In doing so, she focused her
response first on the revisions needed and/or suggested for the already-composed text
before offering suggestions for the subsequent writing assignment, if such suggestions
were given at all. This type of response was limited in the responses I studied, although
formative response that seemed directed at an already-composed text may also be
considered to be directed at a subsequent text when analyzed within the larger class
context, including Jane’s explanation of her own commenting practices.
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Although Stern and Solomon’s concept of “scholarly advice” seems to mirror, at
least in name, Lees’s category of suggestions, the relation between the responses I’ve
examined and the concept of “assigning” is best explained by Stern and Solomon’s
characterization of such response as “advice on how to continue with a line of research”
(36). Lees’s concept of response as assigning centers around the creation of “another”
assignment meant to force students to “[use] what has been said already to discover how
to say something new.” This definition seems to closely mirror both Bertrand’s
suggestion for Megan to raise new questions about the workplace stress she had
witnessed and Jane’s paragraph of questions intended to help Ashley move forward to the
next writing project. What seems most important about these responses is how they exist
in contradiction to Stern and Solomon’s findings. According to their research, 23% of the
papers included only “negative global comments” (24). Forty-nine percent of the papers
included comments directed at word choice and awkward phrases (34). Twenty-four
percent of the papers contained a comment related to spelling (34). Only 6% seemed to
step outside the text and imagine the larger purposes the paper was intended to address.
By purposes, I mean less the students’ purposes and more the purposes of the writing
classroom. Arguing for an understanding of response as a transactional exchange, Probst
reminds us of limitations presented by popular response practices:
If schooling leads students to expect only the hostile reader, or only the
reader who serves as proofreader, or only the reader who serves as the
gatekeeper, then writing will come to seem less a pursuit of meaning than
a survival exercise. (78).
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Bertrand, the self-described writing coach, mirrored this sentiment with his hope that his
formative response practices extend beyond the final summative comment on the
portfolio. Jane wants to work against “boring” writing that results from students not
having enough time to “think out their ideas.”
The term we use to describe response to the cumulative semester project—be it
suggesting, assigning, scholarly advice, or some other term—matters little as long as we
acknowledge the primary value such response has. This primary value is that response
directed toward the cumulative semester project offers the process-based feedback
scholars have argued is most important but that rarely, if we believe the large-scale
studies that have categorized and named response, appears on student papers. At the very
end of his summative list of “general principles” for response, Bean reminds us to
think of your commentary as personal correspondence with the student,
something that makes your own thinking visible and permanent. Try to
invest in your commentary the tone of a supportive coach—someone
interested in the student as a person and in the improvement of the
student’s powers as a writer and thinker. (253)
Offering a similar perspective, Straub also references the importance of establishing a
dialogue with students:
Look to engage students in an inquiry into their subject by treating what
they have to say seriously and encouraging them, in turn, to take their
ideas seriously. Turn your comments into a conversation with students, a
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real dialogue that encourages them to read the comments and respond to
your responses. (“Guidelines” 358).
Without undermining either suggestion’s importance, I want to point out what
might be a more important argument made by both scholars. Bean tells us to remember
that we are investing in the “improvement of the student’s powers as a writer and
thinker.” Straub reminds us that our intention is to engage “students in an inquiry” by
demonstrating that we take their work “seriously.” This message reflects the longstanding tension between process and product, a tension reflected in the gap between
suggested response practices and the responses that appear on students’ papers. Victor
Villaneuva, in commenting on Donald Murray’s “Teaching Writing as a Process, not a
Product” within a broader discussion of the process movement, concludes that, although
we might consider “writing as a process … [,] that doesn’t mean that at the end of the
process there won’t be a product” (2). A portfolio pedagogy, according to Peter Elbow,
allows us to “pay better attention to the writing process” even if we accept that the end
goal is the “the hard text themselves, ‘the real thing,’ the bottom line” (“Will” 41). In an
early-semester conversation that occurred in the minutes before his class began, Bertrand
spoke to the role a “high-stakes portfolio background” played in his pedagogy. Noting
that it is “hard to get past product” because of the expectation that students should “know
how to do it” before getting to upper-level courses, Bertrand was keenly aware of what
such pressure meant for his own teaching. Bertrand voiced frustration with the viewpoint
that first-year writing was a space where students learned what was necessary to then
engage upper-level writing requirements, instead of viewing first-year writing and these
upper-level writing courses as “part of the [same] process.”
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As respondents, Jane and Bertrand use response to the culminating process to
unsettle the perspective of writing as merely preparation for what comes later in students’
academic careers. Jane’s explanation of why she allows students to choose their own
research topics illustrates this investment in making writing more than just preparation:
One thing I believe about writing … I hate being forced to write about
stuff I’m not interested in. And when it comes to research, I know a lot of
students are not excited about research or they have this sort of feeling that
it is a particular thing that can’t be exciting. So I want them to be choosing
a topic that they will be excited enough about that they will be able to be
motivated to keep research it through the whole semester. And I know that
my own ideas about what’s interesting or not are not the same as my
students’.
Furthermore, I would argue that each instructor’s use of responses directed at the
culminating semester project demonstrates an investment in what Bertrand called “real
academic conversations.” By choosing to develop textual associations across
assignments, Jane and Bertrand provided space for students to engage writing and
scholarship at a level not possible with a “serial” sequence comprised of “closed texts”
(Rankin 129; Phelps 49). Calling on Lees’s terminology, I have positioned this response
as a form of “assigning.” Such assigning does not function free of complications, nor is it
removed from other response purposes. Jane’s primary attention to what the student “has
done,” offers one complication—namely, that she must navigate from what they’ve
already done to what they might do in revision to what they might consider doing as they
continue with the cumulative semester project. She pointed toward the response essay
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assignments as one tool she used to help students (and herself as respondent) navigate
these different textual dimensions. 5 Bertrand’s use of response directed at the cumulative
project must be considered alongside his privileging of a final cumulative portfolio.
Although these aspects of the class are different in that one speaks to assigning and one
speaks to assessment, they are also overlapping in that the response provided to one text
may speak to the ongoing cumulative response, a revision to be included in the portfolio,
and the writing/research practices students will engage to complete the cumulative
semester project and the final portfolio. Much of what I am calling response as
“assigning” illustrates, as I have previously established, a distinction between product
and process. As there is often a product at the end of the process, response as “assigning”
does speak to a future product, often the next text in the assignment sequence, but it also
speaks to the processes students will need to complete to engage a revision of the
already-produced text or the ongoing work of the cumulative semester project. This is not
an easy balance to strike, as the responses produced by Jane and Bertrand reflect.

Students’ Reception of Response Directed at the Cumulative Semester Project
In the previous section, I referenced Megan’s explicit awareness of how
Bertrand’s response assisted her in moving through the cumulative semester project.
Reacting to the written response she had received to her second paper, she “noticed how
he, pretty much, took one of my paragraphs verbatim and said how that intrigued him
about how I managed to locate the tension within the culture.” At first, she did not have a

5

In hindsight, I wish I had spent more time with students discussing the response essays. As I demonstrate
in the next section, Ashley’s articulation of how she used the response essays shifted across the semester.
Ava’s interaction with the response essays was hampered the motivation issues I discussed in Chapter 1.
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response to what she took from this portion of his response, but then further in our
conversation, she articulated both what she thought Bertrand would want her to do with
this feedback and how the feedback benefited her:
Well, I think, now that I have managed to find this pattern, he’d definitely
want me to expand on it. And that’s one of my goals for the next paper.
I’m glad he gave me this lead, because it kind of saves my time from
having to pick through what I have to go through on this paper [essay 3].
… I can brainstorm my questions around what he pointed out, so when my
third paper is due I can kind of talk about this [tension].
Curious to see if she saw the feedback having applications for both papers 2 and 3, I
asked her to further explain how she saw herself applying this feedback. In her response,
she positioned the feedback exclusively in relation to the next essay. To explain the
feedback’s usefulness for the next assignment, she commented on how she “did” her
second paper:
When Bertrand conferenced with me for my first paper, I don’t remember
exactly what he said, but I think he found it intriguing how I talked about
the nurses and everything in general, so he told me that, you know, about
expanding more on the nurses and covering more about them. So that’s
what my second paper was dedicated to—you know, getting the nurses’
side of the story out.
For Megan, getting the nurses’ story out included acknowledging the job stress they faced
as well as the strategies they learned to cope with the stress. Following her explanation of
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the first conference’s role in her composition of the second paper, she continued by
describing how writing the second paper would help her move forward to the annotated
bibliography assignment. This forward advancement would result, according to her, as a
result of her current knowledge about the research available on job place stress for
nurses. Speaking more broadly about the role Bertrand’s feedback played in her
engagement with the cumulative semester project, Megan provided a useful summary that
accounts for how response across multiple texts can benefit student writing, especially in
researched writing courses:
I think the feedback Bertrand has given me has shaped a lot more into my
research, you know. Honestly, when I was doing this fieldworking thing,
when I first started out, it was very broad and expansive. I didn’t have a
specific target, per se. I was just, kind of, writing down my observations of
what I saw the staff members doing [and] what I saw the residents doing
and, you know, how they were going about their daily lives. It was almost
like a diary type of entry, in a way. [The] second paper was narrowed
down to nurses, you know, listening mainly—almost exclusively—to their
side of the story. And I think this third paper will be narrowed down
furthermore by focusing on the nurses’ job-related stress.
The narrowing down Megan describes was evident in her third conference, which
I discussed previously. Yet, in her discussion after the conference, Megan turned her
attention to what she saw to be the valuable “leads” Bertrand had provided her as well as
the limitations of these “leads.” She judged the conference to have been “very
informative” because Bertrand had offered her “leads” on how she should improve her
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paper, including the need for her to include a paragraph for each annotation evaluating its
contribution to her research. Later in our conversation, Megan voiced frustration with
reading journal articles by comparing the task of working through these articles with the
task of cleaning a “really messy room.” The challenge, she said, was finding out “where
to start,” and starting would be easier if she had a “lead” on “how to get going.” I asked
Megan to describe what type of lead would be most helpful to her. In her response, she
expanded the conversation’s focus beyond this issue of secondary research to speak to the
feedback she desired more generally:
I really want to know where I am going wrong because, like I said, I want
to be the best I can be, and the only way I can be the best is if you tell me
where I am going wrong because I know I am not going to write perfect
papers. They are going to be far from perfect, and I’ll need that lead.
During our conversation about her second paper, Megan offered contextually defined
application of the relationship between what she was calling leads and a revision of this
paper. Specifically, she referenced the lack of “a lead” on “where I should focus my
second paper” as the motivating factor behind going to her dad or “some other adult” to
obtain another perspective on her work. Megan saw the limited feedback she received on
paper 2 as offering little help with a revision of this paper because “he [Bertrand] didn’t
say anything that he found not good about the paper.”
Megan’s assertion that Bertrand didn’t point out any flaws in the second paper
illustrates Megan’s desire for feedback that tells her “where [she] is going wrong.”
Earlier in the chapter, I argued that Bertrand’s feedback to Megan’s second paper could
be read such that she could accomplish the further development of her conclusion that he
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recommended through continued engagement with her fieldworking site. Megan’s
reading of the feedback is telling in that not only did she not draw a connection between
the need for her to further develop her conclusion by returning to her fieldworking site
and her notes from this site but she also did not recognize Bertrand’s more general
suggestion for a further developed conclusion either.
Megan’s various uses of the word “lead” illustrate different orientations to the
texts she had and would compose. As I examined in Chapter 2 (and above), Megan
primarily desired corrective feedback directed at the already-produced text. Yet, as her
accounting of how she was tracing different aspects of nursing stress across multiple
assignments demonstrates, she also readily picked up on the formative feedback Bertrand
was directing toward the composition of subsequent texts. Given these two orientations,
her decision to not revise a single word in her second essay is of importance. A number
of possible explanations for this lack of revision exist, including Bertrand’s
announcement to the class that papers 3 and 4 “will carry the most weight,” Megan’s
tendency to procrastinate, and the lower priority she placed on this class compared with
her science classes. A misreading of Bertrand’s feedback such that she did not notice the
attention he recommended she pay to her conclusion could be another explanation.
Although Megan acknowledged the cumulative response she received and seemed
to successfully build her cumulative project across multiple assignments, she had
reservations about this pedagogical model. On one hand, she appreciated how the
approach allowed her to dive deeply into her research. On the other hand, she would have
preferred a more “user-friendly” portfolio model in which “we write a paper, we get
feedback, we put it in the portfolio, like one at a time.” She described this model as the
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one she was familiar with from high school and acknowledged that by “fix[ing] it and
[doing] all the necessary changes” before moving to the next paper, the task of putting
together the portfolio would be “more quick and efficient.” Megan also referenced high
school when explaining why she privileges feedback focused specifically on where she is
going wrong in her writing:
Maybe because it’s been ingrained in my mentality from high school and
elementary school and even with my parents. They always say, “Try
keeping yourself grounded. Make sure to focus on the negatives [more]
than the positives in whatever you do because that’s the only way to help
you grow.” You know, if you keep focusing on the positives, you’re
stopping yourself from improving further.
Megan’s reception of response directed at the cumulative semester project appears to
have been highly influenced by her expectations of what Bertrand’s response should
focus on as well as who should direct her ongoing work. Megan privileged response that
was directed at the text she had composed, not on the processes she had engaged to
produce these texts. Megan desired corrective feedback, and she wished Bertrand would
provide these “leads” explicitly. She seems to have willingly received the process
feedback directed at the semester project because it was feedback coming directly from
Bertrand. Even though she had already instigated a specific trajectory for her research,
Megan tended to give Bertrand credit for providing the direction for her work. Given
these predilections, Megan’s inability to effectively apply the feedback she received on
her second paper does not come as a surprise.
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Earlier I mentioned Megan’s procrastination as one factor that may have
influenced her decision not to revise her second paper. Time played a different role in
Ashley’s reading of the feedback Jane provided to her second paper. Ashley engaged a
think-aloud protocol for her reading of these comments to allow for a better
understanding of how she was receiving Jane’s feedback. Because I wanted to limit my
artificial intrusions into the classes I was observing, I conducted this think-aloud protocol
after Jane returned the second writing projects during a regularly scheduled class period.
That is to say that the reading Ashley offered in the think-aloud protocol was not her first
engagement with these comments. During her reading of Jane’s comments, Ashley
voiced the worry that Jane was misreading her research trajectory, such that Jane seemed
to incorrectly assume Ashley had changed her focus from PTSD in adults to PTSD in
children. When pushed further to explain this concern, she said she would have to sit
down and look more closely at the comments alongside her submission.
During our conversation after the submission of her final course portfolio, which
included the only version of writing project 3, Ashley articulated that she first reread the
comments for writing project 2 the previous day, which was also the day she revised
writing project 2, finished composing writing project 3, and revised the response essays
that were to be included in the portfolio. Although it is impossible to establish that
different practices would have led to different results, I am able to establish Ashley’s
continued struggle with blending together her research on PTSD in both women and
children. Specifically, Ashley felt challenged by Jane’s requirement that students include
materials from previous writing projects in subsequent writing projects. Explaining her
need for a creative solution, Ashley acknowledged that her solution was “two solutions
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for two different groups of people.” As a result of this focus on two different groups, she
had to generate a creative way not only to bring the two groups and solutions together but
also to do so while incorporating material from her first two writing projects.
Ashley appeared to figure out much about her research and what she had learned
from her research late in the semester. She acknowledged that her goal in revising her
response essays was to “articulate to Jane” that her “topic changed a lot throughout the
process.” Rereading her responses essays illustrated for her where she “would get an idea
and then completely change it.” Gently pressed to describe when she had come to
understand these shifts in her research, she acknowledged that she had really come to
understand the connections “yesterday.” I do not want to make too much of this detail
because to do so would be to undervalue the implicit development purposefully
embedded in Jane’s assignment sequence. At the same time, Ashley’s decision to not
look at the response she had received on writing project 2 until the day she revised the
essay highlights the textual circumscription she applied to this response—the feedback
provided to writing project 2 was meant to be applied to writing project 2.
Students’ receptions to response directed at the culminating project varied widely.
Ava wished for greater information about what each writing project would entail at the
start of the semester. She found herself worried later in the semester that her topic, the
use of child soldiers, did not lend itself well to considering different solutions. Ava
pointed to the feedback she had received on her first paper as a source of worry for her.
As Ava recounted, Jane’s feedback focused on Ava’s argument statement and how “it
presents my perspective on the issue instead of making the argument that the problem
exists.” Having presented her perspective in this first paper, Ava was confused about how
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she should approach her third writing project. Ashley’s conflicting responses on how she
made use of the response essays makes it hard to fully account for how useful the
assignments and Jane’s responses to these assignments were. Ashley articulated the
benefits of the response essays to be the purpose they served in providing a starting point
for her research and reassuring her she was on the right path. Yet, at different points in
the semester, she talked in differing ways of how often she referred back to these
assignments. In our discussion of our second paper, she said she “didn’t go back to
[them],” but she remembered the feedback she received as “overall good stuff” that let
her know she was “on the right track.” In our final meeting of the semester, she said she
went back to the response essays often and used them to construct her writing projects.
These conflicting responses can be explained by considering the different ways in which
Ashley could have returned to these texts, including the possibility that the responses
were helpful to her even if she did not return to the actual texts. For instance, she
referenced response essay 5 as having been particularly useful to her in our last
conversation. For Ashley to remember this assignment and Jane’s response to the
assignment, something about her engagement with the task (or the response she received)
must have stuck with her.
Ashley’s conception of Jane’s response to the response essays as functioning as
“reassurance” aligns with David and Martin’s reception of the feedback they received
from Bertrand. Both David and Martin accounted for the response in broad terms, often
applying the same practices to revisions of already-produced texts as well as the ongoing
cumulative semester project. David regularly spoke of the need for him to “provide more
detail” and “expand further” when discussing both past and future compositions. This
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collapsing of the feedback he received into one global category seems to have served him
well in Bertrand’s class based on his revision of all four assignments for the culminating
portfolio. Of specific interest is his addition of interactions (and even photos) of
customers at the local music store, additions that resulted from Bertrand’s suggestions in
both his written and oral response for David to include more “thick description” in his
writing. Of the students in the study, Martin seemed most detached from needing
directive response from his instructor. When asked to describe what was useful about
Bertrand’s responses to his submissions, he responded that the feedback “always gave
him the reassurance that he was on the right track.” Rarely did Martin draw specific
connections across multiple texts.
It is impossible to cast a net over these student-participants to fully account for
their reception and application of response directed at the cumulative semester portfolio.
There is one common characteristic, however, that might help us begin to understand
students’ reception of such response, including their sometimes limited application of the
responses. Every participant, at varying degrees, articulated a desire to receive marginal
feedback on their writing. For most of the students, this desire aligned with the related
desire to receive feedback that was as specific as possible. David articulated the
advantage of marginal feedback in our first meeting as allowing for the instructor to point
out strengths and weaknesses at particular points in the text. Similarly, Ava stated that
she would “rather have someone, like as they’re reading through [her text], write down
what thought comes to them as they’re reading it, instead of just at the end.” Her
preference related to the fact that “the more structured” the response, “the easier it is for
me to follow.” Ashley established a preference for marginal comments while also
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hedging back toward an acceptance of end notes. Pushed to explain further, she
responded:
Honestly, when teachers write stuff at the end of papers, I don’t really like
that. So if they just did without that. … I really like when teachers go
through specific things and write comments on the side so, I mean, it
doesn’t bother me when they write it at the end, but, if I had to choose, I’d
say don’t do that.
The preferences for marginal comments reflect Edgington’s findings when he
collaborated with students to decipher their commenting preferences (“Encouraging”).
Ashley’s dislike of end comments, interestingly, resulted from a concern that teachers
who use end comments use what Nancy Sommers calls “rubber-stamped” comments
(152). As the semester progressed, all of the students voiced satisfaction with the
comments they received. As I accounted for in Chapter 2, a number of the participants
voiced a strong appreciation for the one-on-one conferences they had with their
instructors. Ashley appreciated the investment Jane put into her comments, but she also
continued to desire for Jane to point out “a specific part” of her writing that was well
done via marginal comments or underlining.
In my attempt to account for students’ reception of response to the cumulative
semester project, three major characteristics have arisen. The first is Megan’s desire for
corrective feedback directed at what she has done wrong. This desire aligns with other
student-participants’ desires for attention to what needs to be “fixed” or “changed.”
Second, there is the last-minute return Ashley made to Jane’s comments on her second
paper. Her articulation of her end-of-the-semester revision focus was mirrored by some,
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but not all, of the participants. David, to offer a counterexample, claimed to have revised
his work daily over the last two weeks of the semester. Finally, there is the desire from
most of the participants for marginal comments. Although students varied in the focuses
they desired in written feedback, all desired comments that were closely connected to
specific portions of their texts.
This desire for response closely attached to the text, although not fully
explanatory of how students made use of response directed at the cumulative semester
project, does offer a beginning point for further research on this topic. The students’
descriptions of the benefits of marginal comments all focused on what those comments
could offer to the text in front of them. To be fair, students came to accept (and
appreciate) various commenting modes as the semester progressed. Furthermore, they
also came to understand (and appreciate) how a response directed at one text may also be
directed at a subsequent text. Based on their explanations of their revision processes and
my reading of the work they submitted, these students appeared to be most successful at
applying the responses they received when the response was clearly directed at either the
already-composed text or a subsequent text that had not yet been written. This is not to
say that they always were thrilled with the response an instructor offered. Ashley, for
instance, thought Jane offered “too many suggestions” in the paragraph of her response to
writing project 1 when she offered possible directions Ashley could use to move forward
with writing project 2. Yet, as the data in this chapter primarily demonstrates, students
acknowledged and responded favorably to response to the cumulative project that helped
them to move forward toward the next major writing assignment. There are two specific
outlier cases, which are examined in the conclusion.
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Conclusion: Conflicting Assumptions and the Classroom Context
In the cases of Megan’s hands-off approach to revising her second paper and
Ashley’s continued struggle with focusing her research, the response directed at the
cumulative semester project seemed not to help advance their writing. As I established
earlier, others may argue that I am reading these responses too freely. My response would
be that given my information on the participants and my embedded role in the classroom,
I feel as if both of these readings are plausible within these classroom contexts. Jane did
acknowledge that Ashley’s argument “is an important one in relation to your previous
writing project, in which your focus was primarily the effects of PTSD on women.”
Furthermore, she commented that Ashley had “done a nice job of supporting this
argument with sources that each explain … how children suffer the consequences of
PTSD more strongly than women or adults.” Bertrand’s response, although not the most
clearly articulated, does invite Megan to approach him with any questions she might
have. These exchanges demonstrate the challenges of response to the cumulative
semester project, especially when such response falls outside the students’ privileged
expectations for response.
Response to the cumulative semester project that functions as assigning
introduces new challenges to the first-year writing classroom. As the semester progressed
for Jane, she came to feel tension relating to her decision to allow students to research
their own topics of interest. Although she believed that such research would lead to
greater investments by students, she also came to understand the limitations of her
choice:
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The one thing I’m not comfortable with is the way the class is setup. It
would have been more successful, I think, if all of their research
surrounded one broad topic, and they were all reading the same stuff every
week. That would have been more successful. It would have been much
more of an open question, you know, [an] exploratory process of figuring
out how to read research [and] how to make sense of it as a group.
Jane also came to understand the limitations she faced as a respondent when her students
were researching individually chosen topics. What I am reading as a suggestion in her
second response to Ashley resulted from her critical reading of Ashley’s paper and
speculation about the research she was finding. As someone who works hard to offer
students explicit feedback without taking control over their ideas, Jane seemed to
understand the limitations posed by her distance from students’ research. In fact, she felt
some of the directive feedback she offered for writing project revisions compensated for
her not being able to fully facilitate a student’s movement through his/her research.
Likewise, Bertrand was critical of the internal “scaffolding” present between and among
his assignments. Feeling an obligation to meet the departmental expectation for students
to compose at least four discrete assignments, he prioritized the annotated bibliography at
a level he disliked and, in doing so, he felt he undermined students’ organic investment in
their fieldwork.
Rankin’s examination of approaches to sequencing writing assignments includes a
consideration of how “conflicting theoretical assumptions” undermine assignment
sequences (131). Although I would stop short of arguing that response to the cumulative
assignment sequence in the form of assigning fails because of conflicting assumptions
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between students and an instructor, I would argue that the complexities present in such
response result from conflicting assumptions between these participants. The very use of
response in this manner represents what Phelps would term response at “increasing
theoretical depth” (39). As veteran classroom teachers who also possess a high level of
theoretical teaching knowledge, both Jane and Bertrand have adopted a response style
that challenges the privileged viewpoint of the “closed” text, and, in doing so, they open
up new possibilities for students, their writing, and their research practices. Yet, such
advanced pedagogical practices may also introduce new challenges to the writing
classroom. Such challenges relate both to the need for rethinking practices the instructor
has privileged (such as self-selected research topics) and the need to successfully
introduce these sequencing practices to students who have their own beliefs and values
about what writing is and how it functions. I hope that at no point in this chapter I have
presented a perspective that response directed at the cumulative semester project was
unsuccessful in either of these classrooms. The writing that students in each class
completed was extraordinary; to insert my own opinion, both Bertrand and Jane
accomplished Bertrand’s goal of meshing first-year writing and upper-level writing if for
no other reason than each instructor’s students successfully engaged writing, researching,
and revising practices more often found in upper-level writing classrooms.
What I wanted to demonstrate in this chapter is best introduced by Phelps’s
contention that, although choices “facing teachers in circumscribing text are not mutually
exclusive,” all such choices “[offer] the possibility of enlarging the object that is being
read by extending its spatial and temporal boundaries” (49). Response to the cumulative
semester project offered these instructors options for expanding their reading and
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response practices by allowing them to imagine connections across texts not possible
with either the “closed text” or “the formative portfolio.” At the same time, the
cumulative semester project, although an addition to the text’s spatial and temporal
confines, did not cancel out the functioning of a given text in the traditionally understood
closed and formative constructions.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESPONSE, CLASSROOMS, AND THE DOMINANT TEXT

At the time I was moving this project to its conclusion, a “new” debate relating to
response surfaced. This debate, unlike previous examinations of what response is and
how it functions, arose not within our discipline of rhetoric and composition but within
the larger educational apparatus. Most centrally, this debate centered on the question of
whether computers could evaluate student writing as well as teachers do, and it grew out
of both the development of massive open online courses (MOOCs) and the ongoing,
national implementation of the Common Core State Standards across K–12 education. 1
Not surprisingly, the word “response” has taken a back seat in this debate, with the focus
instead on grading. The March 2012 Reuters article “Robo-readers: The New Teachers’
Helper in the U.S.,” announces the development of “computers programmed to scan
student essays and spit out a grade.” An April 2013 New York Times article paints a
similar picture. The author, John Markoff, describes the computer-graded process as one
in which students are provided a grade “instantly,” thanks to the “essay [being] scored by
a software program.” Furthermore, because of this instantaneous feedback, a student
could “rewrite the test to try to improve [his/her] grade.” 2 These are not isolated

1

The Comppile database shows research on the computer grading of writing goes back nearly fifty years
and is, therefore, hardly new.
2
Markoff’s use of the phrase “let you rewrite” is telling, as it places the control in “the system” and not the
choices and actions of either students or teachers.
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references to grading found in these articles. Stephanie Simons, who authored the Reuters
article, cites an ongoing competition intended to develop computer programs that “give
each essay the same score a human grader would.” Writing a year after Simons, Markoff
notes that those people actively developing such programs claim “the software was
nearing the capability of a human grading.”
The response to these developments within the discipline of rhetoric and
composition was immediate and forceful. The National Council of Teachers of English
released a position statement in April 2013 entitled “Machine Scoring Fails the Test.” To
accompany the dispersal of this statement, Douge Hesse represented our field with a May
2013 publication in The Washington Post entitled “Grading Writing: The Art and
Science—and Why Computers Can’t Do It.” In this article, Hesse provides a shortcut to
the larger argument put forth in the position statement. Reflecting the position staked out
by the professional organization, Hesse demonstrates the challenges of reading and
evaluating student writing through a three-question quiz that asks the newspaper reader to
decide, for each question, which of two writing excerpts is better. Working from these
examples, Hesse demonstrates the challenges of reading and assessing student writing
due to questions relating to audience, purpose, and conventions, among other criteria.
Speaking in the terms currently framing the debate over “robo-readers,” Hesse focuses
primarily on the task of grading, while also noting the roles that reading and response
play in writing assessment. He notes the teacher’s role as judge of quality, achievement
of purpose, and convention. But, near the end of his article, he draws explicit connection
between grading and response and, in doing so, mirrors other writing scholars who have
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established the limitations of seeing the reading and response to writing merely as a
matter of assessment:
However, writing is a fundamental human act. We write for each other, in
various guises for various reasons, and teachers have the important
responsibility to help students do it well. This means maintaining high
standards, but it also means acting as a trusted reader and coach.
Responding to writing requires not only a sense of good writing, but also a
sense of individual students, their interests, abilities, needs, and
trajectories. The real art of grading blends communicating not only a
student’s achievement—however good or wanting—but also his or her
potential, with a map of how to get from one to the other and
encouragement to make the trip.
This difference in perspective between those actively working to design
computer-reading programs and a prominent scholar-teacher in rhetoric and composition
is illustrated by two concepts well considered in writing scholarship. The first is the
teacher’s role. Hesse demonstrates how the privileging of the “judge” role perceived to be
most necessary in writing education overlooks other important roles such as “trusted
reader,” “coach,” and encourager. The second concept is that of growth. Whereas the
newspaper articles on computer grading illustrate how these technologies privilege
improvement demonstrated by a better grade, by “the quality of their answers,” and by, as
the founder of Coursera puts it, “resubmitting the work until they get it right,” Hesse
considers not only the “student’s achievement” on a single task but also possibilities for
continued improvement on subsequent assignments (Markoff). Although Hesse uses the
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dominantly privileged term “grading” to explain this complicated process, those with
disciplinary knowledge of how the teaching of writing works know to read his message
as much more than merely the “scoring” of student essays privileged by these developing
technologies.
This tension between the “grading” of student writing and the production of
response directed at the development of increased writing abilities expands beyond
questions of the teacher’s role and the relationship between “instant feedback” and
growth (Markoff). The tensions at the heart of this conversation are the same
conversations our field has wrangled with since its inception. These tensions include the
uneasy relationship between process and product; the various pedagogies that can be
privileged in writing classrooms, including social and formalist approaches; and the
purposes for writing education. While noting the multiplicity of tensions present in
questions about how best to respond to/grade student writing in an era of accountability,
standardization, and fast capitalism (Lu), I conclude this project by reaffirming that, most
centrally, the current debate about the use of computers to grade student writing
demonstrates the dominant position the singular text plays in how student writing is
taught and responded to.
Newspaper accounts that announce the benefits of computer grading commonly
define student writing as based in the singular text. In the previous chapter, I expanded
prior response scholarship by considering how response functions across multiple texts
through what I called response directed at “a cumulative semester project.” Although I do
not borrow my terminology direction from Joseph Harris, my use of this phrase aligns
with what he calls “an intellectual project” (588), which defines as “a cluster of defining
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concerns and interests, a set of questions to address, [and] a point to move forward—that
drives [students’] writing through its series of drafts” (588). Harris’s intellectual project,
much like my idea of the cumulative semester project, is both fluid and comprised of
multiple texts. I intended my work in the previous chapter to demonstrate the pedagogical
benefits and challenges of responding to a series of texts that possess both a shared
identity and individual circumscription. In constructing this chapter, I placed “the text” at
the center of my investigation because of the uneasy position the text—as product, as
content, and as that which is most commonly assessed—occupies in writing pedagogy.
Noting the text’s dominant position in writing pedagogy holds specific importance when
we consider this position alongside the emergent beliefs about the teaching of writing
privileged in our field and how these emergent beliefs align with those dominant beliefs
that circulate in other cultures, in the institutions in which writing is taught, and in the
countless social processes that shape not only how response is produced and received but
also how the writing classroom is designed, defined, and modified.
The “text,” as the previous chapters have demonstrated, has been at this project’s
center. Megan’s preference for response that functioned as surveillance resulted from her
desire for Bertrand to capture every mistake present in her text when he read and
responded to her work. Dean’s frustration and dissatisfaction with his experience in
English 102 stemmed from the absence of a pedagogy focused on the different forms of
writing privileged by the university. Jane’s decision to give Ashley a “NG” on her first
submission came about because of citation issues Jane located in the text. Relatedly, Jane
included both formative and summative feedback on this writing project because of,
among other factors, an uneasiness with how revision so often takes the form of students’
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trying to “get things right” in a given text. Relatedly, Ashley’s unsettledness regarding
the importance placed on “technical” aspects compared with what she saw as more
writing-based factors resulted from the “NG” she received on this first paper. Megan
would have preferred to construct her portfolio one text at a time. All the participating
students voiced a desire for feedback directed at fixing mistakes found in their individual
texts. Finally, to conclude this list, which only partially accounts for the central role of the
individual text in the production and reception of response, Bertrand seemed uneasy with
overly emphasizing response directed at the cumulative project because he wanted to
focus primarily on how a text could be developed to meet the expectations through which
he assessed students’ portfolios. This uneasiness resulted, at least in part, from his
awareness that students “should know how to do it” before getting to upper-level classes.
The ambiguous “it” Bertrand references, in that this reference points to the creation of the
singular text, highlights the contradictory nature of this emphasis on the individual text.
The process involved in the creation of this text is multifaceted and complex; yet, this
very process can be encapsulated in a single pronoun.
The central role “the text” occupies in the beliefs and practices of both students
and instructors comes as no surprise given how dominant views of writing education are
built around the singular text. Tuell’s argument that first-year writing instructors are
tasked with removing clutter from students’ discoursal closets takes the material form of
straightening up the texts students produce (126). Rose’s argument against deficiency
approaches in writing education highlights the way in which writing ability has
traditionally been assessed through the measurement and “tabulation” of error in student
writing (346). Given their responsive relationship to dominant beliefs, emergent
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pedagogical strategies are, too, defined in relation to the dominant singular text. In
defining formative response, Horvath argues that such response situates the text as “not
fixed” but, instead as “a developing entity” (137). Phelps, in tracing how the various
ways in which teachers can “circumscribe” texts, centers her analysis around the “spatial
boundaries” of the “closed text” (48–49) The role of the closed, autonomous text in
Phelps’s categories illustrates the catch 22 our field finds itself in when discussing the
singular text or the text as product. Phelps begins her analysis with the singular text
because the majority of teachers privilege this text when responding to student writing.
Yet, by attempting to trouble the singular text by offering alternative models of
circumscription, Phelps both reminds us of the singular text’s dominant position and,
furthermore, highlights the complexities of other modes of circumscription compared
with the singular text’s relative simplicity.
I can’t claim to be immune to this textual privileging as either a teacher or
scholar. Although this project was founded on an argument that more attention needs to
be paid to the multiple and competing contexts in which response is produced and
received, the resulting text does very much focus on both students’ written texts and the
textual responses produced by instructors. This is to say that, although I attempted to
contextualize these texts by analyzing them in relation to both classroom practices and
those ideologies that shape the production and reception of response, the resulting
analysis remained rooted primarily in the texts produced by students and teachers. I
acknowledge this textual focus to be one limitation of a project intended to capture the
contextual nature of response while also acknowledging that this project demonstrates
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what can be gained by studying more than just the production and reception of response
decontextualized from the classrooms in which this response is produced and received.
Given the text’s lasting dominance, additional research should move in two
directions. First, Fife and O’Neill’s call for research directed at response practices other
than or alongside written comments remains of utmost importance. This project
responded to the response practices present in the classrooms I observed while also
attempting to not disrupt the naturally occurring classroom and to stay within the
methods outlined in the IRB review. The truly ethnographic study of classrooms is
possible, as Freedman and Sperling have illustrated. Yet, the ethnographic study of
response practices offers a few complicating factors. First, as I have acknowledged, the
more practices a researcher observes, the more likely he/she is to disrupt the naturally
occurring classroom. Second, the full ethnographic study of classrooms is difficult
because of the confines placed on classroom research by the standards put forth by IRBs
(Anderson). Because I conducted this study at a university that has a medical school, the
internal IRB standards are most directly written with medical and scientific experiments
in mind. The IRB review process is not receptive to projects that do not include concrete
explanations of methods and subjects; thus, classroom researchers often have to constrain
projects or hedge statements to respond to and fulfill IRB standards. Furthermore,
researchers interested in contributing to the ethnographic study of the production and
reception of response will need to find creative solutions to address promises of
anonymity. Two approaches growing in popularity that may prove useful here are
rejecting the idea of anonymity so as to give credit to the contributions made by the
participant and the practice of true co-authorship between researcher and participants. As
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demonstrated, for example, in Cheryl Mellon and Jeff Sommers’s analysis of Sommers’s
use of audio comments in response to Mellon’s writing, such an approach extends
Newkirk’s idea of co-authorship in a way that privileges both ethical research and the
authentic capture of classroom contexts.
The third challenge of ethnographic research results from the very textual nature
of response. Although I acknowledge and support Fife and O’Neill’s call for research that
studies all different forms of response, I entered this project interested in written response
because I wanted to better understand written comments as the dominantly privileged
approach to response. This project was made better by my expanded focus that resulted in
the study of written comments alongside other practice, such as reflective memos,
assignment sheets, and instructor–student conferences. Having noted this expanded focus,
I also note the degree to which the project remained textual in nature and I argue that this
textual focus results from, more than anything else, the central role texts occupy in
composition classrooms. We should remember, after all, that the production and
reception of response does not occur prior to students’ completion of assignments tasks,
including the production of drafts and final revisions. Because of the text-heavy aspect of
writing classrooms, we should continue to develop ethnographic research studies that
allow for greater connections to be made between the texts and the contexts in which
these texts are produced.
Although possibly paradoxical considering what I have previously written, I argue
that additional research also needs to be conducted on how students are making sense of
the texts they are writing and how their conception of texts plays a role in the production
and reception of response. Paul Prior’s research on how teachers and students
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conceptualize writing tasks demonstrates one approach that can be used to gain a better
understanding of the role the text plays in first-year writing classrooms (“Contextualizing
Writing”). The current project focused on the production and reception of response, so
attention to the classroom texts was conducted to better understand the responses
provided to students’ writing and students’ reception of this response. Yet, as I collected
and analyzed the data, it became clear that students’ perceptions of what a text is
significantly shaped their perceptions of and expectations for response. For instance,
Megan’s desire to assemble her portfolio one text at a time both demonstrates her
investment in the singular text and limits the possibilities she envisions for alternatives to
this singular text or intersections among multiple texts.
The idea that computers can grade student writing runs afoul of many of our
discipline’s privileged beliefs and practices. Probst argues that students will come to see
writing as “less a pursuit of meaning” and more as a “survival exercise” if their writing is
responded to only by “the hostile reader, or only the reader who serves as proofreader, or
only the reader who serves as the gatekeeper” (78). My conversations with students
demonstrate that students very much privilege dominant conceptions of writing,
including the idea that successful writing matters for “effective communication” and that
proficient writing abilities are necessary for career success. Furthermore, their
expectations for response, including attention to grammatical correctness, reflect
dominant beliefs that circulate about writing, especially in conversations about the
relationship between education and job preparation. Because of these dominant
expectations, I’m uncertain that discussion of the teacher’s role as reader is enough to
demonstrate the distinctions between human reading and computer reading. What we
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need is attention to what the intersections of students, teachers, texts, and classrooms
mean for how students go about constructing texts. Hesse argues that “responding to
student writing requires not only a sense of good writing, but also a sense of individual
students, their interests, abilities, needs, and trajectories.” I would argue that we need to
extend our attention from our perceptions of students to also include how students are
valuing and perceiving texts. Although I am not arguing for a return to a focus on the text
simply as a product, I am arguing that we need to more fully account for the privileged
role that the text plays in conversations about writing that occur outside the academy. As
a result of the nature of these conversations, we need to more strongly demonstrate how
writing development extends beyond the mere grading of individual student papers.
The students’ privileging of textual production—and often the production of the
singular text—speaks also to choices we make in curricular design. Having criticized best
practice scholarship earlier in this project, I want to be careful not to present any of my
suggestions as edicts directed at specific actions. That said, I’ve found myself considering
how we might more fully engage students’ perceptions of writing in the classroom if we
agree that the perceptions of writing students bring to the writing classroom shape both
the writing they produce in these classes and their expectations for and uses of the
responses they receive. As this project illustrates, each instructor constructed their class
around a central point of engagement. Bertrand asked students to conduct fieldworking,
Connie had students engage academic research methods through a series of I-Search
papers, and Jane led students through argumentative research writing situated around an
issue of social relevance. My point in recounting these different pedagogical approaches
is to illustrate how each approach puts writing at the service of an additional purpose.
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These purposes result from the institutional expectation for writing courses that develop
students’ research practice and from the investments and beliefs privileged by the
individual instructors. Each of these courses, to various degrees, troubled students’
expectations for the text. This troubling is most evident in Dean’s resistance to the ISearch paper, but it can also be seen in how fieldwriting introduced students to what
might be seen as a nonacademic genre and in the sequencing and multiplication of texts
in cumulative semester projects.
Although these pedagogies may have troubled these expectations, they did not
fundamentally ask students to consider their own valuation of the individual text and, in
doing so, examine their beliefs that shape this valuation. Having now collected, analyzed,
and written up the data included in this project, I find myself convinced of the need to
problematize students’ perceptions of the text and have been considering different
approaches for doing so.
Although surely not the only option, Douglas Down and Elizabeth Wardle’s
pedagogical approach of “writing about writing” offers one approach for those interested
in problematizing students’ perceptions of the individual text. Because this approach
allows for conceptions of writing to be placed at the center of the student’s engagement
with and production of writing, adopting a “writing about writing” approach to first-year
composition would allow both students and teachers to better understand the beliefs about
writing students bring to the composition classroom—beliefs that very much shape the
writing they produce, their reception of response, and their use of this response. My
argument for a greater consideration of a “writing about writing” approach to class design
as a way to allow for the complication of students’ perceptions of what writing is, what it
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does, and how it does what it does is not meant to challenge the various approaches
privileged by the participating instructors. Having students write about their own
conceptions of writing (and of response) can operate within pedagogical approaches such
as fieldworking, I-Search, and academic argument.
Here, though, is the challenge to the approach I am advocating. Every student in
this study mentioned how they appreciated being able to write on topics of their
choosing. Response scholarship, such as the work of Brannon and Knoblauch, has argued
that teachers should respect student intentions and ideas by not appropriating this student
text to fit the confines of the “ideal text” (159). Interestingly, the participating students
did not demonstrate a strong resistance to such appropriation. At best, they articulated
tensions between the desire for directive and/or grammatical feedback and the desire for
teachers to provide response to what Ashley called the “writing” aspects of their papers.
What my research did demonstrate was a strong privileging for the freedom to choose
their own writing topics; in fact, I would suggest that further research consider how
appropriation is negotiated in writing classrooms, including how students view “selfchosen topics” as a desired feature of writing classrooms.
Because of this privileging of self-chosen topics, I am uncertain how successful a
“writing about writing” approach might be. And, this seems to be the rub. The emergent
ideologies common in our field—practices that are popular but surely not representative
of all writing teachers—must constantly be negotiated with the beliefs, values, and
assumptions privileged by students, by cultural institutions, and by those social processes
that influence what occurs in writing classrooms. The argument for the computer grading
of student writing demonstrates an ignorance of and/or an indifference to what happens in
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writing classrooms and how these activities contribute to writing growth. Furthermore,
the argument for the computer grading of student writing privileges technocratic
ideologies of standardization and fast capitalism over what Berneier calls “the process
labeled teaching-learning” (292). The assessment of textual products removed from the
contexts in which these texts are produced undermines the beneficial interactions that
occur among teacher, student, classroom, text(s), and response. Additional research on
the classroom context in which response is produced and received, including research on
alternative response methods and students’ perceptions of texts and writing tasks, would
provide a more developed picture of what occurs in writing classrooms.
We need additional research that demonstrates the ideological challenges present
in the teaching and learning of writing, including the role response plays in these
processes. Such research should not be intended to celebrate such challenges but, instead,
should be directed at painting a more complete picture of the contexts in which writing
education occurs. The more knowledge we have of how writing occurs in specific
classroom contexts, the better we are able to consider the uses and limitations of
pedagogical best practices, including the revision of these practices. Fife and O’Neill’s
call for a shift in response research practices highlights the limitations with a research
agenda focused predominantly on the study of decontextualized texts. Seeing how
powerful institutions are pushing more and more for the decontextualized text to become
the privileged text in writing education, we would be well served to respond to such
initiatives by illustrating the important role the “process labeled teaching-learning” plays
in the development of writing abilities that extend beyond the creation of a singular text
that satisfies an algorithm being used to assess this text’s quality (Bernier 292; italics
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original). By focusing on the processes through which teachers and students interact, we
can respond to the tradition of viewing texts decontextualized from the spaces in which
writing occurs and, in doing so, highlight the human and interactive qualities necessary
for writing improvement.
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APPENDICES
INTRODUCTORY NOTE

The documents contained in these appendices include those discussed at length in
the project. These documents are presented in their original form with a few
modifications. First, all name identifiers have been removed, including the names of
participants and peer reviewers. Second, I have removed any references in study texts
that may announce Hill University’s geographical location. Finally, I have traced over
some of Jane’s feedback to darken the font and increase readability. When a student’s
text was responded to in written or typed comments, I have replicated the relationship
between text and comments to reflect how the paper was returned to the student.
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APPENDIX A
COMPOSITION PROGRAM OUTCOMES

Composition Program Outcomes
The Outcomes Statements are intended to provide instructors and students with a sense of
what kinds of knowledge students should be expected to acquire and demonstrate by the
end of each course. The course outcomes, which were created through the participation of
instructors in the Composition Program, are intended to create a sense of common
purpose for the courses and clear expectations for the students. At the same time, the
Outcomes have been written to maintain the flexibility in the program that allows
individual instructors to continue the tradition of innovation and creativity in the
classroom that is one of the great strengths of the University of “_______” Composition
Program.

English 101
The focus of English 101 is recognizing and responding to different rhetorical situations
and developing effective writing processes. A student in English 101 should expect to
write and revise essays in multiple genres. Each essay should establish a clear purpose
and sense of the writer’s presence and position. A student in English 101 should expect to
write four to six papers during the term totaling about 18-20 pages of text.

Outcomes for English 101
Rhetorical Knowledge (responding appropriately to a variety of rhetorical
situations)
By the end of English 101, students should demonstrate the ability to produce writing that
•
•
•
•
•

Focuses on a clear and consistent purpose
Analyzes and responds to the needs of different audiences
Employs a tone consistent with purpose and audience
Uses a variety of genres or adapts genres to suit different audiences and purposes
Chooses evidence and detail consistent with purpose and audience

Critical Reading and Thinking (analyzing rhetorical positioning of texts)
By the end of English 101, students should demonstrate the ability to produce writing that
•

Identifies the purpose(s) for which a given text may have been constructed
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•
•
•
•
•

Identifies the audience(s) for which a given text may have been constructed
Demonstrates awareness of the role of genre in making meaning from a given text
Summarizes argument and exposition of a text accurately
Demonstrates understanding of knowledge and information as existing within a
broader context
Demonstrates awareness of multiple points of view

Processes
By the end of English 101, students should demonstrate the ability to produce writing that
•
•
•

Demonstrates through reflection awareness of their own writing processes across
multiple drafts
Demonstrates strategies of invention, drafting, and revision
Demonstrates ability to critique own work and work of peers

Conventions
By the end of English 101, students should demonstrate the ability to produce writing that
•
•
•

Demonstrates knowledge of genre conventions in terms of organization,
formatting, paragraphing, and tone
Demonstrates control of such surface features as syntax, grammar, punctuation,
and spelling
Uses conventions of structure and format appropriate to the rhetorical situation

English 102
The focus of English 102 is creating and answering questions through research and
writing that draws upon written texts and other sources. A student in English 102 should
expect to create research questions, find relevant information to answer those questions,
and write longer essays that use the information to create and support a clearly defined
position on the topic involved. A student in English 102 can expect to write four to six
papers during the term, including at least one extended research essay, totaling about 20
to 25 pages of text.

Outcomes for English 102
Rhetorical Knowledge
By the end of English 102, students should demonstrate the ability to produce writing that
•

Demonstrates rhetorical purpose by creating a position relative to their research
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•
•
•
•

Analyzes the needs of the audience and the requirements of the assignment or task
Demonstrates knowledge of genres employed in writing with research
Provides supporting evidence from research sources
Employs a tone consistent with purpose and audience

Critical Thinking and Reading
By the end of English 102, students should demonstrate the ability to produce writing that
•
•
•

Identifies rhetorical strategies and summarizes main ideas of outside sources
Places sources in context with other research
Represents and responds to multiple points of view in research

Processes
By the end of English 102, students should demonstrate the ability to produce writing that
•
•
•
•

Identifies a research question
Develops a research strategy
Identifies and evaluates sources
Uses research sources to discover and focus a thesis

Conventions
By the end of English 102, students should demonstrate the ability to produce writing that
•
•
•
•

Integrates sources with one another and with own analysis
Demonstrates control over conventions of format and presentation for different
purposes and different audiences
Demonstrates an understanding of the purposes and conventions of
documentation
Demonstrates awareness of multiple methods of citation
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APPENDIX B.1
INSTRUCTOR CONSENT FORM
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APPENDIX B.2
STUDENT CONSENT FORM
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APPENDIX C
QUESTIONS/TOPICS FOR FIRST STUDENT INTERVIEWS

Questions/Topics for First Interview with Student Participants
Background:
•

Educational Background – Writing Background – Educational Influences

•

How much do you like school? Success in it? How much like writing?

•

How would you describe yourself as a writer?

•

Purpose(s) of 101/102 – Your Purpose(s)/Institutional Purpose(s)

•

What are your goals as a writer/student in English 102?

•

What would you say are the university’s goals for you in English 102?

•

How important is it to you to be a good writer?

•

101 Experience – Expectations v Actual Experience

•

Academically – Who do you feel responsible to?

•

Your Role as a Student?

•

Teacher’s Role?

Current 102 Class:
•

What were your expectations for this class when the semester started?

•

What’s your perspective on Fieldworking / Research / I-Search?

•

What do you see as the goals of the course?

•

Any goals you have for the class?

•

What is your initial reaction to your instructor [insert name]?

•

What do you like best about the class? What don’t you like?

•

What do you think of the portfolio approach? [if applicable]?
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Commenting:
•

Past experiences with commenting, including high school and Eng 101?

•

Purposes of Commenting?

•

Response’s Role in Class? Teacher Role in Response? Student Role in Response?

•

Usefulness:
o What do useful comments focus on?
o What form (on the paper) do they take?
o What form, in terms of content, do they take?
o What do you find not to be useful?
o Usefulness versus Preference (“Like”)

•

How interested are you in reading the comments when you get them?

•

So you get a paper back with comments, what do you do?

•

How has your view of comments changed, if at all, since entering college? What
caused the change? Comments in 101?

•

Relationship between commenting and grading?
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APPENDIX D.1
DAVID’S SECOND PAPER WITH BERTRAND’S END NOTE FEEDBACK
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APPENDIX E.1
MARTIN’S FIRST PAPER
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APPENDIX E.2
MARTIN’S SECOND PAPER WITH BERTRAND’S MARGINAL FEEDBACK
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APPENDIX F.1
MEGAN’S FIRST PAPER
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APPENDIX F.2
Megan’s Second Paper With Bertrand’s End Note Feedback
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APPENDIX F.3
MEGAN’S THIRD PAPER
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APPENDIX G.1
DEAN’S FIRST I-SEARCH PAPER WITH CONNIE’S COVER LETTER FEEDBACK
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APPENDIX G.2
DEAN’S SECOND I-SEARCH PAPER
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APPENDIX H.1
ASHLEY’S WRITING PROJECT 1 WITH JANE’S COVER LETTER FEEDBACK
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APPENDIX H.2
ASHLEY’S RESUBMITTED WRITING PROJECT 1 WITH JANE’S COVER LETTER
FEEDBACK
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APPENDIX H.3
MEGAN’S WRITING PROJECT 2 WITH JANE’S COVER LETTER FEEDBACK
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APPENDIX H.4
ASHLEY’S WRITING PROJECT 3
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APPENDIX I.1
AVA’S WRITING PROJECT 1 WITH JANE’S COVER LETTER FEEDBACK
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